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Summary

Progress in the search for physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM) proceeds through two
main avenues. The first requires the development of models that address the host of theoretical and experimental deficiencies of the Standard Model (SM). The second avenue requires
scrutinising these models against all available data as well as checks for theoretical consistency. Unfortunately there exists a large number of strongly motivated models as well as an
absence of any signs illuminating the correct path nature has chosen. With the lack of a clear
direction, automated tools provide an effective means to test as many models as possible.
In this thesis we demonstrate how the SARAH framework can be used in this context as
well as its adaptability for confronting unexpected hints of new physics, such as the diphoton
excess, that have arisen at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) over the previous years. We then
turn to more theoretical constraints namely, studying the stability of the electroweak vacuum
in minimal supersymmetric models. Here we studied the impact of previously neglected directions when including non-standard vacuum expectation values. In the second half of this
thesis we consider low-scale left-right symmetric models both with and without supersymmetry. In the non-supersymmetric case we consider constraints arising from charged lepton
flavour violation. We have significantly improved existing parametrisations allowing for the
new Yukawa couplings to be determined as a function of the underlying model parameters.
The last scenario we consider is a model based on SO(10) unification at the high-scale. We
build a complete model with TeV-scale breaking of the left-right phase studying in detail the
phenomenology.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Particle physics currently stands at an important crossroad. The only laboratory experiment
capable of exploring the high energy frontier is the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN.
It has so far collected in excess of 30 fb−1 at centre-of-mass energies of 13 TeV during run II,
closing in on its original design energy of 14 TeV. The most compelling theories constructed
to explain new physics insist upon the existence of new physics at the TeV scale. Contrary
to this expectation, LHC results contain no direct observation of evidence1 for new physics
beyond the standard model (BSM). We are therefore left with an important question: is the
insistence of new physics at the TeV scale incorrect, or is new physics right around the corner
potentially hiding under the guise of non-minimal models?
Taking a step back, run I of the LHC has been a huge success. It culminated with the
discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012 which forms the final piece of the jigsaw puzzle known
as the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics. Over the proceeding years measurements of
its properties, such as spin as well as transformations under charge-conjugation and parity,
confirmed that this boson carries the quantum numbers expected from the SM Higgs boson.
The success of the SM is so significant that it is often exclaimed – whether that be in frustration
or admiration – ‘the SM alone explains all the data’. To give insight into this claim we begin
by outlining the typical procedure for building a particle physics model before turning to the
specific case of the SM. In particular we emphasise how the ingredients of the SM give rise to
such a remarkable description of observed TeV-scale physics.
In any model there are necessarily a number of assumptions that must be made. Here we
assume that any model which describes nature at the TeV-scale is described by a quantum
field theory that respects Lorentz invariance. Based on these two assumptions a model can
then be loosely defined by choosing a set of fields, whose excitations correspond to particles,
which transform under a specific set of chosen symmetries. Given the choices made one then
simply writes down every type of interaction that is not forbidden by the chosen symmetries.2
1

2

There are currently a number of discrepancies between the Standard Model predictions and B-meson measurements, such as B → K ∗ µ+ µ− as obtained by ATLAS and CMS [1,2]. Taking all B-meson observables and
performing a fit to effective field theory operators can result in a 4-5σ pull from the Standard Model [3]. These
results indicate that lepton universality in the Standard Model may be violated. However, the significance of
these deviations depends strongly on which effective field theory operators are fit.
One must also make a choice whether or not to enforce the model to be renormalisable. Requiring renormal-
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The result necessarily contains a number of free parameters usually in the form of couplings
and masses. For the model to make predictions a certain number, if not all, of these parameters
must first be determined through experimental measurements or constrained via phenomenological considerations. These experimentally determined values of the SM parameters exhibit
peculiarly large hierarchies amongst the couplings that determine the fermion masses. This
nevertheless results in a remarkably accurate description of observed high-energy phenomena. We therefore begin by describing the features of the SM field content and symmetries
before turning to the specific consequences of the experimentally determined parameter values in the SM.
The SM successfully describes three of the four observed fundamental forces of nature.
However, in technical terms the SM is nothing more than a specific type of quantum field
theory termed a chiral gauge theory. The foundation of this theory was laid in the 1960’s
by Glashow, Weinberg and Salam (GWS) [4–7]. In a gauge theory the forces are described
through the symmetries of the redundant gauge degrees of freedom. The crux of this model
however, is the unification of two of these forces, the electromagnetic and weak forces, called
electroweak unification. This is possible through a very particular arrangement of the particle
content, namely that left- and right-chiral particles couple differently to the electroweak
gauge bosons, described by SU(2)W × U(1)Y gauge symmetries. These gauge bosons are
in fact the exchange particles responsible for the fundamental forces. This arrangement of
the particle content in conjunction with the necessary gauge symmetries forbid mass terms
for both the fermions and electroweak gauge bosons. An elegant solution to this problem was
proposed by Higgs, Brout, Englert, Guralnik, Hagen and Kibble [8–12], typically referred to
as the Higgs mechanism. This mechanism, called electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) in
this specific context, spontaneously breaks the SM gauge symmetries
EWSB

SU(3)C × SU(2)W × U(1)Y −−−→ SU(3)C × U(1)EM ,

(1.1)

where U(1)EM is the gauge symmetry that describes photons. Consequently this allows for
the generation of masses, consistent with experimental observation, for both the fermions
and the electroweak gauge bosons whilst ensuring that the photon remains massless. It also
predicts the existence of a new massive scalar called the Higgs boson.
The final remaining type of interaction in the SM occurs between colour-charged particles.
The theory describing this type of interaction is called quantum-chromodynamics (QCD) [13–
17]. It is incorporated into the SM using the gauge group SU(3)C where C is the colour
quantum number. The combination of QCD and GWS combined is what has today become
known as the SM.
After writing down a model containing the above symmetries and observed particle content
we end up with 19 free parameters. These parameters are:
• 3 gauge couplings,
• 9 charged fermion masses,
• 3 mixing angles and 1 phase,
isability enforces operators to have mass dimension four or less. Otherwise, one should also consider possible
higher mass dimension operators, performing a truncation at a chosen mass dimension.

2

• Higgs mass and vacuum expectation value,
• QCD CP-violating vacuum angle θ̄.
We therefore require at least 19 independent measurements before predictions can be made.
In the SM there is, as of yet, no known reason at a fundamental level why there are for
instance, such large mass hierarchies or peculiar mixing patterns in the fermion sector. What
is essential to note is that changing any of these parameters, even by tiny amounts, can result
in radical changes in the phenomenology of the model. To illustrate this idea, consider the
hierarchy in the masses of the lightest generation of quarks. Suppose that the parameters of
the theory are slightly modified so that the down-quark becomes lighter than the up-quark.
This would have catastrophic implications as the proton would become unstable, decaying to
the now lighter neutron, preventing the formation of atoms and therefore life as we know it
in our observable universe. While this is a particularly drastic example, shifting any of the
SM parameters by even small amounts leads to striking observable consequences [18–20].
The patterns of the SM parameters by themselves raise a number of questions, but in conjunction with observational evidence it is undoubtedly clear that physics beyond the SM is
essential. Evidence for BSM physics can be categorised into two groups. Firstly, direct observations that cannot be explained nor accommodated into the SM and secondly, theoretical
deficiencies of the SM. Here we begin with the later as many of the theoretical deficiencies
of the SM can be tied to its experimentally determined parameters. For instance the measured value of the Higgs mass presents a key challenge to our understanding of quantum field
theories. The mass term for a scalar field in quantum field theory appears to be sensitive
to the UV theory through quantum corrections [21–23]. If we reject the notion of extreme
fine-tuning, these corrections would lead to a Higgs mass that is pushed to the cut-off in the
theory. This cut-off is exactly where the SM breaks down and the introduction of new degrees
of freedom are required to explain the physics which arises at these energy scales. It is also
possible to understand this issue as a naturalness problem. Following ’t Hooft’s definition of
naturalness [24], a parameter is allowed to be much smaller than unity only if setting it to
zero enhances the symmetry of the theory. This follows as the radiative corrections in such
a scenario are proportional to the breaking parameter. An example of this is the fermions of
the SM. When the fermions are massless there exists an additional chiral symmetry. Breaking
this chiral symmetry by only the introduction of small fermion masses ensures that the radiative corrections are proportional to these small masses. However, no such additional symmetry arises when setting the Higgs mass to zero and therefore the radiative correction are
no longer proportional to this mass term. Therefore the hierarchy between the Higgs mass
and the Planck mass is deemed to be unnatural. This phenomenon, know as the hierarchy
problem, has lain at the centre of model building efforts over the past decades. These efforts
have resulted in a number of remarkable types of theories such as supersymmetry [25–28],
composite Higgs [29–35], and extra-dimensions [36–39]. Their common theme is that each
and every one has predicted that if the hierarchy problem is solved, then there must necessarily be new physics at the TeV scale. However, the absence of TeV-scale physics at the LHC
has forced theorists to consider increasingly elaborate models which can solve the hierarchy
problem but remain undetectable at the LHC given the current centre-of-mass energies and
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collected luminosity.3
This sets the stage for the first half of this thesis. Before the LHC began collecting data, there
was a strong theoretical bias towards a relatively small number of models. The most widely
explored model was the minimal supersymmetric extension of the SM (MSSM) [42–50]. The
key reason being that supersymmetry was, and is still today, regarded as the most elegant
solution of the hierarchy problem. The solution hinges on extending the Lorentz group to its
maximal possible size [51] which allows for the inclusion of fermionic supersymmetry generators. These generators act on particles changing their representations under the Lorentz
group, which corresponds to a particles spin. Therefore a theory invariant under supersymmetric transformations requires the introduction of an opposite spin superpartner for each
SM particle, namely a spin-1/2 or spin-0 superpartner for a SM boson or fermion respectively. From the non-observation of supersymmetry these superpartners must clearly be heavier than their SM counterparts. However, as the LHC collected more and more data, lower
bounds on the masses of the superpartners continued to steadily increase. As it now stands,
the most constrained variant of the MSSM not only requires a significant amount of finetuning to explain observation [52,53], but has been virtually excluded when one also includes
the measurement of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, (g − 2)µ 4 [54, 55]. There
are two main avenues to alleviate this tension: (i) relax the stringent boundary conditions
of this constrained model allowing for more freedom in the resulting supersymmetric mass
spectra [56–60] or, (ii) introduce additional fields and or symmetries to the theory. Here we
will mainly pursue the latter option, as in the MSSM obtaining the correct Higgs mass requires
either large mass-splitting between the superpartners of the top-quarks (called stops) or both
stops must be very heavy. The first option typically leads to a destabilised electroweak vacuum, which we discuss in detail in Chapter 3, while the second option reintroduces a milder
from of the hierarchy problem. Introducing new fields and or symmetries can lead to tree-level
contributions to the Higgs mass reducing the need for fine-tuned parameter regions where
the radiative corrections are maximised. In Chapter 3 we also explore the impact of new fields
on vacuum stability in the simplest extension of the MSSM. However, this next-to-minimal
model is simply the tip of the iceberg as there exists no clear theoretical or experimental
preference for exactly what type of extension is realised in nature.
The only path forward is to confront the myriad of possibilities with all existing experimental data. This is an enormous task which requires a high level of automation if we wish
to leave no stone unturned. This task is further compounded by both the increasing quantity
and precision of experimental data that one must consider. Finally, we also want the ability
to quickly confront any possible signal of new physics that could arise at any time with the
highest possible precision theoretical calculations. So far all possible direct signals of new
3

Many ideas are specifically engineered to produce no signal at the LHC while remaining natural in the sense of
fine-tuning. These models can be broadly categorised under the umbrella of neutral naturalness. This is where
the new BSM physics is not charged under the SM SU(3)C gauge symmetry, and hence difficult to produce
at the LHC. An example of these types of models is the twin-Higgs model [40] where an entire mirror copy
of the SM is added to solve the hierarchy problem. Alternatives exist, such as relaxion models [41], which do
not require new observable TeV scale physics. The relaxion mechanism instead utilises axion-like dynamics
coupled with an inflaton to dynamically generate the weak scale.
4
This measurement also deviates from the SM predication at the 3σ level.
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physics have turned out to be statistical fluctuations. Nevertheless each of these fluctuations
has required the construction of completely new models. The most significant of which was
the diphoton excess appearing in December 2015 [61,62]. However, sufficiently precise theoretical calculations are typically time consuming and error prone. This led to the development
of a meta-code5 Mathematica package called SARAH. It allows for the automated calculation of
all ingredients necessary, such as vertices, renormalisation group equations, two-loop Higgs
masses as well as the complete one-loop masses of all other scalars and fermions in a given
BSM theory. SARAH also produces model files for a vast array of existing high-energy physics
tools to perform, for instance, detailed dark matter and collider studies. In Chapter 2 we give
an overview of SARAH and the tools it interfaces to. Using the diphoton excess as a case study
we then give a detailed introduction into the numerous advantages of these tools as well as
the implementation of the relevant observables into the SARAH framework.
While much of the theoretical evidence for BSM physics could conceivably be a product
of our lack of understanding, there remains three compelling experimental facts that any
extension of the SM should address. These are the observation of at least two massive neutrinos [63–66], indirect evidence for the existence of dark matter [67–69] and finally the observed baryon asymmetry of the universe [70–74]. The second half of this thesis focuses
on models where neutrino masses are naturally embedded into the theory. The immediate
questions that arises from the neutrino sector are what is the nature of the mass terms and
what exactly is the mechanism that allows for the generation of such small masses. One
question often raised, is whether or not a neutrino mass mechanism should be part of the
usual definition of the SM. The main hurdle being that there exists, much like extensions of
the MSSM, numerous mechanisms with which one can produce neutrino masses. The exact
details of these mechanisms generally lead to quite striking changes in the phenomenology.
This depends firstly on the nature of the neutrinos, be it Majorana or Dirac. And secondly,
the additional field content beyond the SM fields required to generate these small masses. As
a result physical observables that can distinguish between the neutrino nature are of crucial
importance. Meanwhile using both high energy and high intensity experiments, we also seek
to either directly or indirectly probe the additional field content required.
Minimal left-right symmetric models automatically provide all the necessary ingredients
to explain the observed neutrino masses. These models contain a right-handed neutrino as
the phase where the left-right symmetry is unbroken forces both the left- and right-handed
fermionic field content to sit in SU(2)L and SU(2)R doublets, respectively. In this phase the
complete gauge symmetries of the theory are GLR ≡ SU(3)C ×SU(2)L ×SU(2)R ×U(1)B−L . In
particular, this left-right symmetric phase can be at the TeV-scale. Depending on the choice
of the extended Higgs sector which breaks this phase down to the SM gauge symmetries,
both Majorana and Dirac mass terms for neutrinos can be generated [75–79]. This additional
particle content can have a large impact on the rates of charged flavour violation (cLFV). In
Chapter 4 we present a complete survey of cLFV in the minimal left-right symmetric model,
specifying to the scenario where the left-right symmetric phase is broken by triplets under

5

SARAH is capable of writing complete programs and code interfacing to other high-energy physics programs,
hence it is technically a meta-code.
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SU(2)R .6
From a top-down approach a compelling motivation for left-right symmetric models arises
from their compatibility into an SO(10) grand unified theory (GUT) [83–85]. Starting with
an SO(10) GUT there exists two main methods to break this group down to the SM gauge
group. The first is via SU(5) (with or without an additional U(()1)) to the SM and the second
is via the left-right symmetric phase.7 However, in the minimal scenarios the scale of leftright breaking must be at least 1010 GeV in order to maintain gauge coupling unification [86].
Introducing supersymmetry, Ref. [87] explores all possible breaking chains to the SM via the
various possible left-right symmetric phases. In particular it has been found that there exists a
number of possibilities where the left-right phase is broken at the TeV scale while preserving
gauge coupling unification.8 In the final chapter, Chapter 5, we study the phenomenology
of the minimal model containing this low-scale left-right broken phase, paying particular
attention to the effect of threshold corrections at these scales.

6

The main alternative breaks this symmetry via SU(2)R doublets, see for example Ref. [80–82]. However, this
does not result in masses for the neutrinos and therefore requires the introduction of additional particles. We
therefore consider such a scenario to be disfavoured compared to the triplet case considered.
7
There exist a number of possibilities for the breaking chain from SO(10) to the SM gauge group via left-right
symmetric phases. For instance a Pati-Salam phase is possible before breaking to the left-right phase as well
as breaking the SU(2)R in left-right phase to U(1)R rather than directly breaking to the SM.
8
It is also possible to add additional fields to achieve gauge coupling unification without introducing supersymmetry [88].
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Chapter 2

Constraining New Physics Models Using
Automated Tools

In the field of particle physics phenomenology there are two main objectives. The first demands that we exhaustively explore all possible classes of extensions to the SM in order to
ensure that all promising signatures of these models are properly scrutinised. The second goal
is to assess the compatibility of all possible BSM theories with experimental data. This latter objective is not only particularly exciting but becoming increasingly demanding as more
and more data becomes available from a vast array of different experiments. To complicate
matters further, newly developed extensions of the SM are becoming more and more complicated. The reality of the situation has led over the last years to the development of increasingly
sophisticated packages aimed at reducing the labour involved in analysing new models. These
packages are designed to automate the calculation of Feynman rules in perturbative quantum
field theories which involve spontaneously broken symmetries, gauge or otherwise.
The two prominent tools in this direction are SARAH [89–94] and FeynRules [95]. Both
tools perform similar tasks, however SARAH interfaces with a larger number of other complimentary particle physics packages. It should be noted that FeynRules is compatible with
non-renormalisable operators, whereas SARAH is only compatible with renormalisable theories although work is being undertaken to rectify this deficiency.
In this chapter we begin by giving an overview of the tools involved in what we dub the
‘SARAH framework’. We then discuss the recent diphoton excess reported by ATLAS and CMS
using it as an example to highlight the usefulness of these tools. In particular we examine
a large number of examples where their use would have helped various authors of diphoton
papers to either avoid mistakes or drastically improve the accuracy of their results. Note that
many of these examples are very simple applications of quantum field theory. Nevertheless,
there was a large array of fundamental errors and overly simplistic assumptions that were
made in the diphoton literature. Finally in the latter half of this chapter we consider in detail
the implementation of the effective vertices into SARAH and SPheno which are essential for
the calculation of the relevant diphoton observables. This sets the stage for the subsequent
chapters where we perform detailed studies focusing on many different observables to constrain various BSM theories. To conclude this chapter we provide the full list of diphoton
models that were implemented in to SARAH. Here we stress that the main purpose was to
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provide a rich array of examples to assist the user in the implementation of their own model.

2.1

The SARAH Framework

In this section we give a short introduction into the various tools that are used throughout
this thesis to examine the different types of BSM theories. A detailed introduction of the
conventions used as well as a comprehensive how-to with numerous examples can be found
in Refs. [94, 96].

2.1.1

SARAH

The original motivation behind the creation of SARAH [89] was to automate the calculation
of the renormalisation group equations (RGEs), mass matrices and vertices from a supersymmetric Lagrangian written in the superspace formalism. In particular the original versions
were specifically designed for high-scale supersymmetric models. These are models featuring unification of the gauge couplings at high-energies where boundary conditions on the
supersymmetric parameters can be enforced, reducing the number of additional parameters.
SARAH has, since this point, evolved into a tool which can handle all renormalisable, perturbative quantum field theories both with and without supersymmetry.
The idea is the user must only give the same information as would be required to define a
model on paper. This information namely, the field content, gauge and global symmetries, as
well as the symmetry breaking pattern is fed into the SARAH model file. In addition the user
must specify which particles mix after symmetry breaking, although there are automated
checks that can be run to ensure that no possible mixing has been missed. The model can
then be loaded into an interactive Mathematica notebook where one has access to all the
analytic expressions of the model. Such expressions include the scalar potential, minimisation
equations (often termed ‘tadpole equations’), mass matrices, RGEs (at both one- and two-loop
level) and vertices. These expressions in the interactive Mathematica environment are hugely
useful and generally provide the user a first step in analysing a new model. However, the real
power of SARAH is its usefulness as a meta-program.
Once a model file for SARAH exists, the SARAH backend1 can write a complete version of
the spectrum generator SPheno for the specific model in question as well as model files for
other high-energy physics codes. A schematic of these capabilities is shown in Fig. 2.1. This
flow-chart also shows what information is exchanged among the different programs. This
code includes crucial diagrammatic computations of the two-loop self-energies for the Higgs
scalars in the theory for general BSM models [97–99]. The incorporation of these two-loop
contributions is absolutely crucial in reducing the theory uncertainty on the mass prediction, especially in theories such as the MSSM where large radiative corrections are essential.
For example in the next-to-minimal supersymmetric model (NMSSM), it has been shown in
1
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Here the SARAH backend refers to the routines in SARAH where the results are not directly accessible in the
Mathematica interface. Examples include the routines used to write code for SPheno and other high-energy
physics tools.

2.1 The SARAH Framework

User Input
•
•
•
•

Field Content
Symmetries (global & local)
Vacuum expectation values
Mixings after SSB

SARAH
SARAH
model
ﬁle

SPheno/FlavorKit
Numerically calculates:
• 2-loop RGE running
• 1-loop masses (BSM)
• 2-loop masses (Scalars)
• Low-energy
observables
• Lepton/Quark ﬂavour
observables
• 2/3-body decay-widths
• Fine-tuning
• Higgs coupling ratios

Mathematica Interface
Analytic expressions for:
• Mass matrices
• Vertices
• RGEs
• 1-loop self-energies
• 2-loop scalar self-energies

Fortran90
code

SARAH Backend

Vevacious
model ﬁle

Model File
+ SLHA

Vacuum
Stability
•

Vevacious

Collider
Studies
•
•
•

MadGraph
CalcHEP
WHIZARD

SLHA Output

UFO + SLHA

SLHA

•
•

Higgs
Constraints

Dark Matter

HiggsBounds
HiggsSignals

•
•

MicrOmegas
MadDM

Figure 2.1: Flowchart illustrating the features of SARAH and the SPheno code generated by SARAH as
well as how they can both be linked with other important computer tools.

Ref. [100] that the exact details of the two-loop computation and the determination of the running SM parameters can lead to discrepancies of up to 8 GeV in the prediction of the Higgs
mass.
One of the most recent extensions of SARAH is FlavorKit which allows for the calculation
of generic flavour observables in BSM theories [101]. To do so one considers an effective Lagrangian that contains the operators relevant to the flavour observables of interest. These operators are usually non-renormalisable, each containing pre-factors called Wilson coefficients.
FlavorKit takes the masses and vertices of the BSM model and calculates the tree-level and
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1-loop contributions to the set of Wilson coefficients. The package, by default included in
SARAH, contains a large number of predefined quark and lepton flavour observables. The expressions for the BSM contributions to these observables are passed to SPheno where all the
numerical results are calculated. Although not used for the projects contained in this thesis,
FlavorKit includes a pre-SARAH module that utilises FeynArts [102] and FormCalc [103] to
allow the user to implement new observables into the program chain.

2.1.2

SPheno

The first stop after the model has been studied using the interactive Mathematica interface is
the generation of the SPheno code. SPheno, short for supersymmetry phenomenology, much
like SARAH is a tool originally written to study supersymmetric models [104, 105]. The code
has been developed as a spectrum generator for the minimal supersymmetric standard model
(MSSM) as well as its R-parity violating (RPV) extensions, with various choices implemented
for the structure of the high-scale boundary conditions. However, when implementing new
models with SARAH, a completely new version of the core code is written thereby allowing the
possibility for non-supersymmetric models. This SARAH generated code utilises a number of
libraries present in the SPheno distribution, but is largely independent of the original SPheno
code.
Using the results of SARAH this code numerically calculates the masses and mixing angles
based on the procedure of Ref. [106]. In addition it also calculates low-energy observables
(such as (g − 2)µ and various lepton dipole moments), quark and lepton flavour observables from FlavorKit, as well as two- and three-body decay widths. Note that SPheno performs a complete matching of the measured SM parameters to the running parameters using
thresholds which depend on the details of the mass spectrum of the model, see Ref. [94] for
further information. It also calculates Higgs couplings to SM particles, providing the necessary results to interface with both HiggsBounds [107] and HiggsSignals [108]. Finally, any
model can be implemented as either a low- or high-scale model, i.e. with or without RGErunning. The results are written in an output file following the supersymmetry Les Houches
accord (SLHA) [109] which is readable by all high-energy physics tools.

2.1.3

Vevacious

For a model to be phenomenologically viable it must contain a local minimum of the scalar
potential, often called a vacuum, that results in the desired spontaneous electroweak symmetry breaking pattern. However, the existence of such a local minimum does not ensure
that other potentially deeper minima cannot co-exist. This is especially problematic in theories containing numerous scalar fields. This often results in complicated scalar potentials
where a large number of directions in field space must be considered. In order to deal with
this complicated higher-dimensional problem the tool Vevacious has been developed [110].
Vevacious is a tool that determines all minima of the tree-level scalar potential. It then
determines the minima of the one-loop effective potential by using the tree-level minima as
input. It then allows these points to roll down the potential until the true one-loop minima are
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reached. If minima exist which are deeper than the correct electroweak breaking minimum
another tool called CosmoTransitions [111] is used to calculate the tunnelling rate to the
closest of these deeper minima in field space. Using this result one can then classify a model
point based on the following:
• stable: electroweak minimum is the global minimum
• metastable and long-lived: lifetime of the electroweak minimum is longer than the age
of the universe
• metastable and short-lived: lifetime of the electroweak minimum is shorter than the age
of the universe
A model point is phenomenologically viable if the vacuum is either stable or metastable and
long-lived. If the vacuum is metastable and long-lived then an additional mechanism is necessary which ensures we end up in the correct electroweak breaking minimum rather than any
of the other possible minima. As a result the more stringent constraint of a stable electroweak
vacuum is preferable.

2.1.4

Other Tools

The remaining tools that integrate into SARAH and SPheno are used for performing collider
studies, checking Higgs constraints and determining dark matter observables. HiggsBounds
and HiggsSignals [107, 108, 112, 113] are used to check if a given model is compatible with
current data for both the SM Higgs measurements and null-results for searches for additional
Higgs bosons. These tools are integrated through the SARAH and SPheno tool chain, which
writes dedicated blocks in the SLHA output to be read by the respective programs. These
blocks contain information on the couplings of the Higgs bosons to SM particles, the production cross-sections of these Higgs bosons as well as their masses. HiggsBounds uses this
information to check against searches for additional Higgs bosons at both the LHC and the
Large Electron-Positron collider (LEP). While HiggsSignals checks for compatibility of the
SM-like Higgs boson in the model against the measurements of the Higgs boson properties,
returning a χ2 value.
One of the most useful tools given the wealth of LHC results are Monte-Carlo event generators used for performing collider studies. To that end, SARAH produces a universal FeynRules
output file (UFO) [114], which is used to implement new models into a variety of event generators, such as MadGraph [115], GoSam [116], Herwig++ [117–119] and Sherpa [120–122].
The UFO files contain the particles, vertices and free parameters of the model which are used
in conjunction with the SLHA output of SPheno to generate events for given model points
of a theory. In addition SARAH also writes dedicated model files for the two event generators WHIZARD [123, 124] and CalcHEP [125]. In particular the CalcHEP model file can also be
used to perform calculations of dark matter observables using MicrOmegas [126, 127]. These
observables include the dark matter relic abundance, cross-sections for scattering off nuclei
used in direct-detection experiments as well as gamma-ray spectra used in indirect-direction
experiments.
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Data samples
15th Dec 2015
17th Mar 2016
5th Aug 2016
and
ATLAS [61] CMS [62] ATLAS [128] CMS [129] ATLAS [130] CMS [131]
hypotheses
3.2 fb−1
2.6 fb−1
3.2 fb−1
3.3 fb−12
15.4 fb−1
15.2 fb−1
Local
Global
Local
Spin-2
Global

Spin-0

3.2σ
2.0σ
-

2.6σ
1.2σ

3.9σ
2.0σ
3.6σ
1.8σ

2.85σ
< 1σ
2.85σ
< 1σ

2.3σ
< 1σ
-

< 1σ
< 1σ
-

Table 2.1: The statistical significance, both local and global, of the resonance observed in the 700800 GeV mass window. The significances are given in terms of two different signal hypotheses, namely
√
a spin 0 or a spin 2 resonance. Note that the statistical combinations with the s = 8 TeV data are not
shown in this table as the collaborations used different methods to assess the compatibility between
the different data sets.

2.2

The Diphoton Excess

√
In December 2016, the first set of analysed LHC data at s = 13 TeV was presented. It contained what appeared to be an extremely clear signal for BSM physics. Both multi-purpose
experiments, ATLAS and CMS, reported a resonance at around 750 GeV in the diphoton channel with local significances of 3.6σ (with 3.2 fb−1 of data) and 2.6σ (with 2.6 fb−1 ), respectively [61, 62]. When including the look-elsewhere-effect, deviations from the SM expectation
dropped to 2.0σ and 1.2σ for the two experiments. This signal was the most significant excess that has been observed by both experiments over the course of both runs at the LHC. It
caused an incredible amount of excitement in the theory community for a number of reasons.
Firstly, from an experimental point of view, searching for two back-to-back photons can be
considered as one of the simplest searches to perform at a hadron collider as there are only
two key ingredients in such an analysis: the ability to reconstruct photons in the detectors,
and an adequate fit to the background processes. As a result there are no sources of intrinsic
uncertainty such as complicated QCD processes. In essence this analysis can be summarised as a bump-hunting exercise in the invariant mass distribution of the two reconstructed
photons.
The second reason being, unlike excesses in B-meson physics, a signal of two photons
arising from a 750 GeV resonance is unquestionably a signal for BSM physics. Adding to
the excitement, the large width of the resonance implied that an explanation based on wellmotivated perturbative BSM theories was highly disfavoured. This led to many papers where
one simply took his or her favourite model and retrofitted the required particle content to
boost the width of resonance, see for example the models in Section 4 of Ref. [96]. However,
in doing so, many authors did not properly study the impact of the additional field content
on other sectors of the specific model in question.
Since the excess was first reported there have been two major updates, the first contained
2

CMS have also included data taken with zero detector magnetic field.
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more refined analyses, while the second contained significantly more data than the original
analyses. The first update came at the winter conference ‘Moriond’ [128, 129]. This update
showed small increases in the significance for both experiments, see Table 2.1, through refinements of the analyses.
Both collaborations also checked the compatibility of the signal
√
with data taken at s = 8 TeV. This demonstrated that a spin-0 resonance led to less tension between the two datasets than the spin-2 hypothesis. At this point many members of
the theory community began to take this excess more seriously. Although there were many
questions raised by the fact that CMS chose to include data where the magnetic field in their
detector was not functioning.
However, five months later at the summer conference ‘ICHEP’, both ATLAS and CMS confirmed that the excess observed in the earlier data was a statistical fluctuation. ATLAS no
longer observed an excess at 750 GeV, the most significant bump nearby was at 710 GeV with
a 2.3σ significance, whereas CMS had no excess above 1σ in the 700-800 GeV mass window.
While we now know that the diphoton excess was only a statistical fluctuation, during the
eight months where this excess appeared to be a signal of new physics we scrutinised many
of the proposed models developed to fit this excess. However, before we discuss these contributions, we first need to know what exactly where the observed properties of this resonance
as well as the best-fit cross-section and decay width.

2.2.1

Experimental Properties of the Diphoton Resonance

On first sight this excess appears very similar to the early stages of the Higgs discovery.
However, there were no other signs of this resonance in other channels. Nevertheless, given
the signal in only the diphoton channel one still seeks to ascertain the properties of this
resonance, namely:
• Electric charge: From charge conservation alone we can deduce that the resonance is
necessarily an electrically neutral particle.
• Spin: If the final state contains only two photons3 the Landau-Yang theorem [133, 134]
eliminates the possibility of a massive spin-1 particle. This leaves only two remaining
options: a spin-0 particle, which can be either CP-even or CP-odd, or a spin-2 particle.
Spin-0 and spin-2 resonances can be distinguished by considering the angular distribution of the final state photons with respect to the beam axis in the decaying particles
rest-frame [135–137]. Here we denote this angle as θ∗ . A spin-0 resonance decays isotropically resulting in a flat distribution with respect to cos θ∗ , while a spin-2 resonance
yields a distribution that peaks at cos θ∗ = 1. Given sufficient statistics one can discriminate the spin of the resonance in a similar manner to what was performed for the SM
Higgs boson.
3

The caveat here, is that if the final state contains additional photons whereby two collimated photons have
been mistakenly reconstructed as a single photon, then a spin-1 resonance is again a possibility. Any concrete
realisations of this scenario will lead to distinguishable distributions in the angular observables, see [132] for
more details.
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• Charge-parity (CP): The CP properties of the resonance directly affect the correlation
between the polarisation of the two out-going photons. For instance a pure CP-even
state results in a maximal decay rate when the polarisation vectors are parallel, whereas
in the CP-odd case it is when they are orthogonal. Such a measurement is conceivable using photons that decay into electron-positron pairs, however as was the case
for the measurements of the Higgs CP properties, the CP nature is most easily measurable through other decay modes if they were discovered. For example the decay
mode S → Zh, where S is the resonance, is possible only if S has CP-odd interactions [138, 139]. Therefore, given the information available at the time both CP states
are equally plausible.
• Production modes: The dominant production mode of the new resonance is a model dependent question. However, its choice directly influences the compatibility between
the 8 TeV and 13 TeV data. Essentially production modes that maximise the increase
in cross-section when increasing the centre-of-mass energy will reduce the tension
between the datasets. This implies that there is a preference for production via gluonfusion in comparison to direct first-generation quark production, as the production
cross-sections with gg in the initial state are 4.7 times larger at 13 TeV versus 8 TeV.
While uū or dd¯ initial states lead to only a factor 2.5 increase [140]. One must also bear
in mind that there is a large disparity between the quantity of data collected at the two
different centre-of-mass energies.
• Best-fit cross-section and width: To determine the cross-section which fits the combination of 8 TeV and 13 TeV data it is necessary to assume a specific production mode of
the resonance. In addition, the final best-fit cross-section will be a function of the width
of the resonance. We follow Ref. [141] closely, who provided a best-fit to all data which
was available after the very first announcement of an excess [61, 62]. In particular they
use 8 TeV and 13 TeV data from both ATLAS and CMS using a uniform method to fit the
background. This method is preferred, as ATLAS and CMS have chosen different functions to model the diphoton background. In this analysis a spin-0 resonance produced
via gluon fusion is assumed with a number of different scenarios regarding the width
of the resonance. The scenarios considered are a narrow, a broad (with both fixed and
floating width) and a double resonance, respectively. The latter consists of two narrow
resonances with either a fixed ratio of the relative cross-sections or a floated ratio as
in the broad resonance scenario. The best-fit values shown in Table 2.2 are obtained by
minimising a Poissonian likelihood which is a function of the signal plus background
hypotheses. We observe that a resonance with a large width provides a better fit to the
data. Typically such large widths are difficult to realise in perturbative models. However, a double resonance results in a quality of fit almost at the same level as the broad
resonance. The double resonance effectively mimics a broad resonance if the masses of
the two resonances have a small off-set. This last result is especially encouraging for a
perturbative explanation of the diphoton excess.
Given the best-fit cross-section and width one can use the narrow-width approximation
to estimate the size of the partial widths required to fit the excess. Following Ref. [140]
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Resonance Type

σggS × Brγγ

mS

ΓS

Narrow
744 GeV
2.6 fb
−
Broad (fixed width)
744 GeV
5.6 fb
40 GeV
Broad (free width)
745 GeV
6.9 fb
62 GeV
Double (fixed ratio) 745 GeV (705 GeV) 2.8 fb (1.3 fb)
−
Double (free ratio) 745 GeV (706 GeV) 2.5 fb (1.8 fb)
−

Significance
3.3 σ
3.9 σ
4.0 σ
3.8 σ
3.9 σ

Table 2.2: Best-fit values for the different assumptions on the width, namely a narrow, broad and double
resonance as well as the corresponding local significance of the excess taken from Ref. [141]. For the
double resonance the values in parentheses refer to the sub-dominant resonance.

the cross-section, assuming a spin-0 resonance, S produced via gluon fusion, is given
by
σpp→S→γγ =

1
[kgg Cgg ΓS→gg ] ΓS→γγ ,
s mS Γtot

(2.1)

where s is the centre-of-mass energy while mS and Γtot are the mass and width of the
spin-0 resonance, respectively. kgg is the k-factor incorporating next-to-leading order
effects, which for the gluon channel takes the value kgg ' 1.5 [142]. Finally, the dimensionless partonic integral Cgg is given by
 2

Z
π 2 1 dx
mS
fg/p (x, µF )fg/p
, µF ,
Cgg =
(2.2)
8 m2S /s x
sx
where x is the fraction of the proton’s energy that the gluon carries, µF is the factorisation scale and fg/p (x) is the parton distribution function (PDF) [143]. This is the
probability of finding a parton, which in this case is a gluon, with energy xE, given that
the original proton has an energy E. Evaluating this integral using the MSTW2008NLO
PDFs
[143] given the resonance mass mS = 750 GeV yields Cgg ' 174 and 2137 for
√
s = 8 TeV and 13 TeV, respectively. Re-expressing Eq. (2.1) as
ΓS→gg ΓS→γγ
s Γtot
σpp→S→γγ
=
mS
mS
kgg Cgg mS

(2.3)

allows us to place constraints on the partial widths for the two extreme cases of either
a narrow or large total width:
1. Narrow width: This implies that
Γtot = ΓS→gg + ΓS→γγ .

(2.4)

If one further assumes that ΓS→gg  ΓS→γγ , which is generically the case for
strong versus electroweak processes, then ΓS→gg drops out of Eq. (2.3). Plugging
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the relevant numbers into Eq. (2.3) in addition to insisting that σpp→S→γγ = 2.6 fb
(best-fit value from Table 2.2) yields
ΓS→γγ
' 3.5 × 10−7 .
mS

(2.5)

2. Large width: In this case neither partial widths to gluons nor photons are the dominant contribution to the resonances total width. Subsequently, the partial width to
gluons does not drop-out of Eq. (2.3) However, the minimal required ΓS→γγ can be
ascertained by choosing the maximal ΓS→gg allowed from di-jet constraints [144]
for a given total width. Replacing in Eq. (2.1) the partial width ΓS→γγ by kgg ΓS→gg
and fixing the width to 40 GeV, the upper bound on the di-jet cross-section of 14 pb
at 8 TeV yields the upper limit ΓS→gg /mS . 2.2 × 10−2 . This results in a required
partial width to photons of
ΓS→γγ
' 1.9 × 10−6 ,
mS

(2.6)

where we required σpp→S→γγ = 5.6 fb. To emphasise, this value assumes Γtot =
40 GeV. Reducing this width leads to an increase in the di-jet cross-section and
therefore a tightening on the di-jet constraint.

2.2.2

Confronting the Diphoton Excess with Results from Automated Tools

Automated tools have mainly been used in the past for detailed studies of specific promising BSM candidates such as the MSSM, NMSSM or variants of two-Higgs doublet models
(THDMs). There are two main reasons why these tools are usually the preferred method to
study these models: (i) it has been shown that there can be large differences between the
exact numerical results and any analytic approximations; (ii) writing private programs for
specific calculations is not only time consuming but also error prone in comparison to well
established codes. Authors are reluctant to adopt computer codes in tackling the diphoton
excess because many of these programs are written explicitly for a either a single model or
small sub-set of models. Consequently such tools are not adaptable enough to allow the user
to tweak an existing model, for example adding vector-like quarks or a new gauge symmetry
as is generally required for comparability with the diphoton signal. Due to the meta-code
nature of SARAH, extensions of existing model files are easily performed.
We noticed that several studies in the context of the 750 GeV excess have overlooked important subtleties, such as, neglecting crucial higher order corrections, or making simplifying
assumptions which are difficult to justify. Using generic software tools in this context can help
to address these issues as many of these simplifications will no longer be necessary and important higher order corrections can be taken into account in a consistent manner. In order
to illustrate this we comment, in the following subsections, on several problems we became
aware of when revisiting results in the literature.
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Calculation of the Diphoton and Digluon widths

A precise calculation of the diphoton rate is of crucial importance. In the validation process
of this work, we identified several results in the literature that deviate, often by an order of
magnitude or more, in comparison to our results [145–147]. Additionally we observed that in
many cases there are important subtleties which we think are highly relevant and were not
taken into account.

The first issue is the choice of the renormalisation scale of the running couplings appearing
in the calculation. The majority of recent studies use the electromagnetic coupling at the scale
of the decaying particle namely αEM (750 GeV). However, one should rather use αEM (0),
i.e. the Thompson limit (see for instance Refs. [148, 149]), which minimises the size of NLO
corrections. Taking this into account already amounts to an O(10 %) change of the diphoton
rate compared to many studies in the literature. In addition, as we will discuss in the following
sections, an important prediction of a model is the ratio Br(S → gg)/Br(S → γγ). It is
well known that the digluon channel receives large QCD corrections. If one neglects these
corrections the ratio will be severely underestimated.

To demonstrate these effects we consider toy models based on the simplest idea proposed
to explain the diphoton excess. Such models extend the SM by a scalar singlet and vector-like
fermions, which serve the purpose of enhancing the diphoton rate via loop contributions, and
– in the case of coloured states – also the production via gluon fusion. As discussed above an
enhancement of gluon fusion seems to be necessary because a production of the resonance
purely by photon fusion is in tension with the 8 TeV data. The increase in the cross section
from 8 to 13 TeV is just a factor 2 for photon fusion, while a factor of 5 would be needed to
make the results from LHC run-I and II compatible.

To begin with we categorise the toy models according to the CP properties of the involved
scalar singlet. There are three possibilities: (i) the singlet is a real CP-even scalar, (ii) a real CPodd scalar, or (iii) a complex scalar. We further introduce all possible representations of vectorlike fermions. These possibilities, following Tables 3 and 4 of Ref. [150], are shown below in
Table 2.3. This allows one to study the combinations of different fermion representations
for the resonance. All mixings between the extra fermions and SM fermions are neglected
through the assumption of a discrete Z2 symmetry. Of course in a realistic model the mixings
have to be taken into account, as they allow the necessary decays of the coloured vector-like
fermions into SM particles.
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Field Generations SU(3)C SU(2)L U(1)Y Z2

Ref.

S

1

1

1

0

+

ΨF1
ΨF2
ΨF3
ΨF4
ΨF5
ΨF6
ΨF7
ΨF8
ΨF9
ΨF10
ΨF11
ΨF12
ΨF13

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
3

2
3
2
3
1
2
1
1
2
3
2
3
1

7
6
2
3

−
−
−
−
− [151, 152]
−
−
[152]
−
−
−
−
−
−
[153]

− 65
− 31
2
3
1
6

− 31
1
− 23
1
− 12
0
5
3

Table 2.3: Extra particle content (beyond the SM fields) of the toy models. S is either the CP-even,
CP-odd or complex scalar. The various fermions ΨFi ≡ ΨFiL each come with a right-handed partner
ΨFiR with opposite quantum numbers. These models are based on the collection given in Ref. [150],
while the last column contains other works where fermions in these specific representations are used.
All SM particles have charge ‘+’ under the additional Z2 symmetry.

We write the tree-level scalar potentials for the three different types of scalars as
1
1
1
1
VCP−even = m2S S 2 + λS S 4 − µ2 |H|2 + λH |H|4 + λHS S 2 |H|2
2
4
2
2
1
+ κHS S|H|2 + κS S 3 ,
3
1 2 2 1
1
1
VCP−odd = mS |S| + λS |S|4 − µ2 |H|2 + λH |H|4 + λHS |S|2 |H|2
2
4
2
2

1
+ iκHS S|H|2 + i κS S|S|2 + h.c. ,
3
1
1
Vcomplex = m2S |S|2 + λS |S|4 − µ2 |H|2 + λH |H|4 + λHS |S|2 |H|2
2
2


1
+ κHS S|H|2 + κS S|S|2 + h.c. ,
3

(2.7a)

(2.7b)

(2.7c)

while the Yukawa interactions are given by
!
−LY = LSM
Y +

X
j

mFj ΨFj L ΨFj R +

X

YFj S ΨFj L ΨFj R

+ h.c. .

(2.8)

j

In the Lagrangian above one should substitute the expression for the relevant scalar field after
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Figure 2.2: The approximate total width (sum of the diphoton and digluon channels) of S as a function
of the coupling YF1 and the mass mF1 of the vector-like particle ΨF1 , calculated using SPheno (blue) at
LO (dashed) and NLO (solid). The orange contours are the results of the LO calculation from Ref. [150].
Here we assume a single generation of vector-like quarks.

electroweak symmetry breaking
SCP−even = vS + φS ,
where hSi = vS ,
SCP−odd = iσS ,
1
Scomplex = √ (vS + φS + iσS ) .
2

(2.9a)
(2.9b)
(2.9c)

Note that imposing CP conservation forces κHS and κS to vanish in the CP-odd potential.
For both the CP-even and complex singlet models the CP-even component φS mixes with the
neutral Higgs field φh at tree-level if κHS 6= 0. As will be discussed below, even if one sets
κHS = 0, mixing between the CP-even states is induced at the loop level.
Using the first model of Table 2.4 we show in Fig. 2.2 the total decay width4 of the singlet S
as a function of the mass MF1 and coupling YF1 . Table 2.4 contains benchmark points for the
partial widths of the digluon and diphoton channels as well as the ratio of these two channels
for both CP-even and CP-odd scalar resonances. This table also contains the LO calculations
performed using SPheno as a comparison to results previously shown in the literature [150].
We also show the partial widths including NLO corrections for the diphoton channel5 and
4

5

Here, the total width is simply the sum of the diphoton and digluon channels ignoring small contributions
from other sub-dominant channels.
NLO corrections in the case of a CP-odd scalar vanish in the limit mf  mS , see Section 2.2.3 for more detail.
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Model

Br(gg/γγ) ΓS→gg [MeV]

ΓS→γγ [MeV]

ΨF1

Ref. [150] LO
11.62/SPheno LO 13.47/12.22
SPheno NLO 23.27/20.27

6.74/6.78/14.27
11.04/23.71

0.58/0.50/1.17
0.47/1.17

ΨF2

Ref. [150] LO
24.42/SPheno LO 28.32/25.70
SPheno NLO 48.93/42.67

15.14/15.26/32.12
24.85/52.34

0.62/0.54/1.25
0.51/1.25

ΨF3

Ref. [150] LO
33.80/SPheno LO 39.20/35.56
SPheno NLO 67.72/59.06

6.76/6.78/14.27
11.04/23.71

0.20/0.17/0.40
0.16/0.40

ΨF4

Ref. [150] LO
49.84/SPheno LO 57.80/52.44
SPheno NLO 99.85/87.09

14.95/15.26/32.12
24.85/53.34

0.30/0.26/0.61
0.25/0.61

ΨF5

Ref. [150] LO
150.0/SPheno LO 177.0/160.6
SPheno NLO 305.8/266.7

1.50/1.70/3.57
2.76/5.93

ΨF6

10.0 × 10−3 /9.58 × 10−3 /22.22 × 10−3
9.03 × 10−3 /22.22 × 10−3

Ref. [150] LO
390.0/SPheno LO 453.2/411.1
SPheno NLO 782.8/682.8

7.80/6.78/14.27
11.04/23.71

2.00 × 10−2 /1.50 × 10−2 /3.47 × 10−2
1.41 × 10−2 /3.47 × 10−2

Table 2.4: Branching fraction ratio, as well as the partial decay widths for the digluon and diphoton
channels for the toy model containing only the relevant vector-like fermion pair ΨFi . The above values
are for the benchmark points YFi = 1 and mFi = 1 TeV, where the values are for a CP-even/CP-odd
scalar resonances, respectively. The SPheno NLO calculation includes up to N3 LO corrections for the
digluon channel, while the diphoton decay width is calculated at NLO and LO for a CP-even and -odd
scalar respectively.

up to N3 LO QCD corrections to the gluon fusion production as implemented in Section 2.2.3.
The discrepancies between the LO calculations arise purely through the choice of the renormalisation scale for the gauge couplings. However, the NLO results clearly emphasise that
loop corrections at the considered mass scales are the dominant source of errors. To my
knowledge, these uncertainties have thus far not received a sufficiently careful treatment in
the literature; we give further discussion of this (and the remaining uncertainty in the SARAH
calculation) in Section 2.2.3.

Constraints on a large diphoton width
As discussed in Section 2.2.1, explaining the measured signal requires a large diphoton rate.
This necessarily requires a large partial width to photons, namely ΓS→γγ /mS ' 3.5 × 10−7
assuming a narrow width for S, while for a large width (40 GeV) one requires ΓS→γγ /mS '
2.3 × 10−6 . In weakly-coupled models there are three different possibilities to obtain such a
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large partial width:
1. Assuming a large Yukawa-like coupling between the resonance and charged fermions
2. Assuming a large cubic coupling between the resonance and charged scalars
3. Using a large multiplicity and/or a large electric charge for the scalars and/or fermions
in the loop
However, all three possibilities are constrained by fundamental theoretical considerations,
which we briefly summarise in the following.
1. Large couplings to fermions: A common idea to explain the diphoton excess is the presence of vector-like fermion states which enhance the loop-induced coupling of a neutral
scalar to two photons or two gluons. This led some authors to √
consider Yukawa-like
couplings of the scalar to the vector-like fermions larger than 4π, which is clearly
beyond the perturbative regime6 . Nevertheless, a one-loop calculation is used in these
analyses to obtain predictions for the partial widths [154], despite being in a nonperturbative region of parameter space.
Moreover, even if the couplings are chosen to be within the perturbative regime at the
scale µ = 750 GeV, they can quickly grow at higher energies. This issue of a Landau
pole has already been discussed to some extent in the literature [140, 155–159]. Beyond
high-scale theoretical considerations for avoiding Landau poles, one should at least ensure that the model does not break down at such low energies such that consistency is
retained at observable LHC energies.
2. Large couplings to scalars: One possibility to circumvent large Yukawa couplings is to
introduce charged scalars, which give large loop contributions to the diphoton/digluon
decay rate. A large cubic coupling between the charged scalar and the 750 GeV resonance does not lead to a Landau pole as such a coupling necessarily carries a mass
dimension. However, it is known that large cubic couplings can destabilize the scalar
potential. If the couplings are too large, the electroweak vacuum could tunnel into a
deeper vacuum where U(1)EM or SU(3)C gauge invariance is spontaneously broken,
depending on the considered scenario. The simplest example exhibiting this behaviour
is the SM, extended by a real scalar S as well as a complex scalar X carrying hypercharge
Y . The scalar potential for this example is
1
V ⊃ κS|X|2 + m2S S 2 + m2X |X|2 .
2

(2.10)

In Fig. 2.3 the dependence of the diphoton partial width as a function of κ and mX is
shown, as well as the stability of the electroweak vacuum which has been calculated using Vevacious and CosmoTransitions. Here we observe that all points which would
explain the best-fit cross section are incompatible with the assumption of a stable electroweak vacuum. Note however, that the points right at the border of instability are
compatible at the 2σ level. For more details about vacuum stability in the presence of
6

This diphoton excess could be triggered by strong interactions. Of course, in this case one cannot use perturbative methods to understand it.
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Figure 2.3: ΓS→γγ /mS as a function of κ (left) and mX (right). In both panels κ and mX have been
varied randomly in the domains κ ∈ [−5, 5]TeV and mX ∈ [150, 1500]GeV. Blue points have a
stable vacuum, yellow points have a meta-stable but long-lived vacuum, while for the red ones the
vacuum decays in a short time in comparison to cosmological time scales, with a survival probability
below 10%. The black dashed line indicates the best-fit value of ΓS→γγ /mS ' 3.5 × 10−7 , while the
dark/light grey regions are the 1/2σ compatible regions assuming a narrow width resonance produced
via gluon fusion (see Section 2.2.1 for more details and assumptions). The hypercharge of X is chosen
to be YX = 1.

large scalar cubic terms, we refer to Ref. [159]. The overall conclusion of Ref. [159] is that
the maximal possible diphoton width, even when allowing for a meta-stable but sufficiently long-lived electroweak vacuum, is not much larger than in the case of vectorlike fermions when requiring that the model is perturbative up to the Planck scale. It is
therefore essential to perform these checks when studying a model that postulates large
cubic scalar couplings.
3. Large multiplicities: To circumvent large Yukawa or cubic couplings, other models introduce a large number of generations of the new BSM fields and/or large electric charges.
As a consequence the running of the U(1)Y gauge coupling g1 , gets strongly enhanced
at scales well below the Planck scale. Moreover, even before reaching the Landau pole,
the model develops large (eventually non-perturbative) gauge couplings. This implies
an enhancement of Drell-Yan processes at the LHC, with current data already setting
stringent constraints and potentially excluding many of the models proposed to explain
the diphoton excess in this manner [160,161]. For general studies on the running effects
in the context of the diphoton excess see [140, 155–158].
We briefly discuss some dramatic examples of these types of models proposed in Refs. [162]
and [163]. These models feature approximately ∼ 100 and 6000–9000 generations of
doubly-charged scalar fields respectively. In the model of Ref. [163] the SM particle
content is enlarged by:
• a vector-like doubly-charged fermion E
• a majorana fermion NR
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• a singlet scalar S
• a singly-charged scalar h+
• Nk generations of the doubly-charged scalar field k ++
At the one-loop level the running of g1 is governed by the renormalisation group equation (RGE)
dg1
1 (1)
=
β ,
dt
16π 2 g1

(2.11)

where t = log µ, given µ is the renormalisation scale, and
βg(1)
=
1

g13
(75 + 8 Nk ) ,
10

(2.12)

is the one-loop beta function. A large value of Nk necessarily leads to a very steep
increase of g1 with respect to the renormalisation scale, quickly leading to a Landau pole.
This is shown in Fig. 2.4, obtained by setting the masses of all the charged BSM states to
µNP = 2.5 TeV, which is the largest mass considered in Ref. [163]. The running up to
µNP is governed by the SM RGEs, where the result for g1 given by the black dashed line.
For scales above µNP = 2.5 TeV, the contributions from BSM fields become relevant.
Fig. 2.4 shows that a Landau pole can be reached at relatively low energies once we
allow for such large values of Nk . In fact, for Nk = 9000, we find that a Landau pole
appears already at µ ' 2.6 TeV. In this specific example the appearance of a Landau
pole below 1016 GeV is unavoidable as soon as Nk > 10.

1.4

g1

1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
3.30

3.35

3.40

3.45

3.50

3.55

log@ Μ GeVD
Figure 2.4: Running of the U(1)Y gauge coupling, g1 , in the model presented in Ref. [163] for Nk =
1000 (red), Nk = 6000 (green) and Nk = 9000 (blue). The black dashed line corresponds to the SM
running below µNP = 2.5 TeV.
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Properties of the 750 GeV Scalar
• Mixing with the SM Higgs: It is often assumed that S, although it is a CP-even scalar,
does not mix with the SM-like Higgs h. However, if no symmetry argument is invoked,
this assumption is not stable under radiative corrections. To illustrate this, consider the
scalar potential
1
V = mS S 2 + mX |X|2 + µ2 |H|2 + κS|X|2
2
+ κS S 3 + λS S 4 + λSX S 2 |X|2 + λHX |H|2 |X|2 + λ|H|4 ,

(2.13)

where H is the SM Higgs SU(2)L -doublet, containing the Higgs h. This potential contains all the necessary ingredients to obtain a large diphoton decay rate where S decays
via a loop involving the charged scalar X. Note that the potentially dangerous term
κH S|H|2 has been omitted. Such a term generates a tree-level mixing between S and h
once the Higgs doublet H acquires a VEV. However, this term is generated radiatively
by the one-loop diagram:
H∗

X
κ

S

λHX
X∗

H

Here, we observe that the parameter κ enters in the loop diagram, which is also the
parameter which must be maximised in order to fit the diphoton signal. It is also impossible to circumvent this diagram by forbidding the λHX term. H is charged under
SU(2)L ×U(1)Y while X must be charged under either or both SU(2)L and U(1)Y so that
it couples to photons. As a result the λHX |H|2 |X|2 term is also generated radiatively
via diagrams involving the gauge bosons of SU(2)L and or U(1)Y :
X∗

H

X

H∗

If both ΛHX and κ are not present at tree-level then mixing with the SM Higgs occurs only at two-loop order and beyond. However, such a mixing has important con-
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sequences since it opens the decay channels S → hh as well as S → ZZ, S → W + W −
at tree-level, which are tightly constrained via experimental measurements, as will be
discussed below.
Thus, in general, it is very difficult to justify the assumption that the 750 GeV scalar
does not mix with the SM-like Higgs if there is no fundamental symmetry to forbid this
mixing. However, this mixing can be forbidden using an unbroken CP symmetry in the
scalar sector. For example if the resonance is a CP-odd scalar then there is zero mixing
as long as the CP symmetry remains unbroken. While, in the case of a CP-even particle,
it is crucial to include the mixing effects and to determine how large the tuning of the
parameters must be to avoid all experimental limits.
• To VEV or not to VEV: The possibility that the new scalar receives a vacuum expectation
value (VEV) is also often neglected. However, as we have just discussed, it often occurs
that h–S mixing will be induced, at least radiatively, in many models. Such radiative effects immediately lead to a non-zero VEV for the new scalar.7 Even in cases where there
is a symmetry which prevents a mixing with the SM Higgs, the 750 GeV particle will still
receive a VEV. This arises due to the introduced couplings to charged particles which
are necessary to achieve sufficient diphoton and digluon decay rates. More specifically,
these couplings will generate one-loop tadpole diagrams for S via the diagrams:
γ
ΨFj

=⇒

S

S

ΨFj
γ

Note that in the above diagrams one can replace the loop of fermions by loops of CPeven scalars. The resulting tadpole equation reads at the one-loop level
∂V (1L)
= T (1L) = T (T ) + δT = 0 ,
∂vS

(2.14)

where vS is the VEV of the 750 GeV particle S and T (T ) is the tree-level tadpole, given
by
∂V (T )
= T (T ) = c1 vS + c2 vS2 + c3 vS3 = 0 .
(2.15)
∂vS

7

Note that if the spin-0 resonance is a singlet under all symmetries both gauge and global, then the VEV can
be absorbed via a field redefinition and is therefore negligible.
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e+ e− + µ+ µ− τ + τ − Zγ ZZ Zh hh W + W − tt̄ bb̄
jj inv.
0.6
6
2
6 10 20
20
300 500 13008 400
Table 2.5: Upper limits on ΓS→XX /ΓS→γγ assuming the production of S via gluon fusion or heavy
quarks. Values are taken from Ref. [140].

We have parametrised the tree-level expression so that the general form has the solution
vS = 0. The one-loop corrections take the form
(
κA(m2X ) ,
for a scalar loop ,
δT =
(2.16)
2
2YFj mFj A(mFj ) ,
for a fermion loop ,
1
2
2
2
with A(x2 ) = 16π
2 x [1 + log(µ /x )] where µ is again the renormalisation scale. Taking mFj , κ, mX of the order 1 TeV, results in a VEV which is of order 1 TeV3 /(16π 2 c1 ).
As a result, the simplifying assumption that vS vanishes is in general hard to justify. It
is therefore important to check how the conclusions made about the model depend on
this assumption. Here, the numerical tools discussed can help significantly, as including
the non-vanishing VEV vS is no more difficult than assuming the VEV vanishes.

• Additional decay channels: Many analyses concentrate only on the decay S → γγ and
completely neglect other potential decay channels. However, there are stringent experimental constraints on the branching ratios of S into other SM final states, which
are summarised in Table 2.5. Therefore, any model which attempts to explain the excess via additional coloured states in the loop must necessarily worry about limits from
dijet searches [144]. Consequently, an accurate calculation of the digluon decay rate
is a necessity. As an example that illustrates why both additional channels and the diphoton/digluon width calculation are important, we consider the model presented in
Refs. [164, 165].
This model extends the SM by introducing a scalar singlet as well as a scalar SU(2)doublet which is also a colour octet. As an approximation the ratio of the singlet decays
to gluons and to photons is
9 αS2
ΓS→gg
'
,
2
ΓS→γγ
2 αEM

(2.17)

where αS and αEM are the strong and electromagnetic coupling, respectively. In [164]
this ratio is quoted as ' 715. Before any NLO corrections are applied, we find 700
which is in good agreement. However, once we include all of the N3 LO corrections this
is enhanced to 1150, near the bound for constraints on dijet production at 8 TeV and
significantly squeezing the parameter space of the model.
8

Since Ref. [140] was published a mistake has been discovered in the ATLAS di-jet analysis of Ref. [144]. The
excluded cross-section for a 750 GeV resonance has shifted from 2.5 pb to 14 pb for Γtot /mS ' 6%. The
resulting bound is therefore relaxed to ΓS→jj /ΓS→γγ . 8140.
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Additionally in many works we observed that potential decay channels of the resonance were missed. For instance in Ref. [166], the authors, who considered the GeorgiMachacek model [167], missed the decay of the scalar into W ± H ∓ , which can be the
dominant mode when kinematically allowed.

Considering a complete model
• Additional constraints in a complete model: There are several studies which extend an
already existing model by adding vector-like states and then assume that this new part
of the model is decoupled from the rest. It is then clear that the results from toy models,
with the minimal particle content will be reproduced. However, it is often not obvious if this decoupling will hold without invoking specific structures in the choice of
parameters, and if they persist at the one-loop level.
On the other hand, if model-specific features are used to explain the diphoton excess,
it is likely that there will be important constraints on the model coming from other
sectors. For instance, there might be bounds from flavour observables, dark matter,
Higgs searches, neutrino mixing, electroweak precision observables, searches for BSM
particles at colliders, and so on. All of these constraints must be checked to be sure
that any benchmark point presented is indeed a valid explanation for all observations.
Such a wide range of constraints are much easier to address by making exhaustive use
of tools which provide a high level of automation.
• Theoretical uncertainties of other predictions: Even if the attempts are made to include the
effects of the new states on other sectors of the model, it is important to be aware that
there are large uncertainties involved in certain calculations. If the level of uncertainty
is underestimated, this can have an impact on what is inferred from the calculation. The
large uncertainty in a LO calculation of the diphoton and digluon rate has already been
addressed in Section 2.2.2. However, there are also other important loop corrections
especially in supersymmetric models. For example the accurate calculation of the Higgs
mass is a long lasting endeavour where for even the simplest supersymmetric model
only now are the dominant three-loop corrections being tackled [168]. The current
estimate of the remaining uncertainty is 3 GeV.
It is clear that the MSSM alone cannot explain the excess9 , hence it must be extended.
A common choice is to add additional pairs of vector-like superfields together with a
gauge singlet, for a concrete example see Ref. [141]. These new fields can also be used to
increase the SM-like Higgs mass. However, this will in general also increase the theoretical uncertainty in the Higgs mass prediction, because these new corrections are not
calculated with the same precision as the MSSM corrections. For instance, Ref. [169] has
taken into account the effect of the new states on the SM-like Higgs. There, they use a
one-loop effective potential approach considering the new Yukawa couplings to be O(1)
9

There are many claims that the excess can be fit in the MSSM by turning to highly fine-tuned splitting between
certain masses, resulting in a potentially large enough diphoton rate. We will return to this question in
Section 3.1.2.
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of the two-loop Higgs mass calculation of Ref. [169] with the results obtained
by SPheno as a function of the coupling κ10 . This is a Yukawa-like coupling of the vector-like quarks
to the MSSM Higgs doublets. The parameter values are those of Fig. 4 in Ref. [169], where we consider
the slice of parameter space with Xκ10 = 0. This parameter Xκ10 , is a parametrisation of contributions
to Higgs mass corrections depending on the vector-like masses, the supersymmetry breaking scale and
the soft-breaking trilinear terms. The lines are the results from SPheno where the red line corresponds
to Xt = 4 and the green line to Xt = 2. The green and red shaded areas are the ranges of κ10 which
predict mh = [123, 127]GeV according to Ref. [169] for the two different Xt values. The yellow shaded
region shows the band of 2 GeV uncertainty for the Higgs mass calculation from SPheno.

or below, while also including the dominant two-loop corrections from the stop quark.
They assumed that including these corrections is sufficient in order to achieve an uncertainty of 2 GeV in the Higgs mass prediction. One can compare their results from Fig. 7
of Ref. [169] with a calculation including, in addition to the corrections stated above, the
full momentum dependence and electroweak corrections at the one-loop level, as well
as the additional two-loop corrections arising from all newly introduced states. These
corrections can be important, as was shown for instance in Ref. [170]. The result of the
comparison is shown in Fig. 2.5. We find a similar behaviour, but observe that there are
several GeV difference between both calculations. For κ10 = 0.8 and Xt = 4, according
to Ref. [169] the point would be within the interesting range for mh = [123, 127]GeV,
while the more sophisticated SPheno calculation predicts a mass below 120 GeV. Thus,
the assumed uncertainty of 2 GeV in Ref. [169], which would even be optimistic in the
MSSM, is completely unrealistic without including all the aforementioned higher order
corrections.
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2.2.3

Diphoton Observables in the SARAH Framework

Calculation of the Effective Diphoton and Digluon Vertices

For the calculation of the partial widths of a neutral scalar S decaying into two gluons or
two photons we follow closely Ref. [148] for both the LO and NLO contributions. The partial
widths at LO are given by
Γ(S → γγ)LO =

2
X
GF αEM
(0)m3S X f 2 S
√
Ncs rsS Q2s As (τs )
Nc Qf rf Af (τf ) +
3
128 2π
s
f
2

+

X

NcV rVS Q2V AV (τV )

,

(2.18)

V

Γ(S → gg)LO =

GF αS2 (µ)m3S
√
36 2π 3

X3
f

2

D2f rfS Af (τf ) +

X3
s

+

X3
V

2

2

D2s rsS As (τs )
2

D2V rVS AV (τV )

.

(2.19)

Here, the sums are over all fermions f , scalars s and vector bosons V which carry electromagnetic charge or are coloured and which couple to the scalar S. Qi is the electromagnetic
charge of the fields, Nc are the colour factors and D2 is the quadratic Dynkin index of the
colour representation which is normalised to 21 for the fundamental representation. We note
that the electromagnetic fine structure constant αEW must be taken at the scale µ = 0, since
the final state photons are real [142]. In contrast, αS is evaluated at µ = mS which, for the
case of interest here, is µ = 750 GeV. riS are the so-called reduced couplings, the ratios of the
couplings of the scalar S to the particle i normalised to SM values. These are calculated as
v
(C L¯ + CfR¯f S ) ,
2mf f f S
v
Css∗ S ,
rsS =
2m2s
v
rVS = − 2 CV V ∗ S .
2mV
rfS =

(2.20a)
(2.20b)
(2.20c)

Here, v is the electroweak VEV and C are the couplings between the scalar and the different
fields with mass mi (i = f, s, V ). Furthermore we define the following mass ratio as
τx =

m2S
,
4m2x

(2.21)
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while the functions appearing in Eqs. (2.18) and (2.19) are given by
τ + (τ − 1)f (τ )
,
τ2
τ − f (τ )
,
As = −
τ2


AV = −τ 2 2τ 2 + 3τ + 3(2τ − 1)f (τ ) ,
Af = 2

with


√
arcsin2 τ

2
√
f (τ ) =
− 1 log 1+√1−τ −1
−
iπ
4
1− 1−τ −1

(2.22a)
(2.22b)
(2.22c)

for τ ≤ 1 ,

(2.23)

for τ > 1 .

For a pure pseudo-scalar state only fermions contribute within the loop, i.e. the LO widths
read
2

Γ(A → γγ)LO

2
GF αEM
m3A X f 2 A A
√
Nc Qf rf Af (τf ) ,
=
32 2π 3
f

Γ(A → gg)LO

GF αS2 m3A X f A A
√
=
3D2 rf Af (τf ) ,
36 2π 3 f

(2.24)

2

(2.25)

where
AA
f =

f (τ )
,
τ

(2.26)

L,R
and rfA takes the same form as rfS in Eq. (2.20a), replacing CfL,R
¯f S by Cf¯f A .

These formulae are used by SPheno to calculate the full LO contributions of any CP-even or
-odd scalar present in a model including all possible loop contributions at the scale µ = mS .
However, it is well known, that higher order corrections are important, especially for the
production cross-sections [171–175]. Therefore, NLO, NNLO and even N3 LO corrections from
the SM are adapted and used for any model under consideration. In the case of heavy colour
fermionic triplets, the included corrections for the diphoton decay are

αS 
rfS → rfS 1 −
,
(2.27)
π 

8 αS
rsS → rsS 1 +
.
(2.28)
3π
These expressions are obtained in the limit τf → 0 and thus applied only when mS < mf . rfA
does not receive any corrections in this limit. For the case mS > 100mf , we have included
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the NLO corrections in the light quark limit given by [148]
rfX

→

rfX



αS
2
1
1+
− log 4τ +
π 2 − log2 4τ
π
3
18
!
!
2
iπ
µNLO
+
+ 2 log
(log 4τ + 6)
2
mf
9

(2.29)

for X = S, A. µNLO is the renormalisation scale used for these NLO corrections, chosen to be
µNLO = mS /2 . In the intermediate range of 100mf > mS > 2mf , no closed expressions for
the NLO correction exist. Our approach in this range was to extract the numerical values of
the corrections from HDECAY [176] and to fit them. For the digluon decay rate, the corrections
up to N3 LO are included and parametrised by


N3 LO
NNLO
NLO
,
(2.30)
+ CX
+ CX
Γ(X → gg) = Γ(X → gg)LO 1 + CX
with [148, 171–175, 177]


95 7
αS
NLO
− NF
,
CS =
4
6
π
CSNNLO =

(2.31)

370.196 + (−47.1864 + 0.90177NF )NF
m2
+ (2.375 + 0.666667NF ) log S2
mt

N3 LO

CS

=

!

αS2
,
π2


2 ! 3
m2S
m2S
αS
467.684 + 122.441 log 2 + 10.941 log 2
,
mt
mt
π3

(2.32)

(2.33)

and
CANLO
CANNLO





αS
,
π


m2S αS2
= 171.544 + 5 log 2
,
mt π 2
=

97 7
− NF
4
6

(2.34)
(2.35)

where NF is the number of quark flavours and mt is the top quark mass. For pseudo-scalars
we include only corrections up to NNLO as the N3 LO are not known for CP-odd scalars.
One has to keep in mind that the NLO up to N3 LO corrections are calculated in the SM
under the assumption that only a (fermionic) colour triplet and the gluons play any role in
the loops. Of course, in BSM theories this must not necessarily be the case. For instance, in
supersymmetric models gluinos would also contribute at NLO. The impact of these additional
corrections is estimated in the following section. Another possible effect is the presence of a
scalar triplet, such as the supersymmetric top partners. However, it was found that the higher-
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of Br(h → gg) (full lines) and Br(h → γγ) (dashed lines) as calculated by
SPheno at LO (red) and including higher order corrections as described in the text (blue). The green
line shows the values of the Higgs cross-section working group.

order corrections for this case can be well approximated by the SM results, see Ref. [178].
Finally, other colour representations beyond triplets can induce an effective digluon coupling
in BSM theories. To our knowledge, NLO and higher order corrections for these cases have not
yet been discussed in the literature. We consider the SM corrections to also give the dominant
effect at NLO and beyond for the cases at hand. This is motivated by the observation of
Ref. [178] that the k-factor for the higher-order corrections in the MSSM is nearly identical to
the SM which arises as the largest contributions by-far come from final state gluons. However,
we also provide a flag in SPheno that allows users to turn-off these corrections, if they think
that such corrections are not appropriate for the case at hand.
In order to check the accuracy of our implementation, we compared the results obtained
with SARAH–SPheno for the SM Higgs boson decays with the ones given in the CERN yellow pages [179]. In Fig. 2.6 we show the results for the Higgs branching ratios into two
photons and two gluons with and without the inclusion of higher order corrections. One sees
that good agreement is generally found when including higher order corrections. Fig. 2.7
shows the relative difference of the partial widths Γh→γγ and Γh→gg as calculated by SPheno
and FlexibleSUSY10 compared to the benchmark values provided by the Higgs cross-section
working group. While the results obtained from the two codes are not identical, there is good
agreement between them for both partial widths.
The differences between SPheno and FlexibleSUSY originate mainly from a different treatment of unknown higher-order corrections to the pole mass spectrum. In Fig. 2.8 we show
the ratio Br(h → gg)/Br(h → γγ) and compare it again with the recommended numbers by
the Higgs cross-section working group [179]. Allowing for a 10% uncertainty, we find that
our calculation including higher order corrections agrees well within the errors, while the LO
calculation predicts a ratio that is over a wide range much too small. The important range
10

FlexibleSUSY is a spectrum generate that has recently been developed which also links to SARAH [180].
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Figure 2.7: On the left: comparison of the relative difference in the partial width Γ(h → γγ) as calculated by SPheno (in red) and FlexibleSUSY (in blue) to the benchmark values provided by the Higgs
cross-section working group. The LO results are shown by the dotted lines, while the NLO results are
shown by the dashed lines. The yellow rectangle indicates ±10% errors compared to the results from
the Higgs cross section working group. On the right: the same for the partial width Γ(h → gg).

to look at is not the one with mh ' 750 GeV because this corresponds to a large ratio of
the scalar mass compared to the top mass. Important for most diphoton models is the range
where the scalar mass is smaller than twice the quark mass. In this mass range we find that
the NLO corrections are crucial and can change the ratio of the diphoton and digluon rate by
up to a factor of 2. We also note that if we had used αEM (mh ) instead of αEM (0) in the LO
calculation, the difference would have been even larger, with a diphoton rate overestimated
by a factor (αEM (mh )/αEM (0))2 ' (137/124)2 ' 1.22.
mt mh
100
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Figure 2.8: Br(h → gg)/Br(h → γγ) as calculated by SPheno at LO (red) and including higher order
corrections (blue) as described in the text. The green band shows the values of the Higgs cross section
working group including a 10% uncertainty. On the right we zoom into the interesting range mh ∈
[0.5, 2] mt
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Accuracy of the diphoton calculation
Before concluding this section, we should draw the reader’s attention to the question of how
accurate the results are from SARAH in combination with SPheno and FlexibleSUSY. While
every possible correction has been included, there are still some irreducible sources of uncertainty, as we shall discuss below.
• Loop corrections to ZZ, W W, Zγ final states: In the 2016 version of SARAH, loop-level
decays were only computed for processes where the tree-level process is absent. This
is to avoid the technical issue of infra-red divergences. If the particle that explains the
750 GeV excess is a CP-even scalar, then it must mix with the Higgs and therefore acquire
tree-level couplings to the Z and W bosons. The respective decays are fully taken into
account at tree level. However, due to the existence of such terms, the loop corrections
to the decays into Z- and W -bosons were therefore not yet available in SARAH. These
technical issues do not apply for CP-odd scalars, for which the decays into vector bosons
are only possible at the loop level. Nevertheless these decays are also not yet available
at the loop level. This gap has now been filled with the current release of SARAH [181].
This update allows all possible decay widths at the one-loop level to be automatically
calculated.
The lack of complete one-loop corrections in these decay channels can trigger two issues
the user has to keep in mind. First, there are limits on the decays S → W W and S →
ZZ which could be violated if the loop induced couplings between S and two massive
vector bosons are too large. Therefore, one has to be careful when studying models
with large additional SU(2) representations. The second issue is that the prediction for
the BR into two photons suffers from an additional uncertainty because of the missing
contribution of the ZZ and W W decays to the total width.
To estimate the uncertainty incurred by their absence, let us assume that the 750 GeV
resonance S couples to the U(1)Y and SU(2)L gauge bosons via the effective operators
SBµν B µν and SWµν W µν . If we can neglect the tree-level contributions to the decays
and assume that the dominant contribution originates from a set of particles in the
loops, which have the hypercharge Y , Dynkin index D2 (W ) and dimension of the SU(2)
representation d2 , then the decay widths are approximately given by
( tD2 2 + t2W d2 Y 2 )2
Γ(S → Zγ)
2 (D2 − t2W d2 Y 2 )2
Γ(S → ZZ)
W
'
,
' 2
,
Γ(S → γγ)
(d2 Y 2 + D2 )2
Γ(S → γγ)
tW (d2 Y 2 + D2 )2
Γ(S → W W ) 2D22 cosec4 θW
'
.
(2.36)
Γ(S → γγ)
(d2 Y 2 + D2 )2
where we abbreviated tW for tan θW . Put together, the uncertainty that we find for the
decay S → γγ reads


δΓ(S → anything)
55D22 − 2d2 Y 2 D2 + 0.69d22 Y 4
'
× Br(S → γγ).
(2.37)
Γ(S → anything)
(d2 Y 2 + D2 )2
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Figure 2.9: Example Feynman graphs of potentially important NLO corrections. Here f and f 0 would
typically be vector-like quarks. S is the 750 GeV resonance, while S 0 represents possible models where
scalars run in the loop to enhance the diphoton rate.

The factor in square brackets is largest for fields that only couple to SU(2)L gauge bosons, giving a factor of ∼ 55, and for SU(2) doublets with hypercharge 1/2 it is 13,
although the former case yields too many W bosons (the limit from run 1 searches is
Γ(S→W W )
. 20). Thus, provided that Br(S → γγ) . 10−3 , the relative uncertainty is
Γ(S→γγ)
guaranteed to be less than 10%. In such cases, the proportional error in the total width
transfers directly into the proportional error in the total cross-section:
δσ(pp → S → γγ)
δΓ(S → anything)
'
σ(pp → S → γγ)
Γ(S → anything)

(2.38)

On the other hand, for models where the dominant decay channel of the singlet is into
gluons, it is not possible to have Br(S → γγ) . 10−3 without violating constraints
from dijet production, and the reader should be careful about the possible errors incurred. Fortunately, provided that the loop particles have a hypercharge the error is
much smaller. For example in the case that D2 = 0 the coefficient above is less than
one, thus giving an error of ∼ 10−3 for Br(S → γγ) = 10−3 .

• BSM NLO corrections: As discussed above, SARAH includes the leading-order computation of the diphoton and digluon decay amplitudes including the effects of all SM and
BSM particles in the loops. Furthermore, it also includes the leading-log corrections to
the digluon rate at NLO, NNLO and N3 LO order in αS in the SM, and some NLO corrections due to diagrams with an extra gluon to both the digluon and diphoton rates. However, the NLO corrections are absent for all other particles, which in the case of large
Yukawa couplings or hierarchies could be sizeable. Two examples of such diagrams are
given in Fig. 2.9. In the context of supersymmetric theories, particularly important are
diagrams involving the gluino, which (if it is a Majorana particle) would not couple to
a singlet at leading order. Naively their contribution is
m2g̃ mg̃ =2 TeV
δΓ(S → gg/γγ) αS
' log 2
−−−−−−→≈ 10 % .
Γ(S → gg/γγ)
π
µNLO

(2.39)
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Model

Name

Toy models with vector-like fermions
SM+VL/CPevenS
CP-even singlet
SM+VL/CPoddS
CP-odd singlet
SM+VL/complexS
Complex singlet
Models based on the SM gauge-group
SM+VL/PortalDM
Portal dark matter
SM-S-Octet
Scalar octet
SM+VL/TripletQuarks
SU(2) triplet quark model
LQ/ScalarLeptoquarks
Single scalar leptoquark
LQ/TwoScalarLeptoquarks
Two scalar leptoquarks
Georgi-Machacek
Georgi-Machacek model
THDM+VL/min-3
THDM w. colour triplet
THDM+VL/min-8
THDM w. colour octet
THDM+VL/Type-I-VL
THDM-I w. exotic fermions
THDM+VL/Type-II-VL
THDM-II w. exotic fermions
THDM-I w. SM-like fermions THDM+VL/Type-I-SM-like-VL
THDM-II w. SM-like fermions THDM+VL/Type-II-SM-like-VL
THDM/ScalarSeptuplet
THDM w. scalar septuplet

Reference

[153, 184]
[164, 165] B(1)
[185]
[186]
[145]
B(3)
[166, 187]
[188]
[188]
[189, 190]
[189, 190]
[191]
[191]
[192, 193]

Table 2.6: Part I of the overview of proposed models to explain the diphoton excess which are now
available in SARAH. The warning (B) shows that we found serious problems with the model during
the implementation. The reasons are as follows. (1): the model is in conflict with limits from dijet
constraints; (2): we changed the quantum numbers and/or the potential because the original model
had charge violating interactions; (3): we find disagreement with the diphoton rate as calculated in
the original reference. For simplicity, we used the abbreviations LQ for LeptoQuarks and U1Ex for
U1Extensions.

• Presence of light fermions: The higher order corrections to the Higgs production and
decay via the effective digluon coupling is calculated in the SM using an effective-fieldtheory (EFT) approach. This is possible because the top mass is sufficiently heavy compared to the Higgs boson. The presence of vector-like quarks with masses below 750 GeV
is already tightly constrained by direct searches at the LHC [182]. Therefore, for realistic scenarios the EFT approximation is also typically valid. Even so, one might wonder
how large the additional uncertainty is due to the presence of light quarks. For a detailed discussion of this, we refer to Ref. [183]. The overall result is that the additional
uncertainty is larger than the one stemming from the choice of the QCD scale. Nevertheless, it was found that the EFT computation still gives a good estimate for the overall
k-factor.
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Name

Model

Reference

U(1) Extensions
U1Ex/darkU1
Dark U(1)
[194]
U1Ex/hiddenU1
Hidden U(1)
[195]
U1Ex/simpleU1
Simple U(1)
[196]
U1Ex/scotoU1
Scotogenic U(1)
[197]
U1Ex/BL-VL
Unconventional U(1)B−L
[198]
0
U1Ex/VLsample
Sample of U(1)
[199]
U1Ex/nonUniversalU1
flavour-nonuniversal charges
[147]
U1Ex/U1Leptophobic
Leptophobic U(1)
[200]
0
U1Ex/trickingLY
Z mimicking a scalar resonance
[132]
Non-abelian gauge-group extensions of the SM
LRmodels/LR-VL
LR without bidoublets
[201–203]
LRmodels/LRLR
LR with U(1)L × U(1)R
[204]
LRmodels/tripletLR
LR with triplets
[205]
LRmodels/darkLR
Dark LR
[206]
331/v1
331 model without exotic charges
[207]
331/v2
331 model with exotic charges
[208]
GTHDM
Gauged THDM
[209]
Supersymmetric models
NMSSM+VL/VLtop
NMSSM with vectorlike top
[154]
NMSSM+VL/5plets
NMSSM with 5’s
[169, 210, 211]
NMSSM+VL/10plets
NMSSM with 10’s
[169, 210, 211]
NMSSM+VL/10plets
NMSSM with 5’s & 10’s
[211]
NMSSM+VL/5plets+RpV
NMSSM with 5’s and RpV
[169]
brokenMRSSM
Broken MRSSM
[212]
MSSM+U1prime-VL
U(1)0 -extended MSSM
[213, 214]
E6MSSMalt
E6 with extra U(1)
[215]
0

B(2)

B(3)
B(1)

B(2)
B(2)

B(1)

Table 2.7: Part II of the overview of proposed models to explain the diphoton excess which are now
available in SARAH. The warning (B) shows that we found serious problems with the model during
the implementation. The reasons are as follows. (1): non-perturbative couplings needed to explain
diphoton excess; (2): we changed the quantum numbers and/or the potential because the original
model had charge violating interactions; (3): we find disagreement with the diphoton rate as calculated
in the original reference.
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2.2.4

Models

A large variety of models have been proposed to explain the diphoton excess at 750 GeV.
We have selected and implemented several possible models in SARAH. Our selection is not
exhaustive, but we have tried to implement a sufficient cross-section which are representative
of many of the ideas put forward in the context of renormalisable models. All model files are
available for download at:
http://sarah.hepforge.org/Diphoton_Models.tar.gz
In addition an overview of all implemented models is given in Tabs. 2.6 and 2.7. Models where
we found inconsistencies are marked with a danger sign with the specific issue mentioned in
the caption of the relevant table. The main goal of implementing so many models is to give
the user a vast array of examples in order to assist with their own model implementation.
All SARAH model files which have been created, as well as the numerical codes derived
thereof, have been validated by us using the following procedure:
1. First, the SARAH files themselves have been tested for consistency using basic SARAH
commands. We have checked every model for anomalies as well as for invariance under all gauge and discrete symmetries. Furthermore, the CheckModel command was
executed which in addition checks for consistency of all field and parameter definitions
as well as whether all possible particle admixtures have been correctly taken into account.
2. Whenever analytic formulas such as mass matrices were presented in the original studies, we have reproduced and checked the respective expressions with SARAH.
3. For each model, we have produced and successfully compiled the tailor-made code for
the spectrum generators SPheno and FlexibleSUSY.
4. Whenever the reference proposing the model has presented the necessary information
to reproduce their results, we have done so. Differences are noted in Tabs. 2.6 and 2.7.
5. The model files for MadGraph and CalcHEP have been produced for all models and
checked for consistency using the internal routines of the respective tools. Furthermore, we have computed representative processes like the production and/or decay of
the candidate for the diphoton resonance and compared the obtained branching ratios
between MadGraph, CalcHEP and SPheno/FlexibleSUSY.
6. For each model, we provide a set of input parameters which can be used to produce a
valid spectrum which itself can then serve as an input for programs like MadGraph or
CalcHEP.
Lastly, we want to mention other proposals which we have not dealt with here due to their
incompatibility with SARAH. Many authors [140, 216–234] have studied the excess with effective (non-renormalisable) models, which is sensible given that there are thus far no other
striking hints of new physics at the LHC. As more data becomes available and the evidence
for new physics becomes more substantial, one might want to UV complete these models, at which point the tools we are advertising become relevant and necessary. Other authors [156, 235–250] considered strongly coupled models, in which the resonance is a com-
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posite state. This possibility would be favoured by a large width of the resonance, as first
indications seemed to suggest. Another possibility is to interpret the signal in the context of
extra-dimensional models [251–261], with the resonance being a scalar, a graviton, a dilaton,
or a radion, depending on the scenario. In supersymmetry, the scalar partner of the goldstino
could provide an explanation to the diphoton signal [262–265]. Other ideas, slightly more
exotic, include: a model with a space-time varying electromagnetic coupling constant [266],
Gluinonia [267], Squarkonium/Diquarkonium [268], flavons [269], axions in various incarnations [146,270–274], a natural Coleman-Weinberg theory [275,276], radiative neutrino mass
models [162, 163, 277], and string-inspired models [278–282].

2.3

Conclusion

In this chapter we have given an overview of the Mathematica tool SARAH as well as the other
high-energy physics codes that it interfaces with. We dub this the ‘SARAH framework’, which
is the main tool used in the forthcoming chapters. This framework equips a phenomenologist
with a powerful tool-kit allowing a large number of models to be studied when compared to
the usual time consuming process performing such computations by hand. As a result we
are able to confront numerous possible BSM theories with data not only in a finite period
of time but also using theory calculations with a high level of precision. For example, the
combination of SARAH and SPheno allow the calculation of the Higgs mass at two-loop level
in arbitrary BSM theories. This is of particular interest as the theoretical uncertainty on the
Higgs mass prediction is usually significantly larger than the experimental uncertainty on the
Higgs mass measurement.
In the second half of this chapter we have used the recent diphoton excess as an example
of how these tools can be used to confront signals of new physics. We observed that many
theorists were retrofitting additional particle content, for instance vector-like quarks, to existing BSM theories without regarding the consequences of these additions on other sectors
of the model. As a result we have included a lengthy motivation exactly how these tools
can aid the perspective author in avoiding many of the pitfalls we observed initially in the
diphoton literature. We then discussed the implementation of the required observables into
SARAH as well as the sources of uncertainty in the calculations. Note that since this work was
completed, the calculation of all possible one-loop decay widths have since been implemented into SARAH [181]. This supersedes the implementation discussed here. We implemented a
large cross-section of different types of models, approximately 40 in total, into SARAH to serve
as templates for future users implementing their own models.
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Chapter 3

Vacuum Stability in Minimal
Supersymmetric Models

Supersymmetry [42–50] is one of the most theoretically appealing solutions to the hierarchy
problem of the SM [51]. However, as with all possible solutions to the hierarchy problem, invoking supersymmetry also comes with a large number of downsides. The first, most obvious
downside to supersymmetry is the large number of parameters that are necessarily introduced in addition to the 19 of the SM. This follows from the necessity that supersymmetry
cannot be an unbroken exact symmetry at current observable energies as this symmetry enforces exact mass degeneracy between the SM particles and their respective supersymmetric
partners. As we have not yet observed any of these superpartners, supersymmetry must
therefore be broken at some higher, as yet unobservable, energy scales. The problem of additional parameters arises as there exist a plethora of different methods to break supersymmetry
softly.1 Therefore, one typically adds all possible soft-breaking terms to the Lagrangian in order to remain as generic as possible. The consequence, is an additional 105 parameters in
the theory [42, 46]. These parameters can then be chosen to correspond to specific models of
supersymmetry breaking.
The second problem arises through the introduction of a large number of new scalar fields,
forming the superpartners to the SM fermion content. This results in a scalar potential that
has significantly larger number of directions in field space. In comparison the SM scalar
potential contains only a single real degree of freedom.2 In the SM, the problem therefore
reduces to ensuring that the potential remains bounded from below as, given the structure of
the SM potential at tree-level, additional minima cannot co-exist with the required minimum
for electroweak symmetry breaking. This implies that if one chooses the parameters of the SM
such that the correct electroweak breaking minimum exists, then this precludes the existence
1

2

Breaking supersymmetry softly refers to adding only supersymmetry breaking operators of mass dimension
three or less to the Lagrangian so that the quadratic divergence in the corrections to the Higgs mass do not
reappear [283–285]. This condition on an operator being soft is necessary but not always sufficient. For
example if a supersymmetric theory contains a scalar singlet Φ then an operator of the form Φ∗ Φ2 , although
satisfying the above condition, actually reintroduces a quadratic divergence to the theory [285].
One can show that through an SU(2) gauge transformation the complex Higgs doublet can be brought into the
unitary gauge where the physical Higgs boson is the only remaining degree of freedom in the scalar sector.
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of other minima which may not lead to the correct symmetry breaking pattern. Returning to
supersymmetric models, one typically obtains a scalar potential that can easily have O(20)
directions in field space. The determination of the stability and subsequent phenomenological
viability of such potentials forms the basis for the work that follows in this chapter.
The first section of this chapter focuses of the most constrained variant of the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM), referred to as the CMSSM [23, 286–289]. We demonstrate that this model cannot explain the diphoton excess that appeared in the 2015 LHC dataset while also containing a sufficiently stable electroweak breaking vacuum. In the second
section we consider the next-to-minimal supersymmetric standard model (NMSSM) which
contains a gauge singlet coupling to the Higgs doublets of the MSSM. This coupling allows
for non-trivial configurations of the potential leading to minima which spontaneously break
U(1)EM . We study these destabilising effects at both tree and one-loop level.

3.1

Vacuum Stability in the Constrained MSSM

3.1.1

Charge and Colour Breaking Minima

In this section we introduce the MSSM potential and illustrate the procedure to determine the
stability of the electroweak vacuum which is used in Vevacious. Any supersymmetric model
begins with the definition of the superpotential.3 This specifies all interactions in the theory
that do not arise from the gauge sector of the model, for example the Yukawa interactions. In
addition its exact form is strongly constrained by the requirement of invariance underneath
supersymmetry transformations. This leads to two important consequences: (i) the superpotential can only contain holomorphic operators4 and (ii) superpotential operators do not
receive renormalisation at any order in perturbation theory [291, 292]. The superpotential of
the MSSM is
ˆ + Y L̂Ĥ Ēˆ + µĤ Ĥ ,
WMSSM = Yu Q̂Ĥu Ūˆ + Yd Q̂Ĥd D̄
e
d
u d

(3.1)

where generational, colour and SU(2)L indices have all been suppressed, and the quantum
numbers under the SM gauge symmetries can be found in Table 1.1 of Ref. [49]. Here, the
hatted fields correspond to chiral superfields which each contain physical complex scalar and
Weyl fermion degrees of freedom. The Yukawa couplings Yu , Yd and Ye are each 3×3 complex
matrices, while µ is referred to as the Higgsino mass term. The form of the superpotential is
fixed by the introduction of a discrete symmetry called either R-parity or matter-parity [49] in
conjunction with the SM gauge symmetries from Eq. (1.1). These discrete symmetries enforce
conservation of both lepton and baryon number as is required for sufficient stability of the
3

In this thesis we have omitted a detailed introduction to the general structure of supersymmetric Lagrangians.
This is discussed in complete detail in a number of excellent reviews and textbooks, see for example [42, 49,
290].
4
Here, holomorphic refers to the fact that if an operator Φi Φj was present in the superpotential, then the term
Φ†i Φ†j would be non-holomorphic and therefore forbidden in the superpotential.
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proton.5 The soft-breaking terms in the Lagrangian are
−Lsoft = Vsoft + Lλ̃−mass ,


X
2
2
ē
ē
ē
e
e
e
Vsoft =
mi |φi | + Bµ Hu Hd + Tu QHu U + Td QHd D + Te LHd E + h.c. ,

(3.2)
(3.3)

i

Lλ̃−mass =

X1
j

2

Mj λj λj ,

(3.4)

where the tilde indicates the scalar, supersymmetric component of the superfield while Hu
and Hd correspond to the scalar components. The index i runs over all scalar fields of the
theory, while the index j runs over the supersymmetric partners of the U(1)Y , SU(2)L and
SU(3)C gauge bosons called gauginos. Here, the gauginos λj have been written as fourcomponent Majorana fermions. Tu , Td and Te are the trilinear soft-breaking terms which
are conventionally written in terms of the respective Yukawa couplings Tα ≡ Aα Yα , with
α = u, d, e. Using these expressions one can determine the tree-level scalar potential of any
renormalisable supersymmetric theory
Vtree = VF + VD + Vsoft ,
VD =
VF =

1X 2
g
2 A A
X ∂W
i

∂ Φ̂i

(3.5)
!2

X

φ†i TAa r φj δ̄ij

,

(3.6)

i,j
2

.

(3.7)

Φ̂i →φi

The contributions arising in VD are called D-terms. Here, the index A runs over all gauge
symmetries of the model, where TAa are the generators of the gauge group for the particular
representation r that φi transforms under. In this expression δ̄ij equals 1 if φi and φj have
exactly the same transformation properties under all symmetries and 0 otherwise. Likewise
contributions arising in VF are called F -terms. The derivatives are with respect to the superfields of the theory. Once preformed the superfields are replaced by their respective scalar
components.
With an expression for the scalar potential one can then determine all minima of the theory
by looking for the stationary points
∂Vtree
∂φi

!

= 0.

(3.8)

φi (x)→ √1 (vi +φ0i (x))
2

Here, the partial derivative of the potential is taken with respect to all scalar fields φi in the
5

These discrete symmetries only forbid lepton and baryon number violating terms at the renormalisable level.
They do not forbid dimension 5 terms nor do they preclude the possibility of baryon and or lepton number
violation through non-perturbative physics. Dimension 5 operators can also be dangerous for proton decay
(c.f Ref. [293]), therefore for complete stability of the proton discrete symmetries such as proton hexality are
required [294].
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theory. Choosing a particular solution of this set of i equations, referred to as the minimisation conditions or tadpole equations, physically corresponds to choosing a minimum. This is
nothing other than a choice of the vacuum around which we expand the physical fields. This
is indicated in the above expression by the replacement φi (x) → √12 (vi + φ0i (x)), where vi are
called the vacuum expectation values (VEVs) of the fields and φ0i are the shifted fields. This
set of minimisation conditions can be used to eliminate N , where i = 1, . . . , N , Lagrangian
parameters of the theory, hence constraining the remaining parameters so that one is always
in the desired vacuum of the theory under consideration.
Returning to the case of the MSSM, electroweak symmetry breaking occurs when the electrically neutral components of the Higgs doublets acquire VEVs. However, unlike the SM
which contains only a single physical scalar field direction, the MSSM has numerous other
scalar field directions. If any of these additional scalar fields acquire VEVs then the pattern
of spontaneous symmetry breaking will be altered. For example, if in addition to the neutral Higgs VEVs the scalar superpartners of the top, called stops, acquired VEVs then both
the symmetries SU(3)C and U(1)EM , which we require to be unbroken on phenomenological
grounds, would be spontaneously broken.6 As a result such VEVs where the field carries
colour and electrical charge are referred to as charge-and-colour-breaking (CCB) vacua. The
procedure typically performed disregards these additional directions beyond the real neutral
Higgs scalars. This amounts to setting all additional VEVs by hand to zero, which in many
scenarios is unfounded [295].
In what follows we are interested in whether or not there exist undesirable CCB minima
that can co-exist with the required electroweak symmetry breaking vacuum. Once these additional minima are located, they must then be compared against the depth of the electroweak
breaking vacuum. However, it has been shown that one-loop corrections can significantly
alter any conclusions drawn from the tree-level potential, c.f. Refs. [295–297].
As an introduction, using the MSSM as an example, we give details on the procedure that
is performed when using the tool Vevacious. The procedure is as follows:
1. Determine the minimisation equations for the desired electroweak symmetry breaking
vacuum disregarding any other scalar directions. For the MSSM, if we express the complex SU(2)L Higgs-doublets as
 +
 0
Hu
Hd
Hu =
,
Hd =
,
(3.9)
0
Hu
Hd−
then the corresponding tree-level potential is given by



H0
Vtree
Hu0 , Hd0 = µ2 + m2Hu |Hu0 |2 + µ2 + m2Hd |Hd0 |2
2

1
+ (g12 + g22 ) |Hd0 |2 − |Hu0 |2 − Bµ Hu0 Hd0 + h.c. .
8

(3.10)

In this expression we have considered only the parts consisting purely of neutral Higgs
fields. The resulting minimisation conditions for successfully breaking electroweak
6

The remaining gauge symmetries after the stops acquired VEVs would depend upon the SU(3)C structure of
the left- and right-stop VEVs.
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symmetry are
0

H
∂Vtree
1
!
= vu m2Hu − (g12 + g22 )vu (vd2 − vu2 ) + vu |µ|2 − vd <(Bµ ) = 0 ,
0
∂<(Hu )
8

(3.11a)

0

H
∂Vtree
1
!
= vd m2Hd + (g12 + g22 )vd (vd2 − vu2 ) + vd |µ|2 − vu <(Bµ ) = 0 ,
0
∂<(Hd )
8

(3.11b)

where after taking the derivatives we have expanded the fields around the minimum,
corresponding to the replacement in Eq. (3.8)
1
Hu0 = √ [vu + φu (x) + iσu (x)] ,
2

1
Hd0 = √ [vd + φd (x) + iσd (x)] .
2

(3.12)

In this expression we have written the complex components in terms of their VEV (v),
CP-even (φ) and CP-odd (σ) components. Contrary to the above expression when the
Higgs doublet components are expanded around a minimum one obtains in complete
generality

1 
Hu0 = √ vu eiϕu + φu (x) + iσu (x) ,
2


1
Hu+ = √ vp eiϕp + h+
u (x) ,
2


1 
Hd0 = √ vd eiϕd + φd (x) + iσd (x) ,
2


1
Hd− = √ vm eiϕm + h−
d (x) .
2

However, one is able to perform an SU(2)L rotation to remove three real degrees of
freedom, for instance vm = ϕm = ϕd = 0. Performing a field redefinition of the other
Higgs doublet allows one to set ϕu = 0. As a result the remaining degrees of freedom
that one should consider are vu vd , vp and ϕp . However, it can then be shown at tree-level
that the global minimum of two-Higgs-doublet models is charge conserving if a correct
electroweak breaking minimum exists [298–300]. As the MSSM is simply a special type
of two-Higgs-doublet model, we focus on the more prominent effect induced by the
stop quark sector of the model. We revisit the case of non-zero charged Higgs VEVs in
Section 3.2.
Returning to Eqs. (3.11a) and (3.11b) and solving for |µ|2 and Bµ we obtain

−2 (Bµ )min = m2Hd − m2Hu tan 2β + MZ2 sin 2β ,
(3.13a)

1
(3.13b)
|µ|2min = (cos 2β)−1 m2Hu sin2 β − m2Hd cos2 β − MZ2 ,
2
p
where tan β = vu /vd , v = vu2 + vd2 is the value of the electroweak VEV and MZ2 =
1 2
(g + g22 )v 2 is the Z-boson mass. Hence we can express |µ|2 and Bµ in terms of the
4 1
input parameters namely, the two Higgs soft-masses, tan β and the Z-boson mass. This
fixes the value of |µ|2 and Bµ so that we ensure the existence of an electroweak breaking
minimum. In what follows we utilise the subscript ‘min’ to indicate when µ and Bµ are
constrained via Eqs. (3.13a) and (3.13b).
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As an aside, from the solution of Eqs. (3.13a) and (3.13b) we can now define the parameters of the constrained minimal supersymmetric model (CMSSM) [23, 286–289], which
will be the focus of this section. This model has not only been a benchmark for experimental supersymmetry searches due to its small number of parameters but is also
strongly motivated when considering supergravity UV completions [45]. It is defined
by the parameters
M1 = M2 = M3 = M1/2 ,
ij
ij
ij
ij
ij
m2Q = m2Ū = m2D̄ = m2L = m2Ē = m20 δ ij ,
m2Hu = m2Hd = m20 ,

(3.14a)
(3.14b)
(3.14c)

Au = Ad = Ae = A0 ,

(3.14d)

at the unification scale, MGUT ' 1016 GeV, where Tk = Yk Ak . Here m0 , M1/2 are
the universal scalar and gaugino masses, A0 is the universal trilinear scalar interaction.
tan β is defined below Eq. (3.13b) and the sign of the µ parameter is ambiguous when
solving the minimisation conditions. To summarise the CMSSM is defined by the SM
parameters plus the additional five parameters
m0 ,

M1/2 ,

A0 ,

tan β ,

sign(µ) .

(3.15)

2. Now that we have guaranteed an electroweak breaking minimum, one would in principle return to the full potential of the theory containing all scalar fields. However,
the expression for the complete scalar potential of the MSSM even at tree-level is too
lengthy to provide a useful example. Here, we instead consider the scenario where only
the stops can acquire VEVs in addition to the above neutral Higgses. This is a well
motivated scenario as additional new minima appear for large terms which are cubic
functions of the VEVs. For the MSSM cubic terms arise only from the soft-breaking trilinear terms, which are largest when considering the stops due to the size of the top
Yukawa coupling. The potential in this case is given by


H 0 +t̃
H0
Vtree
Hu0 , Hd0 , t̃rL , t̃rR = Vtree
Hu0 , Hd0 + m2Q |t̃rL |2 + m2u |t̃rR |2



r 2
r
∗ 0 r∗ r
+ |Yt |2 |Hu0 |2 |t̃rL |2 + |t̃rR |2 + |t̃r∗
+ Tt Hu0 t̃r∗
R t̃L |
R t̃L − µYt Hd t̃L t̃R + h.c.

g2
r 2
r 2 r 2
+ 3 |t̃rL |4 + |t̃rR |4 + 3|t̃r∗
L t̃R | − |t̃L | |t̃R |
6

g22 r 4
0 2
r 2
0 2
+
|t̃L | − 2|t̃rL |2 |Hu0 |2 + 4|t̃r∗
L Hd | − 2|t̃L | |Hd |
8

g2
+ 1 |t̃rL |4 + 2|t̃rL |2 3|Hu0 |2 − 3|Hd0 |2 − 4|t̃rR |2
72


r 2
0 2
0 2
r 2
+ 8|t̃R | 3|Hd | − 3|Hu | + 2|t̃R |
,
(3.16)
where we have neglected all Yukawa couplings asides from the top-quark Yukawa Yt ,
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while m2Q and m2u are the soft masses for the quark-doublet and up-type singlet respectively. In this expression we have expanded the colour triplets, considering only the
red-coloured direction, namely
 r
 r
t̃L
t̃L
b


t̃L ≡ t̃L −→ 0  ,
(3.17)
0
t̃gL
and equivalently for t̃R . This has significant implications only for the D-terms of the
theory. The other parts of the potential are diagonal in colour space. Determining the
stationary points and expanding around these points (again neglecting CP-violating
VEVs) using Eq. (3.12) and

1
t̃rL = √ vt̃L + φt̃L (x) + iσt̃L (x) ,
2


1
t̃rR = √ vt̃R + φt̃R + iσt̃R ,
2

(3.18)

yields
 g2
H 0 +t̃
H0
∂Vtree
g12  2
∂Vtree
2
2
=
+
v
v
−
4v
vu vt̃2L
u
t̃L
t̃R −
∂<(Hu0 )
∂<(Hu0 ) 24
8

 √2
1
!
2
2
2
(3.19)
+ |Yt | vu vt̃L + vt̃R +
<(Tt )vu vt̃L vt̃R = 0 ,
2
2
√
 g2
H 0 +t̃
H0
∂Vtree
∂Vtree
g12  2
2 ∗
!
2
=
+ vd 4vt̃R − vt̃L + 2 vd vt̃2L −
|Yt µ| vt̃L vt̃R = 0 , (3.20)
0
0
∂<(Hd )
∂<(Hd ) 24
8
2


H 0 +t̃
2

∂Vtree
g1
g22  3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
=
v
m
v
3v
v
+
−
3v
+
v
v
+
v
−
v
−
4v
+
t̃L Q
t̃L
u
d
d
u
t̃L
t̃L
t̃R
72 t̃L
8
∂<(t̃rL )
 1


g32  3
2
2
2
2
vt̃L − vt̃L vt̃R + |Yt | vt̃L vu + vt̃R
+
6
2
√
2
!
+
vt̃R (<(Tt )vu − vd |Yt∗ µ|) = 0 ,
(3.21)
2
 g2 

H 0 +t̃
∂Vtree
g12  2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
= vt̃R mu +
3vd − 3vu − vt̃L + 4vt̃R +
vt̃R − vt̃L
18
6
∂<(t̃rR )

 √2
1
!
2
2
2
v (<(Tt )vu − vd |Yt∗ µ|) = 0 .
(3.22)
+ |Yt | vt̃R vu + vt̃L +
2
2 t̃L
One can now solve for the four VEVs of the system of equations as a function of the
input parameters. However, this would not guarantee that any of the resulting minima
satisfy Eqs. (3.13a) and (3.13b), which are the minimisation conditions to ensure that the
theory contains an electroweak symmetry breaking minimum. The required minimum
which results in electroweak symmetry breaking is often referred to as the desired symmetry breaking (DSB) minimum. To ensure that the DSB minimum exists we make the
substitution |µ| → |µ|min and Bµ → (Bµ )min before solving for the VEVs. The resulting
stationary points would therefore co-exist with the DSB minimum. The only downside
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is that without making additional approximations the above system of equations is no
longer analytically solvable.
Vevacious solves the system of polynomials using the homotopy continuation method
[301,302], see also Ref. [303] for a more pedestrian introduction. This works by starting
with a set of polynomials with known solutions, continuously deforming the system and
updating the respective roots until the required solution is reached. The key advantage
to this approach is that it is still sufficiently fast when considering systems with more
than a few degrees of freedom. This method is implemented in the code HOM4PS [304],
which is used by Vevacious.
3. The next step is to substitute the values of the VEVs for the different minima back into
the potential and compare their respective depths to the depth of the DSB minima. Before Vevacious, the typical approach to vacuum stability was to consider D or F -flat
directions in the tree-level potential, namely VD = 0 and VF = 0 respectively. For the
case at hand the D-flat directions are most relevant. The logic being that the D-terms
provide a stabilising effect as they are always functions of the VEVs squared. If one
considers the direction vd = 0 and vX ≡ vu = vt̃rL = vt̃rR , then all D-terms in Eq. (3.16)
vanish leaving a potential of the form
Vtree =

 2
1
Tt 3
3|Yt |2 4
m2Hu + m2Q + m2u + |µ|2 vX
+ √ vX
v .
+
2
4 X
2

Determining the stationary points with respect to vX yields
q
√

3At + 3A2t − 8 m2Hu + m2Q + m2u + |µ|2
min
√
vX
=
,
2 6Yt

(3.23)

(3.24)

min
= 0. Here Tt = At Yt , namely At is the trilinear softignoring the trivial solution vX
breaking coupling at the supersymmetry breaking scale after RGE evolution down from
the high-scale where one imposes A0 = At in the CMSSM. Substituting the expression
for vX back into the potential and insisting that the Vtree > 0 yields one of the typically
used rule-of-thumb expressions for vacuum stability [305–309]

A2t < 3 m2Hu + m2Q + m2u + |µ|2 .
(3.25)

However, this expression only considers a single direction in field space. Although
slightly more generic conditions have been derived in Refs. [310, 311], these analyses
are far from general and give no insight into what exactly is the global minimum of the
potential, see also Refs. [297, 312]. In addition it has been shown in Refs. [296, 297] that
the one-loop corrections can significantly alter the relative depths of the minima.
In Vevacious the numerically determined tree-level minima are used as starting points.
Using the full one-loop effective potential in the vicinity of these tree-level solutions,
the true one-loop minima are determined by allowing these starting points to roll down
the potential. The resulting one-loop minima are then substituted back into the effective
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potential and compared against the depth of the DSB vacuum. If the DSB vacuum is the
global minimum then the parameter point is stable, while if other deeper minima exist
then the point is termed metastable.
Using this approach the CMSSM was studied in detail using Vevacious in Ref. [295].
It was found that the lowest stop mass, assuming a Higgs mass of 125 GeV, possible
in the CMSSM which has a stable electroweak (EW) vacuum is around 600 GeV, when
setting M1/2 = 500 GeV. Note however, that this value is now in conflict with the limits
from gluino searches, i.e. the lower bound on the stop mass is even higher. In addition,
this limit does not include the constraint from the Higgs mass. When including this
constraint, the lightest possible stop mass with a stable vacuum increases to 800 GeV
[313].
4. The limits quoted so far on the stop mass only checked if there existed a minimum with
non-zero stop VEVs which is deeper than the DSB vacuum. However, it is possible that
the EW vacuum is metastable but long-lived on cosmological time scales. This leads to
a weaker constraint compared to the requirement that the DSB vacuum is the global
minimum used above. The expression for the decay rate Γ per unit volume for a false
vacuum is given in [314, 315] as
B

Γ/vol. = Ae− ~ (1 + O(~)) ,

(3.26)

where A is a factor which depends on the eigenvalues of a functional determinant and B
is the bounce action. A is usually taken to be of order the renormalisation scale, typical
the supersymmetry breaking scale or top quark mass for non-supersymmetric theories,
and is less important for the tunnelling rate which is dominated by the exponent B.
In a multi-dimensional space one must calculate B numerically as any approximations,
analytic or otherwise, are not accurate enough due to the huge sensitivity of Γ on B
[314]. The most widely used tool for calculating B is CosmoTransitions [111]. In
this context one has to keep in mind several effects which could alter the lifetime as
calculated with CosmoTransitions:
(i) It is not guaranteed that CosmoTransitions always finds the optimal path for
tunnelling.
(ii) There might be other directions in the VEVs when including more scalar fields
beyond the Higgs doublets and stops, which could cause a faster decay of the EW
vacuum [295], see also Ref. [316] for a recent discussion.
(iii) The inclusion of thermal effects can reduce the likelihood that the Universe is still
in a metastable but long-lived vacuum [317].
(iv) Planck suppressed operators can cause a decrease in the lifetime of the EW vacuum
[318, 319].
All of these effects can only decrease the lifetime of the EW vacuum if it is metastable.
Therefore the limits that we present below are conservative estimates.
We show in Fig. 3.9 an example CMSSM parameter point which illustrates how quickly
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Figure 3.1: The lifetime of the EW vacuum as a function of A0 . The other CMSSM parameters are
chosen as m0 = 2.75 TeV, M1/2 = 750 GeV, tan β = 15, and µ > 0. Also shown along the top
x-axis is the mass of the light stop for the given A0 values. The black dashed line corresponds to
mt̃1 = 375 GeV while the green line corresponds to a lifetime of 13.8 billion years.

the EW vacuum lifetime decreases with increasing |A0 |, and therefore decreasing stop
mass. This point has a completely stable EW vacuum for A0 ' 5.5 TeV which corresponds to a stop mass of 850 GeV. Allowing the EW vacuum to be metastable, and
enforcing that the lifetime of the EW vacuum is at least as long as the current age of
the universe allows one to decrease the stop mass to about 525 GeV. However, the point
with mt̃1 = 375 GeV has a lifetime of only a fraction of a second and is therefore ruled
out beyond doubt. Moreover, we have not taken into account thermal corrections to the
tunnelling process which typically reduce the lifetime [295].

3.1.2

The Diphoton Excess and the CMSSM

The diphoton excess seen at the LHC at 750 GeV in the first data set of the 13 TeV run [62,320]
was the first and only striking signal of BSM physics, see Section 2.2 for a detailed overview.7
Many different explanations for this excess were proposed. In weakly coupled theories usually
a new fundamental scalar with a mass of 750 GeV is introduced. One alternative possibility
in weakly coupled theories was pointed out in Ref. [322]: it was shown that bound states of
7

The data collected in 2016 [130, 321] do not confirm this excess. Combining the 2015 and 2016 data sets,
the local significance is reduced from ∼ 3 − 4 σ to no more than ∼ 2 σ at both ATLAS and CMS. See also
Section 2.2 for more details.
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a pair of coloured scalars or fermions with masses of about 375 GeV can explain this excess
while being in agreement with all other constraints from direct searches. Ref. [322] finds
that the new particles should have charge 4/3 or 5/3 to have a sufficiently large diphoton
production cross section. This is based on the assumption that the binding energies are small
enough for the relativistic calculations to hold. In Ref. [323] it was claimed that the same idea
works in the CMSSM. Here, the bound states are formed by a pair of stops. In order to be
in agreement with the production rate a large binding energy was assumed, which leads to a
large uncertainty on the calculation of the production cross section [322].
The CMSSM is experimentally already extremely challenged, if not excluded, when including the constraints for (g − 2)µ [54]. In the perturbatively calculable regions of the CMSSM,
it is well known that light stops can no longer be obtained when including all existing constraints. The main reason for this is the Higgs mass which is bounded from above at the
tree level requiring large radiative corrections, mainly from stops. This is only possible in
the case of one light stop eigenstate if a large mass splitting in the stop sector is present.
This large splitting is severely constrained by bounds from vacuum stability: if the trilinear
coupling is responsible for enhancing the Higgs mass and for splitting the two stops, minima
in the scalar potential can appear where charge and colour get broken via stop VEVs [295].
Therefore, we critically re-analyse the possibility of explaining the diphoton excess within
the CMSSM when including these constraints.
In this context we also comment on the possibility of obtaining very large binding energies
of the stoponium which might render both perturbative Higgs mass calculations, as well as
standard checks of the vacuum stability inappropriate. Even if it is questionable that the
changes in the Higgs mass would be so dramatic to be in agreement with the measurements,
there is an even stronger argument to rule out these parameter regions: the branching ratio of
the stoponium into a pair of Higgs bosons would be much larger than into a pair of photons.

3.1.3

Stop Bound States

Estimate of the binding energy
It has been pointed out in Ref. [324] that in the case of large trilinear couplings the stops can
form bound states (“stoponium”, σt̃ ) via the exchange of Higgs bosons. A rough approximation for the mass of the bound state was given as
v
!4
u
u
1
T
cos
α
sin
2Θ
t
t̃
√
.
(3.27)
MB = 2mt̃1 t1 −
(16π)2 4n2
2mt̃1
Here, Θt̃ and α are the stop and Higgs mixing angles, respectively, whereas n counts the
bound state modes. One can see from this equation that two conditions are necessary to have
a small bound state mass or a large binding energy which can even be of the order of the
EW scale: very large trilinear couplings Tt and a large stop mixing Θt̃ ∼ π/4. This was also
pointed out in Ref. [325]. The strong dependence on the mixing angle is depicted in Fig. 3.2.
Thus, only for mixing above about 0.3 can the binding energy be in the multi-GeV range, for
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Figure 3.2: The binding energy of two stops with mt̃1 = 375 GeV for Tt = 3 TeV (solid line), 4 TeV
(dashed line), and 5 TeV (dotted line) as a function of the stop mixing angle Θt .

Tt of order a few TeV. That large binding energy would then impact the study of the vacuum
stability and one might need to take these effects into account. However, for smaller mixing
angles, the binding energy is tiny compared to the stop mass scale, which is the important
scale also for the tunnelling processes. In these cases one can safely expect that the standard
calculations hold.

Correlation between the stoponium binding energy and the light Higgs mass
We can make a rough estimate to see if the binding energy in the parameter space of interest
is expected to be large. For this purpose we assume the stop mixing matrix at tree level to be
parametrized by


m2LL mt Xt
2
,
(3.28)
mt̃ =
mt Xt∗ m2RR
where m2LL , m2RR are the sums of soft supersymmetry-breaking F - and D-terms and Xt ≡
Tt /Yt − µ cot β. For tan β  1 the first term dominates, and we assume this limit for the
following discussion. We will always refer to mass-ordered eigenstates, t̃1(2) being the lighter
(heavier) stop eigenstate. Together with the well-known expression for the one-loop corrections to the Higgs mass via (s)tops in the decoupling limit MA  MZ [49, 326–330],



MS2
Xt2
Xt2
3 m4t
2
,
(3.29)
δmh = 2 2 log 2 + 2 1 −
2π v
mt
MS
12MS2
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Figure 3.3: Left: estimate of the one-loop corrected Higgs mass (coloured contours) in the (Θt̃ , mt̃2 )
plane. Right: the ratio of the partial decay widths of the stoponium into a pair of Higgs bosons (for fixed
mh = 125 GeV) and a pair of photons. We have set MB = 750 GeV, respectively. In both figures, the
lines are contours of constant EB /GeV, the black line indicates the contour where EB reaches 1 %
of MB . The hatched region corresponds to parameter space where the perturbative calculation is no
longer reliable, namely EB ≥ 0.1MB .

√
with MS = mt̃1 mt̃2 , one can express the one-loop corrected Higgs mass as a function of mt̃2
and Θt̃ , when fixing the stoponium mass at MB = 750 GeV. For the same parameters, we also
compute the binding energy. The combined results are shown in the left panel of Fig. 3.3. One
can see that for light stop masses, mt̃2 , the maximal enhancement for the Higgs mass appears,
as expected, for maximal stop mixing. However, for heavier stops, a smaller stop mixing is
preferred. One can also see that, in the interesting region with the largest corrections to the
Higgs mass, the stoponium binding energy is usually small and often even below the GeV
range. Very large binding energies of order the EW scale only appear in parameter regions
in which the light Higgs would even become tachyonic, because of huge negative one-loop
corrections. Thus, in general one can assume that for parameter regions which lead to the
correct Higgs mass using the standard calculations, also the standard checks for the vacuum
stability do indeed hold. Moreover, the production rate can be calculated using the expressions
for a pure QCD bound state which turns out to be too small to explain the observed diphoton
excess.

Strongly coupled stoponium: Di-Higgs decays
These arguments are valid as long as we are situated in a ‘normal’ environment, where perturbative calculations hold and the Higgs boson is a pure elementary particle. Even in the set
up of the MSSM, however, it may be possible to find regions with very large stoponium binding energies. One might argue that one cannot trust perturbative evaluations of the Higgs
mass in the regions where it becomes tachyonic due to the large trilinear couplings involved
and subsequently lattice calculations would be more appropriate for a calculation of mh .8 In
8

This was actually not the Ansatz of Ref. [323], which made use of the standard Higgs mass calculations.
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Fig. 3.3, we hatch the regions where the perturbative calculation can no longer be trusted,
where we have conservatively taken this region to begin at EB & 0.1MB . Let us assume
for the time being that we are in this strongly coupled phase and that a 125 GeV Higgs mass
is possible with large EB due to the Higgs exchange. This immediately raises the question
how important the decay of the stoponium into a pair of Higgs bosons becomes with respect
to the desired diphoton decay, as these regions feature very large trilinear couplings. Fortunately, all partial widths scale in the same way with the wave function at the origin (and
subsequently with the binding energy); therefore, this factor drops out when calculating ratios so that reliable predictions can be made. The respective formulas can, for instance, be
taken from Ref. [331]; for earlier work see also [332]. In the right-hand panel of Fig. 3.3 we
show the resulting ratio of Γhh /Γγγ in the same plane as in the left-hand panel. Following the
outlined argument, we assume here that the perturbative computation does not reproduce
the correct Higgs mass because of the large trilinear couplings involved. Therefore, we fix the
physical Higgs mass to 125 GeV in the computation of the branching ratio in order to obtain
the correct decay kinematics in the entire plane. As expected, the di-Higgs decay rate is much
larger than the diphoton decay rate in the regions where the binding energy due to Higgs exchange becomes large, i.e., in regions with large |Xt |. Interestingly, all of the parameter space
which features a tachyonic Higgs, assuming standard perturbative calculations, has a ratio of
the partial widths Γhh /Γγγ larger than 103 . For regions where the binding energy reaches a
percent of the bound state mass the partial width ratio is larger than 104 .
Let us now compare the results to the experiment. In Ref. [333], a search for resonant
Higgs
√
pair production in the bb̄bb̄ final state was performed, setting limits of ∼ 12 fb at s = 8 TeV.
Assuming gluon fusion for the production mechanism of the stoponium √
and taking the most
conservative best-fit value for the necessary diphoton cross section at s = 13 TeV from
Ref. [141], we arrive at the experimental bound Γhh /Γγγ < 64.9 This eliminates all of the
parameter space where the stoponium has large binding energy, in clear contradiction to
Ref. [323].

Stoponium-Higgs mixing
Thus far, we have assumed that the 125 GeV Higgs is an elementary particle and solely a
mixture of the MSSM fields Hu and Hd . We drop this assumption now in order to see if this
would alter the conclusions of the previous sections. The situation becomes more complicated
as soon as the stoponium mixes with the Higgs and takes part in electroweak symmetry
breaking through the acquisition of a VEV. Although this situation is highly disfavored, given
the almost perfect agreement of the Higgs signal strength and coupling measurements with
the SM, let us assume for the sake of argument that this situation is possible. In this case, the
stoponium is a new scalar degree of freedom in the theory, introducing a new direction in the
scalar potential which is not calculable using perturbative methods. Such a scenario arises for
very large values of |Xt /MS | [335], corresponding to such a tightly bound state that a lattice
calculation is the only reliable technique. Unfortunately, these calculations have not yet been
9

Other reference values for the diphoton cross section (see, for instance, Ref. [334]) suggest even more constrained ratios of Γhh /Γγγ < 42.
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performed. However, for our purposes such precise predictions are not necessary as the rough
order of magnitude of the relative partial decay widths into hh and γγ will not be affected. In
particular, the rate into a pair of light Higgs bosons would still be huge due to the necessarily
large |Xt | values. A conservative estimate would be to parametrize the two scalar states at
125 and 750 GeV as Φ125 = h cos φ + σt̃ sin φ and Φ750 = −h sin φ + σt̃ cos φ. Projecting out
only the σt̃ production followed by the σt̃ → hh decay, the respective partial width roughly
scales as cos6 φ, leading to a suppression of 81 in the case of maximal mixing.10 Even allowing
for another order of magnitude uncertainty due to the now undetermined VEV structure
cannot rescue the points with EB /MB > 10−2 from being experimentally excluded. As a
result, the regions in parameter space which could potentially feature a stoponium condensate
participating at EW symmetry breaking, i.e., those regions with binding energies of the order
of the EW scale, are excluded by many orders of magnitude, far beyond any imaginable source
of uncertainty for the ratio Γhh /Γγγ .
The entire discussion has so far neglected the high-scale boundary conditions present in
the CMSSM. We find that in regions of parameter space where |Xt /MS | & 15, which is the
range where the critical coupling for EW symmetry breaking through stop condensates is
reached [335], the lightest stau always becomes tachyonic.11

The possible stoponium binding energy
We briefly summarize our discussion of the possible stoponium binding energy. Very large
binding energies are immediately ruled out by the di-Higgs decay rate. Consequently, the
maximal binding energy of a 750 GeV stoponium from pure Higgs exchange is less than 1 %.
Therefore, it is of the order of, or smaller than, the typical binding energy from perturbative
QCD [332]. Such a QCD bound state, as has been discussed in Ref. [323], is insufficient to
produce the required diphoton rate. Moreover, these small binding energies render the usual
vacuum stability considerations, which involve much higher scales, fully consistent.

3.1.4

The CMSSM with a 375 GeV Stop

Even though this scenario is already highly disfavoured by a production rate which is too
small, we nevertheless discuss the impact of vacuum stability constraints in more detail. The
reason is that the calculation of the production cross section still includes uncertainties, potentially increasing the production cross section such that the resulting signal is consistent
to within 2 σ of the observed excess. In addition, one might consider the case that there are
other contributions to the diphoton rate in the CMSSM-like sbottomium in the large tan β
limit. Here, we aim to exclude light stoponium bound states within the CMSSM, independently of the diphoton cross section, leaving the results also applicable in the currently more
realistic case that the diphoton excess turns out to be a statistical fluctuation, which we now
10

11

This is a very conservative estimate as it only corresponds to the decay shown in the figure, neglecting all
contributions from the h → σt̃ σt̃ projection as well as the mixed projections.
This assumes the standard renormalisation group equation evaluation, but is also rather robust against deviations in the SM Yukawa couplings, which could be caused by the stoponium-Higgs mixing.
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know to be the case. Therefore, we perform a numerical analysis of the CMSSM in the remaining parameter space with MB ' 2mt̃1 , where, in contrast to Fig. 3.9, the standard calculations
reproduce the observed Higgs mass and the vacuum should be sufficiently stable. The results
we find also apply to the CMSSM parameter space with light stops in that ballpark which
do not necessarily form bound states. For this purpose we use a SARAH [89–94] generated
SPheno [104, 105] version to calculate the mass spectrum, including the full one-loop corrections to the stops and the dominant two-loop corrections to the Higgs states [97,98]. To check
the vacuum stability we use Vevacious [110]. Vevacious finds the global minimum of the
one-loop corrected effective potential and calls CosmoTransitions to calculate the lifetime
if necessary. For our checks we used Vevacious with the model files for the MSSM with real
VEVs for the neutral Higgs doublets and the two stops which were also generated by SARAH.
In order to check if it is possible to have a 375 GeV stop in the CMSSM with the correct
Higgs mass we perform a scan in the following ranges:
m0 = [1, 3.5] TeV,

M1/2 = [0.6, 1.0] TeV,

where we fix both tan β = 15 and µ > 0. A0 is fit at each point to ensure a light stop at
375 GeV. For larger M1/2 values it is not possible to find points with the correct Higgs mass
without going to even larger m0 values. However, if m0 is too large the performed fixed order
calculation of the Higgs mass suffers from a large uncertainty. We therefore restrict ourself to
values within this range. It turns out that the lifetime of the EW vacuum quickly drops with
increasing M1/2 ; i.e., this restriction does not affect the generality of our results. One also
expects that the results are robust against changes of tan β. However, for very large tan β
the vacuum stability issue becomes more severe, due to the possible appearance of stau and
sbottom VEVs. The results are summarized in Fig. 3.4.
One can see that the entire region of the parameter space which is consistent with the
Higgs mass measurements and accommodates a light stop has a metastable vacuum. In this
range, the lifetime of the metastable vacuum is always very short on cosmological time scales.
Moreover, the region with small M1/2 where the lifetime exceeds one second is in conflict
with the current limits from gluino searches which exclude masses up to ∼ 1.8 TeV (see,
e.g., Refs. [336, 337] for recent LHC Run-II results). Thus, even when assigning a generous
theoretical error to the lifetime calculation, the conclusion does not change. Additionally for
low M1/2 , one can see that the binding energy of the stoponium lies at most in the 100 MeV
range; i.e., this effect cannot have an impact on the validity of the vacuum stability results.
Finally, because of this small binding energy, the standard calculation of the cross section of
stoponium production, followed by the decay to two photons, is also expected to be valid in
the entire plane. This results in an insufficient diphoton cross section for the entire (m0 , M1/2 )
plane.
The results of the previous section show that both the binding energies and vacuum lifetimes for particular combinations of CMSSM parameters are small. Here we demonstrate
that small binding energies are indeed a generic feature under the assumption of the CMSSM
boundary conditions. Shown in Fig. 3.5 is the logarithm of the ratio EB /2mt̃1 as a function
of A0 and m0 for fixed values of M1/2 . For each parameter point, (m0 , A0 ), the largest value
of R = log10 (EB /2mt̃1 ) is taken as tan β is varied between the values (2, 60) including the
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CMSSM: tan β = 15, MB = 750 GeV, µ > 0
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Figure 3.4: The lifetime of the EW vacuum in seconds (coloured contours) as calculated with the
combination SPheno-Vevacious-CosmoTransitions. For comparison, the age of the universe is
∼ 4.35 × 1017 s. Between the two green contour lines, the Higgs mass lies in the range 125 ± 3 GeV.
The stoponium binding energy from Higgs exchange in GeV is shown as grey dashed contours, while
the dark blue contours indicate the gluino mass in GeV. The line for mg̃ = 1800 GeV is highlighted, as
it roughly corresponds to the current lower experimental bound on the gluino mass.

following constraints: (i) m2τ̃R > 0, (ii) m2t̃R > 0, (iii) mt̃1 > 75 GeV.12 Regions where these
conditions are not satisfied for any value of tan β correspond to the hatched regions. The
results of these show that the binding energy never exceeds 4% of the mass of the bound
state. The reason is that large A0 values are required for sizeable binding energies. However,
these large A0 values also enter the renormalisation group equations and split the stop-left
and stop-right soft SUSY-breaking masses. This results in a reduced stop mixing angle. Finally
large A0 values also lead to negative singlet soft masses for the staus and stops in the case of
small M1/2 . In general, one can find for larger tan β values larger binding energies because
of a smaller mass splitting between mt̃R and mb̃L , i.e., larger stop mixing. However, at some
points the staus become tachyonic and prevent a further increase of tan β.
In Ref. [323], three benchmark points with a light stop were proposed, which are consistent
with the Higgs mass and the dark matter relic density. For completeness, we use our numerical
set-up to check the stability of these three points as well. The results are summarized in
Table 3.1 and confirm the previous discussion.
We see that all three points have a global minimum where charge and colour are broken
12

The value of 75 GeV is a rather arbitrary but very conservative choice. More realistic cuts of 175 GeV to
circumvent search limits, or even 375 GeV, in order to have a bound state of around 750 GeV lead to an even
smaller upper limit of R.
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Figure 3.5: The logarithm of the ratio EB /2mt̃1 as a function of A0 and m0 , where tan β is chosen
point-wise to maximize the logarithm. Note that each panel represents a different choice of M1/2 . The
hatched regions correspond to parameter space where the constraints m2τ̃R > 0, m2t̃ > 0 and mt̃1 > 0
R
are not satisfied.

via stop VEVs in the TeV range. The depth of colour breaking minima is 5 to 6 orders of
magnitude deeper than the EW vacuum. This also explains the very fast decay of the EW
vacuum: all three points have a lifetime which is a tiny fraction of a second. Thus, one sees
that the energy scales which are important in this calculation are several orders of magnitude
above the binding energy of the stoponium. Moreover, the calculated tunnelling rate is so
huge that not even the assumption of a large uncertainty on the coefficient A in Eq. (3.26)
could possibly alter the above conclusion.

3.2

Vacuum Stability in the NMSSM

At first glance, the discovery of a SM-like Higgs boson with a mass of approximately 125 GeV
[339, 340] appears to be a huge success of supersymmetry and in particular of the MSSM.
In contrast to other ideas to extend the SM, supersymmetry predicts that the Higgs boson
shouldn’t be significantly heavier than the Z-boson if new physics is around the TeV scale,
see e.g. Ref. [49] and references therein. Other avenues such as technicolor prefer the natural
mass range for the Higgs to lie at scales well above the measured mass. On the other hand,
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BP1

BP2

BP3

m0 [GeV]
M1/2 [GeV]
tan β
A0 [GeV]

2855
755
15
−6405∗

3199
860
15
−7205∗

3380
910
15
−7620∗

mt̃1 [GeV]
mt̃2 [GeV]
mg̃ [GeV]
mh [GeV]

375
2226
1837
122

425
2495
2070
122

444
2632
2181
122

Tt [GeV]
Θt̃
EB [GeV]

−2960
0.118
0.108

−3333
0.106
0.078

−3520
0.101
0.067

VEW [GeV4 ] −9.8 × 107
VCCB [GeV4 ] −3.7 × 1012
vd , vu [TeV]
0.9, 2.8
vt̃L , vt̃R [TeV] 2.2, −3.0
τ [s]
2.6 × 10−4

−9.8 × 107 −9.7 × 107
−6.4 × 1012 −8.2 × 1012
1.1, 3.2
1.2, 3.4
−2.7, −3.7
2.7, 3.7
−4
5.9 × 10
3.9 × 10−4

Table 3.1: The benchmark points proposed by Ref. [323]. VEW is the depth of the EW vacuum, VCCB
the depth of the global vacuum with the given Higgs and stop VEVs vx (with x = d, u, t̃L , t̃R ). τ is
the life-time of the EW vacuum. Note: we slightly adjusted the input values of A0 in order to get
the same stop masses as given in Ref. [323]. Since SPheno uses different matching conditions than
suspect [338] to calculate the top Yukawa coupling, the running stop mass parameters for the same
input are slightly different. Since we had to decrease |A0 | compared to Ref. [323], the life-time using
the original values would be even shorter.

closer investigation shows that the situation is more complicated in the MSSM as the Higgs
mass requires large radiative corrections to be compatible with experimental data. The main
source of these corrections are the superpartners of the top, the stops. In order to maximise their contributions to the Higgs mass, one needs to consider scenarios in which they are
maximally mixed [106,341–343]. This can be dangerous because it can lead to the presence of
charge- and colour-breaking vacua whereby the stops receive VEVs [295,317,344,345], as also
discussed in the previous section. Since the tunnelling rate to these vacua is typically large,
this results in tension between an acceptable Higgs mass and a sufficiently long-lived EW
breaking vacuum. Consequently, supersymmetric models which can enhance the Higgs mass
at tree-level are especially appealing. The simplest such extension is to add a scalar singlet,
resulting in the next-to-minimal supersymmetric standard model (NMSSM), yielding F -term
contributions, which raise the tree-level Higgs mass [346, 347]. This significantly reduces the
need for large loop corrections. As a result, large stop mixing is no longer necessary. There-
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fore, the vacuum stability problems of the MSSM are cured as well as reducing the EW finetuning [348–355]. However, the extended Higgs sector in the NMSSM introduces new couplings which can potentially destabilize the EW vacuum. The vacuum stability in the NMSSM
has been studied in the past at tree-level [356–360], and also with one-loop corrections [361].
Potentially dangerous parameter ranges have been identified in these works. However, all
these studies made the assumption that charge is conserved at the global minimum of the
scalar potential, i.e. the charged Higgs boson VEVs were neglected. This was motivated to
some extent as it has been shown that the global minimum of two-Higgs-doublet models, if
they have a minimum with correct electroweak symmetry breaking, is always charge conserving at tree-level [298–300]. However, for non-vanishing singlet–doublet interactions this
is no longer the case [362] and one must in principle always take these VEVs into account.
The aim of this section is to discuss the impact of charged Higgs VEVs on the vacuum stability in the NMSSM. We begin in Sec. 3.2.1 with a discussion of the scalar potential, before we
show the numerical results in Sec. 3.2.2.

3.2.1

Spontaneous Charge Breaking Minima in the NMSSM

We consider in the following the NMSSM with a Z3 to forbid all dimensionful parameters in
the superpotential, which reads
1
WNMSSM = λĤu Ĥd Ŝ + κŜ 3 + WY ,
3

(3.30)

with the standard Yukawa interactions WY as in the MSSM, i.e. Eq. (3.1) without the Higgsino
mass term. The additional soft-terms for the scalars in comparison to the MSSM are


1
3
(3.31)
− Vsoft ⊃ Tλ Hu Hd S + Tκ S + h.c. + m2s |S|2 ,
3
where we have used the common parametrisation for the trilinear soft terms Tλ = Aλ λ , Tκ =
Aκ κ . Note, we assume in the following that all A-terms in the sfermion MSSM sector vanish
or are sufficiently small such that they do not destabilise the scalar potential. After electroweak symmetry breaking, the scalar singlet S obtains a VEV vS which generates an effective Higgsino mass term
λvS
(3.32)
µeff = √ .
2
Using the three minimisation conditions of the potential, the Higgs sector in the NMSSM is
specified at tree-level by six parameters:
λ,

κ,

Aλ ,

Aκ ,

µeff ,

tan β ,

(3.33)

where again tan β = vu /vd , namely the ratio of the doublet VEVs.
However, we have so far neglected the possibility that charged Higgs bosons can acquire
VEVs. In order to include this possibility, one needs to check for the global minimum of the
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scalar potential resulting from the following VEVs:
 0 
 
 + 
 
1
1 vp
hHd i
vd
hHu i
=√
,
=√
,
hHd− i
hHu0 i
2 vm
2 vu

vS
hSi = √
2

(3.34)

One can reduce this five-dimensional problem via an SU(2) gauge transformation to eliminate
one of the charged Higgs VEVs. This turns out to be more robust for the numerical evaluation,
but for the current discussion we keep the more intuitive form with all five VEVs.
The scalar potential of the Higgs sector in the NMSSM with these five VEVs consists of F -,
D- and soft-terms
Vtree =VF + VD + Vsoft ,

(3.35)

with


1 2
2
λvS λ vd2 + vm
VF =
+ vp2 + vu2 + 2κ(vm vp − vd vu )
4

+ λ2 (vm vp − vd vu )2 + κ2 vS4 ,
(3.36)


2
1 2 2
2
4
2
g1 vd + vm
− vp2 − vu2 + g22 vd4 + vm
+ 2vd2 vm
+ vp2 − vu2 + 8vd vm vp vu
VD =
32

 
2
2
2
2
2 2
− 2vm vp − vu + vp + vu
,
(3.37)




1
2
Vsoft =
m2Hd vd2 + vm
+ m2Hu vp2 + vu2 + m2S vS2
2

√
vS √
2Tκ vS2 + 3 2Tλ (vm vp − vd vu ) .
(3.38)
+
6
In the above expressions we have already substituted in the VEVs using Eq. (3.34). In what follows we shall always use the equations which determine the stationary points with respect to
vu , vd and vS (while simultaneously setting vm = vp = 0) to eliminate the soft SUSY-breaking
masses m2Hu , m2Hd and m2s from the potential. In doing so we insist upon the existence of
an appropriate electroweak vacuum through the introduction of the input parameters µeff ,
tan β and the electroweak VEV v. These input parameters only fix the soft SUSY-breaking
masses and retain the same values irrespective of the specific minimum under consideration.
To emphasise, if one considers a generic minimum of the potential, these input parameters
only enter in the scalar potential as a substitute for the soft SUSY-breaking masses while the
free directions in field space, vu,d,p,m,S , are varied to determine other minima of the theory.
Consequently, all minima which we find in addition to the desired EW vacuum configuration
occur simultaneously.
Before we continue, we can check if parameter points exist, for which the global minimum
of the potential is charge breaking. In order to do so, we compute
∆V = Vtree − Vtree

vm =vp =0

.

(3.39)
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Together with the relation between Aλ and the charged Higgs mass mH +


λtβ 4m2H + − v 2 (g22 − 2λ2 ) − 4κµ2eff t2β + 1

Aλ =
,
4λµeff t2β + 1

(3.40)

where tβ = tan β, we get in the limit tβ → 1, vm → 0 13
∆V =


1 2h 2
vp g2 2vd2 − 2v 2 + vp2 + 2vu2 − 16µ2eff + 8λ2 vS2
32
i

2
2
2
2
2
+ g1 vp − 2vd + 2vu + 8mH + .

(3.41)

Thus, one can see that for large µeff it is possible to get very deep charge-breaking (CB) minima
below those which are charge-conserving (CC).
We now seek to gain some additional insight into the behaviour of the potential and, in
particular, regions where the CB minima are potentially dangerous. The most promising directions in field space to discover deep minima are those in which either the F - or D-terms
vanish. Since we are in general interested in points with sizeable λ couplings in order to get
a large enhancement for the Higgs mass, the most stabilising effect of the potential can be
expected to come from the F -terms. It is actually not possible to find any F -flat directions
which are charge conserving. However, in the charge-breaking case the F -terms vanish for
vm = vu ,

vp = vd ,

vS = 0 .

(3.42)

In this direction in VEV space the value of the potential is


1
V = (vd2 + vu2 ) 4m2Hd + 4m2Hu + g22 (vd2 + vu2 ) ,
8

(3.43)

which can be related in the limit tan β → 1 to the input parameters



κ


1 2
2
2
2
2
2
2 2
v + vu 8Aλ µeff + g2 vd + vu + 8µeff
− 1 − 2λ v .
(3.44)
V =
8 d
λ
q
CB
2 + v 2 , we find that new minima develop in the direction
Defining x
=
vd2 + vu2 + vm
p
vu = vm , vd = vp at the point
√ p
2 −4Aλ λµeff + 4µ2eff (λ − κ) + λ3 v 2
√
,
(3.45)
xCB
=
±
min
g2 λ
at which the value of the potential is
2

(−4Aλ λµeff + 4µ2eff (λ − κ) + λ3 v 2 )
=
−
V xCB
.
min
8g22 λ2
13

Again, the choice vm → 0 can always be made using a SU(2) gauge transformation.
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Figure 3.6: Value of the scalar potential in the direction of vanishing F -terms for three different values
of µeff . Here, we have chosen κ = 12 λ, Aλ = 100 as well as λ = −1 (full lines) and λ = −2 (dashed
lines).

From these expressions one sees that the following conditions characterise the potentially
dangerous regions in which CB minima might develop: (i) large |λ| and |µeff |, (ii) either opposite signs for λ and κ or |κ/λ| < 1 as well as (iii) opposite signs for Aλ and µeff . Eq. (3.44) has
to be combined with the condition that all Higgs masses are non-tachyonic at the electroweak
vacuum. The condition to have a positive charged Higgs mass is

1
κ
0 < v 2 g22 − 2λ2 + 2 µ2eff + 2µeff Aλ ,
4
λ

(3.47)

which for large µ2eff , prefers λ and κ of same signs and also either equal signs for Aλ and µeff
or small Aλ compared to µeff . From the positivity condition on the pseudo-scalar masses one
can further see that opposite signs for Aκ and µeff are preferable. Therefore, combined with
Eq. (3.44), we see that CB minima are likely to occur if:
• |λ| and |µeff | are large

• |κ/λ| < 1 with sign(κ) = sign(λ)
• |Aλ /µeff | < 1

• sign(Aκ ) = −sign(µeff )
It is important to note that in these regions, the mostly singlet-like scalar is heavy, therefore
the SM-like Higgs is always the lightest CP-even scalar state.
q
2 + v2
In Fig. 3.6, we show the behaviour of the potential in the direction x = vd2 + vu2 + vm
p
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for different values of µeff . We see in these examples that the minima are in the multi-TeV
range and move quickly to larger values with increasing µeff . Thus, it needs to be checked
how efficient the tunnelling to these minima is. In addition, one also needs to compare the
tunnelling to these minima with the tunnelling to potential CC minima which don’t coincide
with the electroweak breaking vacuum.
One important VEV direction in this context is the one with
vu = vm = vp = vS = 0 , vd ≡ xCC 6= 0 ,

(3.48)

in which the potential is given by


κ
 1

vd2
vd2 2
2
2
2 2
V =
Aλ µeff +
g + g2 + µeff
−1 − λ v .
2
16 1
λ
4
In this direction, new minima appear at
√ p
2 −4Aλ λµeff + 4(λ − κ)µ2eff + λ3 v 2
CC
p
xmin = ±
,
(g12 + g22 )λ

(3.49)

(3.50)

at which the depth of the potential is
2

V

xCC
min



(−4Aλ λµeff + 4µ2eff (λ − κ) + λ3 v 2 )
.
=−
8λ2 (g12 + g22 )

(3.51)

The second derivatives of the scalar potential in both the CB and the CC but non-EW cases
are given by

κ  v 2 λ2
∂ 2 V CB/CC
2
=
2µ
1
−
+
− 2Aλ µeff ,
(3.52)
eff
∂x2
λ
2
x=xCB/CC
which, given the above conditions on the parameters, always turns out to be positive, ensuring
that the configurations we consider here indeed correspond to minima of the potential.
Thus, we find that the conditions to develop additional charge conserving and charge breaking minima in addition to the one with the correct EWSB are very similar and both kind
of minima can appear simultaneously for given input values. Comparing Eqs. (3.45-3.46)
with Eqs. (3.50-3.51), we find that the CB minima are deeper than the CC ones by a factor
2
2
2
(g
p1 + g2 )/g2 . At the same time, the CB minimum is further away in field space by a factor
g12 + g22 /g2 . A one-dimensional comparison between the behaviour of the potential in this
direction and in the direction defined via Eq. (3.42) is shown in Fig. 3.7. As a result, we observe
in typical regions of parameter space that CB and CC minima occur at the same time and, both
are usually deeper than the correct electroweak vacuum. Furthermore, the behaviour indicated in Eqs. (3.45-3.46) and (3.50-3.51) can be seen from Fig. 3.7 where the CB minimum is
deeper than the non-EW but CC as expected. However, the latter appears at slightly smaller x values. Consequently, it is not a priori clear to which minimum the electroweak state
would tunnel to more effectively – to the deeper one or the nearer one – as the field space is
highly non-trivial. In these cases, one needs to calculate the tunnelling rate to the different
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of the potential in the charge conserving (dash-dotted) and charge-breaking
direction (full) defined by Eqs. (3.42) respectively (3.48). The same parameter choices as in Fig. 3.6 were
made and we show here the case λ = −1.

minima in order to be able to judge if the inclusion of charged Higgs VEVs yields additional
constraints. However, an analytical discussion of all these cases doesn’t give further insights.
We therefore turn directly to the numerical results.

3.2.2

Numerical Results

As we have seen so far, one can find new vacua in the NMSSM when including the possibility of spontaneous charge breaking. However, it needs to be clarified how important the
study of these minima is. Therefore, we are going to make a numerical analysis not only of
the tree-level potential but also of the one-loop effective potential with and without the consideration of charge-breaking VEVs. For doing that, we use Vevacious [110] for which we
have generated model files with SARAH [89–94]. We also used SARAH to generate a SPheno
module [104,105] for the NMSSM. With this module we calculate the SUSY and Higgs masses
including NMSSM-specific two-loop corrections [97–99] which are important in particular
for large |λ| [100, 363]. Consequently, the accuracy in the Higgs mass prediction is similar to
the MSSM and we use 3 GeV for the theoretical uncertainty in the following. The spectrum
file generated by SPheno is passed to HiggsBounds [107, 112] and is also used as input for
Vevacious. Vevacious finds all solutions to the tree-level tadpole equations by using a homotopy continuation implemented in the code HOM4PS2 [364]. These extrema are used as the
starting points to find the minima of the one-loop effective potential using minuit [365]. If it
finds deeper minima than the EW one, Vevacious calls CosmoTransitions [111] to determ-
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ine the tunnelling rate. However, in the standard Vevacious package, the calculation for the
tunnelling rate is not done for all minima, but only for the so called ‘panic’ vacuum. This is
the one closest to the EW minimum in field space. We have modified Vevacious to calculate
the tunnelling rate to all minima in order to be able to compare the different sets of vacua.
We are going to distinguish two cases in the following: (i) cases in which only CB minima
exist which are deeper than the EW one; (ii) cases in which both deeper CB and CC minima
exist. The results that we show below are particular points of interest obtained by scans over
the parameter space:
• tan β ∈ [1, 4]

• Aλ ∈ [−5, 5] TeV

• κ ∈ [−2, 2]

• µeff ∈ [−2, 2] TeV

• λ ∈ [−2, 2]

• Aκ ∈ [−5, 5] TeV

Also note that in the following numerical examples, we will minimise the impact of the stopand sbottom-sector on both Higgs mass and vacuum stability by assuming negligible trilinear
couplings.

Charge-breaking minima only
Although it is not reflected in the analytical example discussed in Sec. 3.2.1, there also exist parameter points for which the EW minimum is only metastable once the possibility of
charge breaking is included. Without the consideration of charged-Higgs-VEVs, the wrong
impression of a stable EW minimum would be obtained. An example is shown in Fig. 3.8
where the blue region features a global CB minimum while the next-deepest minimum is the
desired EW one. In the green region, the EW vacuum is stable whereas in the yellow region,
other CC minima corresponding to Eq. (3.48) are also deeper than the desired EW one. In this
figure, no parameter point which predicts the correct Higgs mass features a stable vacuum
once the CB direction is taken into account. As a side remark we note that one can also see in
this example that loop corrections to the scalar potential can be important when discussing
the vacuum stability: if one would not have included charged Higgs VEVs, the conclusion
whether stable regions in agreement the Higgs mass measurement exist would have changed
from tree- to loop-level.
When checking all cases which we found in our scans, there were no points featuring only
CB minima deeper than the desired EW one which turned out to be short-lived on cosmological time scales. All points had a life-time which was many orders of magnitude longer than
the life-time of the universe. We therefore conclude that such points are phenomenologically
viable, albeit significantly less appealing compared with regions where the vacuum is entirely
stable.
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Figure 3.8: Stability of the EW vacuum considering the full one-loop effective potential. Regions shaded
in green are stable, indicating that the desired electroweak breaking minimum is the global minimum.
The yellow and blue regions correspond to metastablity of the desired electroweak breaking minimum. In particular, the blue region contains only CB minima that are deeper, while the yellow regions contains both CB and CC minima. The dashed-grey contours show the equivalent of the blue CB
metastable region assuming only a tree-level potential. Finally, the region between the black solid contours corresponds to an acceptable Higgs mass, namely mh ∈ [122, 128] GeV. Here we have chosen
λ = −0.68, tan β = 1.02, Aκ = −700 GeV and Aλ = −300 GeV.

Charge-breaking and charge-conserving minima
This part aims to answer the question whether or not CB minima can further destabilise
already metastable regions of parameter space, reducing the EW vacuum to be dangerously
short-lived on cosmological time scales. As discussed before, this is not the case in regions
where only CB minima are deeper than the EW minimum, which is why we turn to regions
where also other CC minima are deeper. Indeed we find many regions of parameter space
where the CB vacuum configuration corresponds to the global minimum, with potential values up to O(30%) deeper compared to the next deepest CC minimum, in accordance with
the discussion in section 3.2.1. However, as already seen in Fig. 3.7, other non-EW CC vacua
are nearer to the EW vacuum configuration in field space, which means that the tunnelling
path is reduced compared to the tunnelling to the global, CB minimum. In practice, it turns
out that this effect is more important than the relative depth of the minima. Although the
global minimum is often CB, we find that the tunnelling-time to the slightly nearer shallower
CC configuration of Eq. (3.48) is either shorter or of comparable size in the regions where the
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lifetime of the vacuum is comparable to the lifetime of the Universe.14 Furthermore, we find
that in those few cases where the tunnelling to the CB minimum indeed results in a shorter
lifetime, the differences are typically small. This behaviour is shown Fig. 3.9. The background
colours depict the ratio of the lifetimes when considering both CC and CB minima (denoted
as τ4−VEV ) versus when considering only CC minima (τ3−VEV ). Purple (τ4−VEV /τ3−VEV ' 1)
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Figure 3.9: Ratio of the lifetimes τ4−VEV and τ3−VEV . Here, τ4−VEV and τ3−VEV are the lifetimes for
the most unstable minima of the respective systems. The regions above the red (both solid and dashed)
and grey lines correspond to at least 99% survival probabilities of the DSB vacuum. The dashed red and
solid grey contours correspond to the most unstable minima of the 3 and 4 VEV systems respectively.
The solid red contour corresponds to the stability of the panic vacuum (the minimum closest in field
space to the DSB vacuum) in the 3 VEV system. Once again the the region between the black solid
contours corresponds to an acceptable Higgs mass, mh ∈ [122, 128] GeV. Here we use λ = −0.81,
tan β = 1.02, Aκ = −1400 GeV and Aλ = −580 GeV.

correspond to regions where the tunnelling rate of the EW vacuum is unchanged when also
considering the charged-Higgs VEVs. Deviations from the purple background colour indicate that including the charged-Higgs direction leads to a more effective tunnelling than only
considering the neutral Higgs directions. Regions above and to the left of the red dashed and
grey lines correspond to parameter space where the vacuum is sufficiently long-lived for the
3- and 4-VEV systems respectively. Here, we have used a 99% survival probability to calculate
these lines. To emphasise regions in this plane below the dashed red and grey lines corres14

Note that one can not generalise the statement that tunnelling to the nearer minimum is more effective: if
we were to always consider the nearest minimum to the EW one, we would often underestimate the actual
tunnelling rates by several orders of magnitude, as is also reflected in the numerical example shown in Fig. 3.9.
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pond to model points where the EW vacuum lifetime is too small such that the probability of
the EW vacuum surviving as long as the age of the universe is below 99%.
Note that we see a slight difference between the grey and red-dashed lines in the upper right
part of the figure. This is where the tunnelling to the CB minimum is more efficient than the
tunnelling to the CC one. The area which the two lines enclose is, however, very small. Therefore the inclusion of the charged-Higgs direction in the vacuum stability calculation results in
only a tiny strip of parameter space where the EW vacuum lifetime decreases below the 99%
survival probability threshold. In contrast, other regions of parameter space (red regions in
Fig. 3.9) show significant changes when including the charged Higgs direction. However, the
charged Higgs direction does not decrease the EW vacuum lifetime below the survival probability threshold and is therefore, on phenomenological grounds, uninteresting. Finally, the
red solid line depicts the instability bound we would arrive at if we considered only the panic
vacuum, i.e. the minimum nearest to the EW one in field space. It is therefore evident that
a naı̈ve check for the vacuum stability can severely underestimate the excluded parameter
ranges.
In the parameter space scanned, we find that although the global minimum of an NMSSM
parameter point can feature a global minimum where the charged Higgs develops a VEV, it is
not necessary to check for this extra field direction as the constraints on the model parameters
remain approximately unchanged if one ensures that the tunnelling rate to all possible minima
are calculated.

3.3

Conclusion

In this chapter we have considered two very particular scenarios in minimal supersymmetric
models investigating the effect of vacuum stability. In the first scenario we have reviewed
an explanation of the diphoton excess via stop bound states in the CMSSM, as proposed in
Ref. [323]. Stops in the CMSSM with masses of 375 GeV cause charge and colour breaking
minima. This is necessarily the case when the constraints from the Higgs mass measurement
are included. This arises as such a 125 GeV Higgs mass requires large mass splitting between
the stops, which can only arise from dangerously large soft-breaking trilinear couplings of
the stops. We have summarized results in the literature which find that the lower limit on
the stop mass in the CMSSM is about 800 GeV if one requires the electroweak vacuum to be
the global minimum. These limits are certainly weaker if the possibility of a metastable but
long-lived electroweak minimum is considered. These conclusions are not affected by the
appearance of bound state effects because the binding energy in the experimentally allowed
parameter region is very small compared to the other relevant scales in the calculation. In
addition, due to this small binding energy, the cross section to produce the diphoton signal
is too small. The ad hoc assumption of large binding energies which makes the calculation of
the Higgs mass, as well as the checks for the vacuum stability more difficult is also ruled out
by the much too large decay rate of the stoponium into a pair of Higgs bosons.
Taking all these effects into account, it is not possible to explain the diphoton signal in the
CMSSM. At the time of the original publication it was unclear whether the general MSSM
would survive, given the existence of the diphoton excess. There was the claim that it might
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be possible to obtain a sufficient diphoton cross section in fine-tuned parameter regions of
the MSSM with a large µ term [366]. However, this possibility also lacked a concrete proof of
existence since so far no valid parameter regions consistent with the constraints from vacuum
stability where presented.
In the second scenario we considered the possibility of spontaneous charge breaking in the
NMSSM via VEVs of the charged Higgs components. We found that in contrast to models
without singlets it is possible that charge is broken at the global minimum of the potential.
We could identify two different kinds of parameter regions. First, regions in which all vacua
deeper than the EW minimum have broken electric charge. These points would give the
wrong impression of a stable EW vacuum if charged Higgs VEVs were not included in the
study. However, in all examples we found for these scenarios, the life-time of the EW vacuum
is sufficiently long on cosmological time-scales. The second possibility is that charge-breaking
and -conserving minima beside the EW one are present at the same time. Here, the chargebreaking minima could be significantly deeper than the charge-conserving ones. However,
we found that the parameter regions which are excluded due to an increased tunnelling rate
to these deeper vacuum states are hardly affected when considering the extra charged Higgs
field direction. Thus, the inclusion of charge-breaking minima doesn’t drastically change the
conclusion of a ‘long-lived’ vacuum to a ‘short-lived’ one. All in all, despite the presence
of deep charge-breaking minima in the NMSSM, their phenomenological impact is rather
limited. However, we want to stress that the usual practice of checking only the tunnelling
rate to the deeper minimum nearest to the EW vacuum is insufficient for obtaining reliable
bounds on the NMSSM parameter space.
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Chapter 4

Lepton Flavour Violation in Left-Right
Symmetric Models

Massive neutrinos are clearly a requirement of any extension of the SM. The most economical
extension that achieves this goal is the addition of at least two generations of right-handed
neutrinos νRj that are singlets under the gauge symmetries of the SM. However, this is a
purely phenomenological argument for extending the SM field content. An appealing theoretical motivation for including this singlet arises from grand unified theories (GUTs). Assuming an SO(10) GUT allows for an entire generation of SM matter fields to reside in the
16-dimensional spinor SO(10) representation [83]. Interestingly the decomposition of this
spinor representation under the SM gauge symmetries results in exactly the required components in addition to a SM gauge singlet which can be identified as the right-handed neutrino. There are two main avenues for breaking SO(10) to the SM gauge symmetries [367].
The first proceeds via SU(5)
M

SO(10) −−GUT
−→ SU(5) (×U(1)X ) ,

(flipped) SU(5) ,

(4.1)

while the second possibility, via a left-right symmetric phase will be the focus of the following
chapters. This breaking chain is:
M

SO(10) −−GUT
−→ SU(4)C × SU(2)L × SU(2)R
M

−−PS
→ SU(3)C × SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)B−L
M

R
−−→
SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)R × U(1)B−L

Pati-Salam

(4.2)

left-right symmetric

(4.3)

U(1)R -left-right

(4.4)

In the above expressions the scales at which the symmetries are broken are free parameters,
with the exception of the GUT scale MGUT . They are however, constrained by the requirement
that the gauge couplings unify at MGUT . Here, we observe that the second possibility opens
up a wide range of possibilities for intermediate scales all of which can be broken either
directly to the SM gauge symmetries or via additional steps in this chain. In this chapter we
are interested in the left-right (LR) symmetric phase that arises from the breaking of SO(10)
via the maximal subgroup called the Pati-Salam phase [368]. A further attractive feature of
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models containing a LR symmetric phase is parity restoration which occurs in conjunction
with the discrete symmetries of the theory [369].
The scale where this LR symmetric phase is broken could be anywhere between the TeV and
GUT scale. In Ref. [87], under the assumption of a minimal model, it was shown that requiring
gauge coupling unification (GCU) places a lower bound on the breaking of the LR phase of
approximately 1010 GeV. In this same work the authors categorise all possible extensions of
the particle content of these minimal models consistent with SO(10) unification which can
have breaking scales down to O(TeV), see also Ref. [370].1 Adding additional field content is
not the only way out. For instance it was shown that this problem can be solved if discrete LR
parity is broken at a higher scale [376, 377]. Here, we take a bottom-up approach insisting on
a TeV-scale realisation of this LR symmetric phase ignoring the issue of GCU. As we will see
this is well motivated as we are interested in the low-energy phenomenology. Our results will
therefore remain as general as possible. In Chapter 5 we will return to the issue of building
complete GUT compatible models.
Models featuring these LR symmetric gauge symmetries automatically contain the correct ingredients to explain the observed neutrino masses and mixings. Not only is the righthanded neutrino field νR required to build SU(2)R doublets and hence gauge invariant operators, but the breaking of the LR symmetry by SU(2)R triplets generates a Majorana mass
term for the νR fields and thus a see-saw mechanism [75–79]. However, in a LR symmetric
model one would also expect that the Higgs sector respects the LR symmetry particle-wise.
This implies that there should be a one-to-one correspondence between the additional Higgs
bosons charged under SU(2)L and SU(2)R , respectively. In the simplest model with Majorana mass terms for the neutrinos one requires that the electroweak breaking Higgses form
doublets under both SU(2) factors, referred to as a bi-doublet. In addition one must also introduce SU(2)L triplets to go along with the SU(2)R triplets that break SU(2)R × U(1)B−L [378].
The introduction of these triplets leads to a combination of see-saw type I and type II and induces lepton flavour violating (LFV) decays at tree-level [379]. LFV decays are already heavily
constrained by existing data, for example BR(µ → 3e) ≤ 10−12 [380] which will be further
constrained by upcoming experiments like Mu3e [381]. If the new scalar particles are at the
TeV scale, one can therefore expect measurable rates in the near future. In Table 4.1 we give
an overview of the relevant LFV observables and their current bounds as well as expected
future sensitivities.
Many variants of left-right symmetric models with a TeV-scale breaking in have been considered in the past. The following aspects have been previously investigated:
• lepton flavour and lepton number violation [378, 382–387]
• CP violation [388]
• bounds on the heavy additional vector bosons [371, 389–391]
• potential Higgs signals at the LHC [392–395]
• lepton flavour and number violating signals at the LHC [387, 396–399].
1

In many supersymmetric realizations, a TeV-scale LR symmetry is even preferred from both vacuum stability
considerations [371], and GCU [372, 373]. There also exists an intimate connection between the LR- and
supersymmetry-breaking scales [374, 375].
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Beside the constraints due to LFV processes further constraints arise from observables in the
K- and B-meson sector, see e.g. [400,401] for recent updates. These observables lead to stringent constraints when the model is invariant under discrete parity or charge-conjugation
due to a direct correspondence between the left and right CKM matrices. Ref. [401] also considers direct LHC searches for new states leading to a bound of 2.9 TeV on the mass of the
WR [402, 403], which is the charged gauge boson arising from the SU(2)R gauge symmetry.
Note, however, that such bounds are model dependent and can be weaker if additional decay
channels of the WR and/or νR are present as discussed e.g. in Ref. [371]. In addition, the ρ
parameter [404, 405], or more generally the oblique parameters [406, 407], constrain the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of the SU(2)L scalar triplet to be no larger than approximately
1 GeV [408–411]. Note that in the majority of these works only parts of a complete model
have been considered, e.g. only the lepton sector or the Higgs sector. Features of these specific sectors were then investigated without checking whether the other parts are consistently
implemented.
In this chapter we discuss the minimal model which is particle-wise LR symmetric and
where the different scales of the SU(2)L and SU(2)R breaking occur dynamically. We will
assume true LR-symmetry in the Yukawa sector of the model where parity restoration is implemented via discrete parity symmetry or charge conjugation. As a result of these discrete
symmetries, it is possible to parametrise the triplet Yukawa couplings as a function of only the
underlying model parameters and the measured neutrino data [412]. Here we expand upon
this method and show how a simple analytic expression for the solution can be obtained. The
existing data on lepton masses and mixing is not sufficient to uniquely specify these couplings even in this restricted context. Consequently we will discuss how LFV decays further
constrain these couplings. However, the results depend on the details of the Higgs sector, in
particular on the value of the masses of the heavier Higgs bosons as well as on vL , the vacuum
expectation values of the SU(2)L triplet ∆L .
We begin in Section 4.1 by presenting the complete details of the considered model. In
Section 4.2 we discuss particularities in the neutrino sector. Here we focus on our method of
parametrising the Yukawa couplings. We stress that this section is crucial for understanding
the subsequent parts of this chapter. In Section 4.3 we present our numerical results. Here
we begin by discussing in detail the different contributions to the numerous LFV observables
and their behaviour as a function of the free parameters. The main results are located in
Section 4.3.2. This is where we show the complementarity of the different LFV observables as
a function of the key model parameters.

4.1

The Minimal Left-Right Symmetric Model

We consider the minimal phenomenologically acceptable model with left-right (LR) symmetry
at the Lagrangian level. This means that, in addition to promoting SU(2)L -singlet fields to
SU(2)R multiplets, there has to be an additional sector which breaks SU(2)R × U(1)B−L →
U(1)Y . The most economical choice for the LR breaking which also at the same time leads to
neutrino mass generation via a see-saw mechanism is SU(2) triplets.
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LFV Process

Present Bound

Future Sensitivity

µ → eγ
τ → eγ
τ → µγ
µ → eee
τ → eee
τ → µµµ
τ − → e− µ+ µ−
τ − → µ− e + e −
τ − → µ+ e − e −
τ − → e+ µ− µ−
µ− → e− , Ti
µ− → e− , Au
µ− → e− , Al
µ− → e− , SiC

4.2 × 10−13 [413]
3.3 × 10−8 [415]
4.4 × 10−8 [415]
1.0 × 10−12 [380]
2.7 × 10−8 [417]
2.1 × 10−8 [417]
2.7 × 10−8 [417]
1.8 × 10−8 [417]
1.5 × 10−8 [417]
1.7 × 10−8 [417]
4.3 × 10−12 [419]
7 × 10−13 [422]
-

6 × 10−14 [414]
∼ 3 × 10−9 [416]
∼ 10−9 [416]
∼ 3 × 10−16 [381]
∼ 5 × 10−10 [416, 418]
∼ 4 × 10−10 [416, 418]
∼ 5 × 10−10 [416, 418]
∼ 3 × 10−10 [416, 418]
∼ 3 × 10−10 [418]
∼ 3 × 10−10 [418]
∼ 10−18 [420, 421]
10−16 − 3 × 10−17 [423–425]
10−14 [426]

Table 4.1: Current experimental bounds and future sensitivities for low-energy LFV observables.

4.1.1

Model Definition

The minimal particle content of the model as well as their respective irreducible representations, using the notation (SU(3)c , SU(2)L , SU(2)R , U(1)B−L ), are given by:
Fermions:



uL
QL =
∈ (3, 2, 1, 1/3) ,
dL
 
ν
LL = L ∈ (1, 2, 1, −1) ,
`L

 
uR
QR =
∈ (3, 1, 2, 1/3) ,
dR
 
ν
LR = R ∈ (1, 1, 2, −1) .
`R

(4.5a)
(4.5b)

Scalars:

φ01 φ+
1
Φ=
∈ (1, 2, 2, 0) ,
φ−
φ02
2

 +
δ
++
√L
δL
 ∈ (1, 3, 1, 2) ,
∆L =  2
δ+
0
δL − √L2


(4.5c)

∆R =

δ+
√R
 2
δR0



δR++

δ+
− √R2

∈ (1, 1, 3, 2) .

(4.5d)

Here we use the convention that the electric charge is given by
Qem = T3L + T3R +

B−L
.
2

(4.6)

The Yukawa interactions can be split into interactions of the quark and lepton fields with
the bi-doublet, LΦ
Y , leading to Dirac-type masses for all fermions after electroweak symmetry
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breaking, as well as interactions with the triplets, L∆
Y , leading to Majorana-type mass terms
for the neutrinos after LR-symmetry-breaking. The respective terms are




(4.7)
−LYΦ = QL YQ1 Φ + YQ2 Φ̃ QR + LL YL1 Φ + YL2 Φ̃ LR + h.c. ,
where Φ̃ ≡ −σ2 Φ∗ σ2 . For the interaction terms with the triplet fields we explicitly write the
hermitian-conjugate terms as they assist in identifying possible discrete symmetries of the
theory. This yields
∗
∗
C
−LY∆ = LC
L Y∆L (iσ2 )∆L LL + LL Y∆L (iσ2 )∆L LL

C
∗
∗
+ LC
R Y∆R (iσ2 )∆R LR + LR Y∆R (iσ2 )∆R LR ,

(4.8)

where ΨC = ΨT C and C = iγ2 γ0 . This result follows from
ΨC Y

 †
†
† †
†
(iσ2 )∆Ψ = −Ψ ∆ (iσ2 )Y ΨC = −Ψγ0 ∆† (iσ2 )Y † γ0 ΨC = −Ψ∆† (iσ2 )Y † ΨC ,
= Ψ(iσ2 )∆∗ Y ∗ ΨC ,

(4.9)

where the last equality holds as Y T = Y and the specific structure of ∆ (c.f Eq. (4.5d)) which
results in ∆† iσ2 = −iσ2 ∆∗ .

4.1.2

Discrete Symmetries

There are two possible phenomenologically viable2 discrete symmetries, discrete parity [376,
377], and charge conjugation symmetry, denoted as P and C in the following (see also Ref. [427]
and references therein).
1. Parity symmetry P:
Parity symmetry exchanges L and R, hence, the symmetry operation is
LL ↔ LR ,

∆L ↔ ∆R ,

Φ ↔ Φ† .

(4.10)

Requiring invariance of the Lagrangian yields the following constraints on the model
parameters:
Yαi = Yα†i ,

Y∆L = Y∆R ,

(4.11)

where α = Q, L and i = 1, 2.
2. Charge conjugation symmetry C:
2

e † and Φ → Φ
eT .
In addition to these two discrete symmetries that are an additional two possibilities, Φ → Φ
However, both of these symmetries lead to unrealistic relations between the up- and down-type quark mass
matrices, namely Mu = Md† and Mu = MdT for the two symmetry transformations respectively.
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Charge conjugation symmetry exchanges
LL ↔ LC
R,

∆L ↔ ∆∗R ,

Φ ↔ ΦT .

(4.12)

Once again invariance of the Lagrangian yields
Yαi = YαTi ,

4.1.3

Y∆L = Y∆∗R .

(4.13)

Scalar Sector and Gauge Symmetry Breaking

The most general C- and P-conserving renormalisable Higgs potential is given by [378]
h
i
h
i
†
†
†
†
2
2
†
2
VLR
= −µ1 Tr(Φ Φ) − µ2 Tr(Φ̃Φ ) + Tr(Φ̃ Φ) − µ3 Tr(∆L ∆L ) + Tr(∆R ∆R ) (4.14)
h
i2 h
i2 

2
†
†
†
+λ1 Tr(Φ Φ) + λ2 Tr(Φ̃Φ ) + Tr(Φ̃ Φ)
h
i
+λ3 Tr(Φ̃Φ† )Tr(Φ̃† Φ) + λ4 Tr(Φ† Φ) Tr(Φ̃Φ† ) + Tr(Φ̃† Φ)
h
i2 h
i2 
†
†
+ρ1 Tr(∆L ∆L ) + Tr(∆R ∆R )
h
i
†
†
†
†
+ρ2 Tr(∆L ∆L )Tr(∆L ∆L ) + Tr(∆R ∆R )Tr(∆R ∆R )
h
i
+ρ3 Tr(∆L ∆†L )Tr(∆R ∆†R ) + ρ4 Tr(∆L ∆L )Tr(∆†R ∆†R ) + Tr(∆†L ∆†L )Tr(∆R ∆R )
h
i
+α1 Tr(Φ† Φ) Tr(∆L ∆†L ) + Tr(∆R ∆†R )
n
h
i
o
†
†
iδ2
†
†
+ α2 e
Tr(Φ̃Φ )Tr(∆L ∆L ) + Tr(Φ̃ Φ)Tr(∆R ∆R ) + h.c.
h
i
h
i
+α3 Tr(ΦΦ† ∆L ∆†L ) + Tr(Φ† Φ∆R ∆†R ) + β1 Tr(Φ∆R Φ† ∆†L ) + Tr(Φ† ∆L Φ∆†R )
h
h
i
i
†
†
† †
†
† †
†
+β2 Tr(Φ̃∆R Φ ∆L ) + Tr(Φ̃ ∆L Φ∆R ) + β3 Tr(Φ∆R Φ̃ ∆L ) + Tr(Φ ∆L Φ̃∆R ) .
The neutral scalar fields in the above potential can be expressed in terms of their CP-even and
-odd components:
1
φ01 = √ (v1 + σ1 + iϕ1 ) ,
2
1
φ02 = √ (v2 + σ2 + iϕ2 ) ,
2

1
δL0 = √ (vL + σL + iϕL ) ,
2
1
δR0 = √ (vR + σR + iϕR ) ,
2

(4.15a)
(4.15b)

where we use the generic symbols σ and ϕ to label the CP-even and -odd states, respectively. For the vacuum expectation values, which we assume to be real, we use the following
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parametrisation:
v1 = v cos β ,

v2 = v sin β ,

tβ ≡ tan β =

v2
,
v1

(4.16)

where vL  v  vR so that v can be identified as the SM VEV. The masses of the new gauge
bosons therefore read
q
gR
2
MZR ' gR2 + gBL
vR ,
MWR ' √ vR .
(4.17)
2
Due to LR symmetry, we take the SU(2) gauge coupling to be equal, namely gR = gL . Solving
the four minimisation conditions for the potential we eliminate the following four parameters:

!

(t2β + 1)
vL2 vR2
tβ
+ 2 (ρ3 − 2ρ1 ) 2
+ vL vR (β1 − 2β3 tβ ) 2
=v
(tβ − 1)
v
(tβ − 1)
!

t2β
2
2
+ vL + vR α1 + α3 2
,
(4.18a)
tβ − 1
!
!
!
t2β + 1
tβ
λ4
vL2
tβ
vL vR
2
2
µ2 = v
− (2λ2 + λ3 )
+
2α2 + α3 2
+
(β1 − 2β3 tβ ) 2
2
1 + t2β
4
tβ − 1
4
tβ − 1
!
!
tβ (t2β + 1)
vR2
α3 t β
vL2 vR2
+
α2 +
,
(4.18b)
−
(2ρ
−
ρ
)
1
3
2
2
2v
tβ − 1
2
2 t2β − 1
!
2
tβ
v
µ23 =
α1 + (α3 tβ − 4α2 ) 2
+ (vL2 + vR2 )ρ1 ,
(4.18c)
2
tβ + 1
vL vR
(4.18d)
β2 = (β1 − β3 tβ )tβ − 2 (2ρ1 − ρ3 )(1 + t2β ) .
v
µ21

2

tβ
λ1 − 2λ4 2
tβ + 1

From the last expression above one can derive the VEV see-saw relation as noted in [378].
Using the above expressions µ2i , where i = 1, 2, 3, and β2 can be eliminated from the potential
and the scalar mass matrices of the theory can be derived. These expressions are given in full
detail in Appendix A.1. Here we only quote the results after diagonalisation of the mass
matrices, see Appendix A.1 for details on all assumptions made. Firstly, the bi-doublet-like
scalar masses:
m2h ' 2λ1 v 2 −

8λ24 v 4
,
α3 vR2

m2A ' 2α3 vR2 + 2(λ3 − 2λ2 )v 2 ,

m2H ' 2(2λ2 + λ3 )v 2 +
1
m2H ± ' α3 (v 2 + 2vR2 ) .
4

α3 2
v ,
2 R

(4.19a)
(4.19b)

Here, h corresponds to the SM-like Higgs boson; H, A and H ± are the bi-doublet-like heavier
neutral scalar and pseudoscalar states as well as the mostly bi-doublet-like charged Higgs.
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The triplet-scalar sector masses are:
1
(ρ3 − 2ρ1 ) vR2
2
1
' (ρ3 − 2ρ1 )vR2 ,
2
1
' 2ρ2 vR2 + α3 v 2 ,
2

m2HL '
m2AL
m2H ±±
1

m2HR ' 2ρ1 vR2 ,

1
m2H ± ' vR2 (ρ3 − 2ρ1 ) ,
L
2

1
m2H ±± '
(ρ3 − 2ρ1 )vR2 + α3 v 2 .
2
2

(4.20a)
(4.20b)
(4.20c)

Particles with an index L(R) mostly consist of ∆L(R) components. The doubly-charged Higgses
±±
can in general be strongly mixed which is why we only label them as H1/2
.

4.2

Neutrino Sector

Using information from neutrino oscillation experiments, we can determine the neutrino
mass matrix mν which we express as follows
†
∗
mlight
= UPMNS
diag(mν1 , mν2 , mν3 )UPMNS
,
ν

(4.21)

where UPMNS = UPMNS (θ12 , θ13 , θ23 ; δCP ) is the lepton mixing matrix and mi are the neutrino
masses. Using the standard parametrisation in a basis where the lepton mass matrix is flavourdiagonal, the neutrino mixing matrix is given by


c12 c13
c13 s12
s13 eiδCP
c13 s23  K .
UPMNS = −c23 s12 − c12 s13 s23 eiδCP c23 c12 − s12 s13 s23 eiδCP
(4.22)
iδCP
iδCP
s23 s12 − c12 c23 s13 e
−c12 s23 − c23 s12 s13 e
c13 c23
Here cij = cos θij , sij = sin θij , δCP corresponds to the Dirac CP-violating phase and K
is a complex diagonal matrix which contains the two Majorana phases. From global fits of
neutrino oscillation parameters [428–430] the best fit values and the 3σ intervals for a normal
neutrino mass hierarchy (NH) are:
sin2 θ13 = 0.0234+0.0060
−0.0057 ,
2
+0.052
sin θ12 = 0.323−0.045 ,
sin2 θ23 = 0.567+0.175
−0.076 .

4.2.1

−5
∆m221 = 7.60+0.58
eV ,
−0.49 × 10
+0.17
−3
2
∆m31 = 2.48−0.18 × 10 eV ,

Neutrino masses

From Eq. (4.7) and (Eq. (4.8)) the neutrino mass matrix follows as
 C

1
νL
C
+ h.c. ,
−LY ⊃
νL νR Mν
νR
2
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(4.23a)
(4.23b)
(4.23c)

(4.24)

4.2 Neutrino Sector
where

Mν =

ML∗ MD
MDT MR


.

(4.25)

In the above expression we have used the following definitions
ML =

√
√
1
2 Y∆L vL , MR = 2 Y∆R vR , and MD = √ (YL1 v1 + YL2 v2 ) .
2

(4.26)

Note the conjugate of ML in the (1,1) entry of Eq. (4.25). This conjugate is crucial in the case
of non-zero phases but is however usually forgotten in the literature. Since vR  vL , v1,2 , the
see-saw approximation can be used to determine the light-neutrino mass eigenstates, yielding

(4.27)
mlight
= ML∗ − MD MR−1 MDT .
ν
As shown in Eq. (4.26), the Dirac neutrino mass matrix MD arises as the sum of two different
Yukawas multiplied with their respective VEVs. Consequently at loop-level, corrections are
proportional to the individual Yukawa coupling values rather than MD . Therefore, in regions
where tan β ' 1 , loop corrections to these two Yukawas spoil the cancellation required
for small MD values if imposed at tree-level. As tan β has negligible impact on the lepton
flavour-violating operators discussed below, we choose to restrict our analysis to the small
tan β scenario in the following numerical studies. In this limit MD ∝ YL1 v, while the charged
lepton masses are M` ∝ YL2 v.

4.2.2

Parametrisation of the Yukawa Matrices

Under the discrete symmetries of the theory, namely parity P and charge-conjugation C, the
resulting light-neutrino mass matrices can be re-expressed as


vL
−1
light C
MR − MD MR MD ,
(4.28)
mν =
vR


vL ∗
−1
light P
∗
M − MD MR MD .
mν =
(4.29)
vR R
Both discrete symmetries exhibit favourable structures, relating ML to MR . In particular, this
enables an elegant parametrisation for fitting the neutrino masses.
In the following we describe in detail the method used to determine the triplet-Yukawa
couplings as well as the requirement of invoking different symmetries in the presence of CP
phases. The parametrisation, first proposed in Ref. [412], allows one to explicitly solve for the
triplet-Yukawa couplings Y∆L and Y∆R given a specific input for MD . The parametrisation
relies on solving a quadratic polynomial for each diagonal entry of Eq. (4.28) or Eq. (4.29) after
diagonalisation. Here, our method differs slightly to Ref. [412]. We have exploited the fact
that Eqs. (4.28) and (4.29) can both be manipulated into a form requiring only a single unitary
rotation matrix R to bring both sides into their respective diagonal forms. Here we give the
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full details of the procedure, where the final result can be found in Eq. (4.40).
For the charge conjugation symmetric case Eq. (4.28) we multiply the left- and right-hand
−1/2
side by MD , while for the parity symmetric case Eq. (4.29) multiplication from the righthand side requires an additional conjugation, yielding
−1/2

MD

−1/2

MD

vL −1/2
−1/2
1/2
1/2
MD MR MD − MD MR−1 MD ,
vR
P vL
∗ −1/2
1/2
∗1/2
−1/2
− MD MR−1 MD ,
MD MR∗ MD
=
vR

−1/2 C

mlight
MD
ν

∗ −1/2

MD
mlight
ν

=

(4.30)
(4.31)

which if we make the following definitions
α≡

vL
,
vR

(∗) −1/2

A ≡ MD

−1/2

MR MD

,

−1/2

B ≡ MD

(∗) −1/2

mlight
MD
ν

,

(4.32)

where (∗) refers to the additional conjugation required for the parity symmetric scenario,
allows one to write
C

(4.33)

P

(4.34)

B = αA − A−1 ,

B = αA∗ − A−1 .

However, in what follows we exploit the fact that the matrices A and B are either: (i) real
symmetric (δCP = 0), or (ii) complex symmetric (δCP 6= 0). As a result, B and subsequently A
are diagonalised by R which is either: (i) a real orthogonal matrix, or (ii) a complex unitary
matrix.3 For case (i), if the matrix R diagonalizes A then this same matrix also diagonalizes
the inverse matrix A−1 . As a result Eq. (4.33) can be written as
 T
C or P
B = αA − A−1 = R αAD − A−1
D R ,

(4.35)

where the subscript D indicates the matrix is in a real diagonal form. Here we observe that
both charge-conjugation and parity invariance are equivalent if A is real. As requiring real
AD necessitates a unitary R, we cannot simultaneously diagonalise both A and A−1 for case
(ii) as
 T
C
−1
T
B = αA − A−1 = R∗ αAD R† − RA−1
D R 6= R αAD − AD R .

(4.36)

However, here this procedure indeed applies for A∗ and A−1 namely
 T
P
B = αA∗ − A−1 = R αAD − A−1
D R ,

(4.37)

so that one can find a suitable parametrisation of the triplet-Yukawa in the P-symmetric case
also with δCP 6= 0, as we shall see in what follows. Eqs. (4.33) and (4.34) are identical in their

3

For more details regarding the various diagonalisation procedures see appendix D of Ref. [431].
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respective real diagonal forms, namely
(i,i)

BD


−1
(i,i)
(i,i)
= αAD − AD
,

(4.38)
(i,i)

where i = 1, 2, 3. Solving the decoupled quadratic equations for AD yields
r

(i,i)

(i,i)
AD

=

BD ±

(i,i)

BD

2

+ 4α

2α

.

(4.39)

Using the definitions in Eqs. (4.26) and (4.32) we arrive at expressions for the triplet Yukawas
!
r

2
1
1/2
(±±±)
(±±±)
(i,i)
(∗)1/2 ∗
(i,i)
+ 4α R† MD , (4.40)
Y∆
≡ Y∆L/R = √
BD
MD
R diag BD ±
2 2vL
−1/2

(∗) −1/2

where BD = R† MD mlight
MD
R∗ is a diagonal 3 × 3 matrix, R is the aforementioned
ν
rotation matrix and α = vL /vR . Finally (∗) is an additional conjugation of MD required in
the case of a parity symmetric neutrino sector. Eq. (4.40) is valid for:
(i) both possible discrete left-right symmetries if δCP = 0,
(ii) all possible CP phases if the Lagrangian is P-symmetric.
Eq. (4.39) leads to an eightfold degeneracy in the solutions due to the choice of sign for
each diagonal entry of AD , as first noted in Ref. [412]. However, these eight solutions can be
categorized into two distinct cases. The differences between these two cases is best illustrated
through an example where we choose MD to be diagonal and real. In this case B ∝ mlight
ν
which, for realistic choices of the neutrino oscillation parameters and large enough vL , leads
(i,i)
(i,i)
to the hierarchy α  (BD )2 . Subsequently, expanding Eq. (4.39) for small BD yields


(i,i)
(i,i)
−1/2
AD = ±α
+ O BD
.
(4.41)
Therefore the principle difference between the degenerate solutions is simply a sign choice.
But, this sign choice has large ramifications on the resulting triplet Yukawa matrices. To
demonstrate this consider the two neutrino generation case, where we examine both mixed
and same-sign choices for the cases δCP = 0 and δCP 6= 0.
δCP = 0: For the same-sign scenario we have

  −1/2


cos θ sin θ
α
0
cos θ − sin θ
(++)
T
A
= RAD R =
= AD .
− sin θ cos θ
sin θ cos θ
0
α−1/2
whereas for the mixed sign case we obtain
 −1/2



α
0
sin 2θ
(+−)
T
−1/2 cos 2θ
A
=R
R =α
.
sin 2θ − cos 2θ
0
−α−1/2

(4.42)

(4.43)
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We therefore see that in this example the choice of sign dictates whether or not there are
flavour violating off-diagonal entries at leading order. Note that the above argumentation
generalizes to the realistic scenario of three neutrino generations. This argumentation is, of
course, still valid if MD is non-diagonal as it relies on already-diagonalised quantities. However, when plugging Eq. (4.41) into the full expression, Eq. (4.40), one sees that the impact of
the above-mentioned effect is weakened comparatively when MD itself contains a flavourviolating structure. Therefore, in this situation the solution for Y∆ with different sign choices
in general contains larger off-diagonal elements than the solution with equal signs, the relative difference of these off-diagonals is small compared to the case in which MD is diagonal.
Shown in Fig. 4.2 are numerical results of the branching ratio for µ → 3e as a function of the
triplet VEV vL . Here, all possible sign choices are considered in two extreme scenarios, namely
†
diagonal MD and MD = VCKM
Mup−type VCKM . As illustrated in the toy two-generation example, same-sign choices for the diagonal MD lead to highly suppressed off-diagonals in the
resulting triplet Yukawas in comparison to the mixed-sign case. However, in the scenario that
MD is no longer diagonal then the effect between same or mixed-sign solutions is comparatively smaller.
δCP 6= 0: Here we demonstrate that there is a significant difference in the same-sign
scenario when introducing this phase. As B is now a complex symmetric matrix R must
necessarily be a unitary matrix. Therefore for the same-sign case we obtain
A(++) = R∗ AD R† ,
(4.44)



 −iφ


e−iφ1 cos θ e−iφ2 sin θ
e 1 cos θ e−iφ2 sin θ
α−1/2
0
= e−2iφ3
,
−iφ2
iφ1
−1/2
e−iφ2 sin θ eiφ1 cos θ
−e
sin θ e cos θ
0
α

 −2iφ

1
cos2 θ + e−2i(φ2 −φ1 ) sin2 θ
i sin 2θ sin(φ1 − φ2 )
−1/2 2iφ3 e

=α
e
,
i sin 2θ sin(φ1 − φ2 )
e2iφ1 cos2 θ + e2i(φ2 −φ1 ) sin2 θ
where φi are the three phases of a generic unitary 2 × 2 matrix. We observe, in contrast to the
case with the same-sign solution and δCP = 0, that there is a complex off-diagonal generated
at leading order even in the case that MD is proportional to the unit matrix. This off-diagonal
is in general non-zero as the three phases φ1 , φ2 and φ3 must be chosen such that the matrix
A is brought into its real diagonal form. The resulting structure shares similarities to the case
with mixed sign and δCP = 0. Namely, we see an off-diagonal entry, which in this case is
complex, proportional to sin 2θ.
This results of this parametrisation form the basis of our subsequent numerical studies.
By choosing a form for MD and requiring that mlight
satisfies Eq. (4.21), one can determine
ν
R such that BD is diagonal. R therefore contains the information from the experimental
neutrino data. From Eq. (4.40) we see that there does not exist a unique solution to the
triplet-Yukawa. Rather for each diagonal entry there appears a sign choice in front of the
square-root. Considering the possible permutations, there are in total eight unique solutions.
This parametrisation is therefore advantageous in comparison to the Casas-Ibarra-like parametrisations [432] as it by construction respects the discrete symmetries of the theory. This is
crucial, as the finite number of solutions is a direct consequence of invariance under a discrete
left-right symmetry.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of the SPheno code with results in Fig. 3.4 from Ref. [386].

4.3

Results

4.3.1

Numerical Set-up

In this section we present a numerical study of the model. In order to do so we have used
the Mathematica package SARAH [89–94] for which we have created the necessary model
files. The respective code is available from the SARAH model database. SARAH interfaces to the
spectrum generator SPheno [104, 105] which enables the computation of the mass spectrum
and particle decays as well as quark and lepton flavour violating observables via the the link
to FlavorKit [101].
As a first step we have compared the µ → 3e and µ → eγ branching ratios with those from
Ref. [386]. To do so we consider a similar set up where ML = 0 and MD ∝ 1 leading to a pure
type-I see-saw mechanism where the light neutrino masses and mixings are encoded in Y∆R
couplings. In addition, Ref. [386] neglected contributions arising from both neutral scalars
and WL − WR mixing which is a well justified approximation. Shown in Fig. 4.1 are the rates
for µ → 3e and µ → eγ from this work (solid lines) and, for comparison, the results from
Fig. 3.4 of Ref. [386] (dashed lines), where the triplet masses are set to 1 TeV. We observe
good agreement between the respective results, with only small deviations in the rates for
µ → eγ. The main reason for these small deviations is that our analysis considers a complete
model where the scalar masses are a function of the model parameters. This prevents one
from varying the scalar masses independently. Therefore the resulting spectrum does not
correspond exactly to the mass choices of Ref. [386]. As both of the observables are highly
sensitive functions of the scalar masses, a 5% deviation in the mass spectrum leads to the
observed small mismatch in the flavour observables.
In the subsequent analysis we study lepton flavour violating rare decays based on the bestfit NH oscillation parameters given in Eq. (4.23a) choosing the lightest mass to be mν1 =
10−4 eV. We also consider the impact of varying these two choices. Lastly, we choose δCP = 0,
but consider non-zero choices and δCP = 3π/2, as suggested by recent global fits [433], in
later sections. The model parameters used, unless otherwise stated, are given in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Dependence of the observable BR(µ → 3e) on the eightfold degenerate solutions in the
†
cases that MD = x1 [GeV] (left-hand panel) and MD = xVCKM
Mup−type VCKM (right-hand panel),
−4
where in both cases x = 10 .

The value chosen for vR leads to WR and ZR masses which are outside of the reach of the
LHC. However, in the presence of a low-scale discrete C symmetry, the K- and B-meson
constraints only allow the heavy bidoublet Higgs to be as ‘light’ as 20 TeV [401] which, in
combination with a perturbativity constraint on α3 , dictates a lowest possible vR value of
∼ 15 TeV, cf. Eq. (4.19a). This can lead to scalar triplet masses of O(1 TeV) and therefore
within the LHC reach, it however pushes MWR ,ZR to O(10 TeV).
The remaining parameters and choices which we investigate are as follows:
• vL , which we typically vary between 0.1 eV and 1 GeV.
• MD , the Dirac neutrino mass matrix which in our parametrisation is an input parameter.
We study three different possibilities:
1. MD = x1 GeV,
2. MD = xMup−type ,
†
3. MD = xVCKM
Mup−type VCKM ,

where Mup−type is the diagonal up-type quark-mass matrix. For each choice we have
also added the parameter x, which we use to vary the overall mass scale of the matrix
MD .
• Sign choice of the diagonal ± signs appearing in Eq. (4.40). In the numerical studies we
investigate two different choices of the possible eight, namely (+++) and (+−+). This
is well motivated as these eight solutions can be divided into two subgroups, whereby
each subgroup leads to similar results. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4.2, where we show
the branching ratio for µ → 3e for all eight sign choices varying vL , with two different
extreme examples of MD . Here we clearly see the grouping of the eight solutions into
the two classes (i) same-sign and (ii) mixed-sign solutions.
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Model Parameters
λ1
λ2
λ3
λ4
ρ1
ρ2
ρ3
ρ4
µ21
µ22

0.13
1.0
1.0
0
−4
3.2 × 10
2.5 × 10−4
1.8 × 10−3
0
3
7.87 × 10 GeV2
−2.00 × 104 GeV2

vL
vR
tan β
α1
α2
α3
β1
β2
β3
µ23

10−10 ... 1 GeV
20 TeV
10−4
0
0
2.0
0
3.83 × 10−4
0
5
1.28 × 10 GeV2

Resulting Mass Spectrum
mh
mA
mHL
mAL
mH1±±
MWR

125.5 GeV
20 TeV
482 GeV
482 GeV
511 GeV
9.37 TeV

mH
mH ±
mHR
mH ±
L
mH2±±
MZR

20 TeV
20 TeV
506 GeV
512 GeV
541 GeV
15.7 TeV

Table 4.2: Benchmark point used in the subsequent LFV study. All parameters and masses are compatible with the constraints derived in Refs. [401, 411].

Figure 4.3: Representative lepton flavour violating Feynman diagrams. Here, red solid lines represent
particles of all spins. Diagrams of the left-hand type lead to the radiative lepton decays `α → `β γ.
The other four diagrams induce LFV three-body decays as well as µ − e conversion in nuclei. We shall
label them “tree-level scalar”, “vector penguin”, “scalar penguin” as well as “box” contributions.

4.3.2

Numerical Results

As pointed out beforehand, the free parameters in our study which determine the neutrino
sector are MD , vL as well as δCP . As we shall see, they are crucially important for determining
which type of diagram dominates the lepton flavour violating process. We decompose the
relevant diagrams into different categories which are depicted in Fig. 4.3.
The radiative decays `α → `β γ are described by the first type of diagram, the vector line
corresponding to an on-shell photon whereas the particles running in the loop can be (i)
±
±
±
0
Hi±± − `∓
δ , (ii) Hi − `δ , (iii) Hi − νj , (iv) WL/R − νj (where j = 1, . . . , 6).
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Figure 4.4: Variation of the neutral and charged triplet scalar masses that are used in subsequent figures.
Here, the values of the additional parameters not shown in the figure are given in Table 4.2. The light
and heavy neutral bi-doublet masses are fixed to 125.5 GeV and 20 TeV, respectively.

The three-body decays as well as µ−e conversion processes receive contributions from both
tree-level as well as one-loop diagrams. As the heavy neutral bidoublet-like Higgs H couples
to both leptons and quarks generically in a flavour-non-conserving manner, it contributes to
both µ−e conversion as well as `α → `β `γ `δ . Depending on the flavour structure of the lepton
Dirac Yukawa couplings, this contribution can be both sizeable or small (in case of a flavourdiagonal MD , its contribution is zero). The tree-level diagram mediated by the doubly-charged
scalars vanishes for the µ−e conversion processes since the triplet doesn’t couple to quarks. In
case of the the LFV three-body decays one can expect in large portions of the parameter space
a dominance of those tree-level diagrams since Y∆ is typically much larger than the Dirac
Yukawas. It is interesting to note that the τ three-body decays with a mixed e/µ final state,
± ±
∓ ±
±
τ ± → `∓
→ `±
α `β `β are much more frequent than τ
α `β `β whenever the triplet tree-level
diagram is dominating the LFV observables and the flavour-violating Y∆ entries are small; this
∓ ±
is simply because of the doubly-charged mediator: the process τ ± → `±
α `β `β needs a flavour± ±
violating coupling at each vertex whereas τ ± → `∓
α `β `β contains one flavour-violating and
one flavour-conserving vertex. This is in contrast to the loop-induced contributions including
± ±
virtual neutral or singly-charged bosons which, in order for a τ ± → `∓
α `β `β decay to happen,
require at least two flavour-violating vertices in the dominant contributions [434].
The remaining diagrams are scalar and vector penguins as well as box diagrams. It is known
from studies in other models with low-scale see-saw mechanisms that the boxes and vector
penguins with WL bosons and right-handed neutrinos running in the loop can be very important [434–438]. In left-right symmetric theories, other very important contributions arise
from triplet scalars and neutrinos/leptons in the loop as well as WR − νR diagrams. Diagrams
including a WL/R and a right-handed neutrino in the loop are expected to be important in
the case of small Y∆ . While penguin diagrams featuring triplet-scalars in the loop are loopsuppressed with respect to the corresponding tree-level diagrams, certain flavour structures
of Y∆ may suppress the tree-level w.r.t. the loop-level diagrams. We shall see examples of this
behaviour later on; see, for instance, Section 4.3.2.
We now start the discussion by looking at the different contributions to the LFV observ-
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ables as a function of the model parameters. In particular, we will vary the masses of the
triplet scalars while keeping the bidoublet masses constant. We will do so choosing different
parametrisations of MD and values for vL . The reader should be reminded that vL not only
determines the size of the see-saw-II contribution to the neutrino masses, see Eq. (4.25), but
also feeds into the determination of Y∆ for a given MD following Eq. (4.40).

Case I: MD ∝ 1
Let us first examine the simplest case where the Dirac neutrino mass is diagonal and flavouruniversal. This results in, for the majority of the parameter space, an almost degenerate spec(i,i)
trum of right-handed neutrinos due to almost degenerate diagonal Y∆ entries. More importantly, all the lepton flavour violation arises through the triplet Yukawas, meaning that
the bidoublet states have only lepton flavour-conserving interactions. Quite generically, this
also means that the rather uniform structure of neutrino mixing is translated to the triplet
Yukawas. Hence, there is no large hierarchy between the Yukawa matrix elements which mix
the 1st, 2nd or 3rd generation.4
(+ + +) Solution. As a numerical example, choosing vL = 2 × 10−7 GeV, MD = 1MeV
Eq. (4.40), yields


1.12 × 10−2 −1.41 × 10−5 2.97 × 10−6
(+++)
(4.45)
Y∆
= −1.41 × 10−5 1.12 × 10−2 −3.78 × 10−5  .
2.97 × 10−6 −3.78 × 10−5 1.12 × 10−2
From here we can already draw some conclusions: (i) the doubly-charged Higgs as the treelevel mediator dominates the LFV three-body decays, which means that (ii) the magnitudes
of the µ and τ LFV decays are of comparable size (within at most an order of magnitude or
two) and that (iii) the three-body decays are much more abundant than the radiative decays
`α → `β γ. A LFV process observed at the Mu3e experiment with no evidence for µ → eγ
would therefore be a smoking gun for these scenarios with LFV triplet scalar interactions.
We will now move to discussing numerical examples starting with the dependence of various LFV observables on the triplet scalar sector. Unless noted otherwise, all model parameters
are chosen as given in Table 4.2. We therefore vary the model parameters ρ1 , ρ2 and ρ3 , where
we show the resulting masses in Fig. 4.4.
In the left upper panel of Fig. 4.5 the magnitude of µ → 3e is shown using the parametrisation of Eq. (4.45) with the different diagrammatic contributions split according to
Fig. 4.3. As discussed above, the tree-level diagram with a doubly-charged mediator completely dominates over other contributions. In the lower left panel we also show the other
LFV three-body decays. The radiative decays, shown on the upper right panel, are smaller
by roughly two orders of magnitude which is due to the loop suppression w.r.t. the threebody decays. The reason why BR(τ → eγ)  BR(τ → µγ), BR(µ → eγ) as well as
BR(τ → 3e)  BR(τ → 3µ), BR(µ → 3e) is simply the order of magnitude difference
4

In this context, ‘no large hierarchy’ means no more than an order of magnitude of difference, therefore small
compared to the hierarchy in quark flavour mixing.
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Figure 4.5: A cross-section of different LFV observables for the choice vL = 2 × 10−7 GeV, MD =
1 MeV and the Yukawa solution sign choice (+++). Top left: Total branching ratio of µ → 3e and the
different contributing types of diagrams. Top right: `α → `β γ and µ − e conversion in different nuclei.
Bottom left: Different 3-body decay channels of muons and taus, note that the channels τ − → e+ µ− µ−
and τ − → µ+ e− e− cannot be seen as as they lie very close to the branching ratios τ → 3µ and µ → 3e,
respectively. Bottom right: Ratios of the different 3-body decay modes, see Eq. (4.46) for a description
of the labels.

(1,3)

between Y∆ and the other two off-diagonal Yukawa entries. For the µ − e conversion observables we first see a decrease of the conversion rate with an increasing mass scale of the
triplet scalar sector. The reason is that for this choice of parameters, for triplet masses up to
5 TeV the γ-penguin diagrams with triplets running in the loop are dominating. For higher
scalar masses, the WL/R − νR -mediated box diagrams which are independent of the scalar
sector parameters become more important (as the triplets don’t couple to quarks, the most
important µ − e conversion box contribution is always coming from these internal particles).
For a heavy scalar sector, we can therefore even have CR(µ − e) > BR(µ → eγ); this could
be interesting for future experiments which have better prospects for sensitivity in µ − e conversion than for the radiative muon decay. For µ → 3e, the size of the boxes is determined by
the triplets for all of the parameter regions shown. Finally in the lower right panel of Fig. 4.5
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Figure 4.6: Dependence of the triplet Yukawa coupling on left triplet VEV vL using the (+++) solution
of Eq. (4.40) (left) and the consequential decoupling of the different contributions to µ → 3e (right).

we show ratios of the three-body branching ratios. The labels in the figure correspond to
Rτ /µ =

BR(τ → 3µ)
,
BR(µ → 3e)

Re∓ =

BR(τ − → e∓ µ± µ− )
,
BR(τ → 3e)

Rµ∓ =

BR(τ − → µ∓ e± e− )
.
BR(τ → 3µ)
(4.46)

Let us now fix the scalar sector to the benchmark values of Table 4.2 and consider the dependence of the LFV rates on the input parameter vL which
0.1 eV to 1 GeV.
p we vary from
(i,i)
It is important to realize that, for these parameter values, vL /vR  BD , where BD =
−1/2
−1/2
RT MD mlight
MD R as used in Eq. (4.40). Therefore the diagonal elements of Y∆ approxν
√
imately scale with 1/ vL . The off-diagonal Y∆ elements, however, vanish to zeroth order in
p
(i,i)
vL /vR /BD for diagonal MD and both the (+ + +) or (− − −) solutions, see Section 4.2.2
for further details. Therefore, they are generated by the terms proportional to BD . With the
overall 1/vL pre-factor in Eq. (4.40), the off-diagonal YD entries decouple like 1/vL . This is
numerically shown in the left-hand panel of Fig. 4.6. On the right-hand panel we show the
corresponding decoupling behaviour of the muon three-body decay. The other observables
scale accordingly.
(+ − +) Solution. Let us now consider another possibility out of the eight different
solutions for Y∆ according to Eq. (4.40). As illustrated in detail in Section 4.2.2, the choice of
the solution is of particular importance in the case where MD is diagonal: while the flavourconserving Y∆ elements get reduced by less than an order of magnitude when switching from
a (+ + +) or (− − −) solution to one with differing sign choices, the flavour-violating entries
(k,l)
get enhanced sizeable. The reason is that for Y∆ the entries with k 6= l do not vanish
p
(i,i)
at zeroth order in vL /vR /BD . For comparison, using the chosen benchmark point, the
Yukawa matrix from the (+ + +) case in Eq. (4.45) reads for the (+ − +) case


−3.61 × 10−3 −8.53 × 10−3 −6.27 × 10−3
(+−+)
(4.47)
Y∆
= −8.53 × 10−3 6.33 × 10−3 −3.65 × 10−3  .
−6.27 × 10−3 −3.65 × 10−3 8.56 × 10−3
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Figure 4.7: A variety of different LFV observables for the choice vL = 2 × 10−7 GeV, MD = 1MeV
and the Yukawa solution sign choice (+ − +). For an explanation of the four panels see Fig. 4.5. Note,
that the cases with ρ1 . 6 × 10−3 are excluded by the bounds on µ → 3e.

Naturally, this results in a rate enhancement of the LFV observables by many orders of magnitude. In Fig. 4.7 we show the analogue to Fig. 4.5 but this time using the (+ − +) solution.
We see an interesting effect here: while µ → 3e is enhanced by roughly four orders of magnitude, µ − e conversion observables are only enhanced by three orders. The radiative decays,
in turn, are hardly changed at all. The reason for this is as follows. The three-body decays
are still dominated by the tree-level H ±± mediation; therefore their amplitude scales with
the respective off-diagonal Y∆ entry which is enhanced by three orders of magnitude from
Eq. (4.45) to Eq. (4.47). For the radiative decays, the diagrams with a charged lepton and a
doubly-charged Higgs in the loop dominate. For each decay, the internal lepton can be electron, mu or tau flavoured. Taking as an example the decay µ → eγ, the coupling combination
(2,1) (1,1)
(2,2) (2,1)
(2,3) (3,1)
entering the amplitude is therefore Y∆ Y∆ ce + Y∆ Y∆ cµ + Y∆ Y∆ cτ , where ci
denotes the loop function depending on m`i and mH ±± . For the photonic dipole loop func(k,l)
tions we find that ce ' cµ ' cτ . Taking the respective Y∆ entries from Eq. (4.47) we then
observe a cancellation between the different terms so that the sum is actually almost as small
as the respective combination using the values from the (+ + +) parametrisation. This leads
to an almost unchanged magnitude of the radiative decays from one case to the other. The
µ − e conversion rates are also dominated by the photon penguin; however, what enters here
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Figure 4.8: Dependence of the triplet Yukawa coupling on left triplet VEV vL using the (+−+) solution
of Eq. (4.40) (left) and the consequential decoupling of the different contributions to µ → 3e (right).

is the monopole contribution. While the aforementioned cancellation also holds for the diagram where the photon couples to the doubly-charged Higgs, the monopole loop functions
differ significantly between the lepton flavours for the diagram where the photon couples to
the charged lepton in the loop – therefore spoiling the cancellation. As a result, there is only
a partial cancellation and the increase of the conversion rate from the (+ + +) case to the
(+ − +) case is only about an order of magnitude smaller than for the three-body decays.
This observation generalises to the five other sign choices where one sign is different from
the two others.
Another consequence of switching to a mixed-sign solution for Y∆ , besides the size of the
off-diagonal elements, is the dependence on vL : while for the same-sign solutions, the offdiagonals vanished to first approximation, leading to a scaling with 1/vL , they do not vanish
√
in the mixed-sign case – leading to the same parametric dependence of 1/ vL as for the
diagonal elements. This is depicted in Fig. 4.8 where at the same time we show the decoupling
of all contributions to BR(µ → 3e).

Case II: MD ∝ Mup−type
Let us now consider the case where MD is proportional to the up-type quark matrix. This
choice is motivated from SO(10) unification, where one typically expects unification of the
up-and down-type Yukawas. While the individual couplings run differently when evolved
from the high to the low scale,5 let us assume for simplicity that the hierarchy in the diagonal Yukawa entries remains approximately unchanged. In an SO(10) unification context,
one would also expect a non-trivial flavour structure in the up-type Yukawa couplings. We
will address this case in the next subsection 4.3.2 and first consider a diagonal MD here. Obviously, because of the large hierarchy in Mup−type any solution to Eq. (4.40) also requires a
(e)
(µ)
(τ )
hierarchical structure of Y∆ , resulting in mνR /mu ' mνR /mc ' mνR /mt .
5

This of course depends on details of the intermediate symmetry breaking steps and the scales where this
occurs.
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Figure 4.9: A cross-section of different LFV observables for the choice MD = xMup−type , with x =
10−2 , vL = 5 × 10−5 GeV and the Yukawa solution sign choice (+ + +).

(+ + +) Solution. As an explicit example, for vL = 5 × 10−5 , x = 10−2 and this sign
choice the triplet Yukawa reads


1.77 × 10−5 −5.63 × 10−8 1.18 × 10−8
(+++)
(4.48)
Y∆
= −5.63 × 10−8 8.98 × 10−3 −1.50 × 10−7  .
−8
−7
1.18 × 10
−1.50 × 10
1.23
Compared to the case with flavour-universal MD , the resulting off-diagonal structure of Y∆
is far less intuitive as the solutions to the respective matrix elements of Eq. (4.40) are more
involved.6
What one can already deduce for the relative magnitude of LFV decays is that τ → 3µ
will have the largest rates: for this decay, the combination of couplings which enter the
(2,3) (2,2)
(1,3) (1,1)
tree-level decay mediated by H ±± is Y∆ Y∆ . For τ → 3e, in turn, it is Y∆ Y∆ .
6

Note that this Yukawa structure leads to a lightest right-handed neutrino which is lighter than the τ . However,
due to the suppression of the corresponding τ decay by the scale of the WR boson, the τ branching ratios
will not be changed in an observable way. Similarly, the decays of heavy mesons also do not yet place any
constraints on this scenario.
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(1,1)

(2,2)

As Y∆
' mu /mc Y∆ , there is a large hierarchy to be expected between these observables. Furthermore, we can have the case that for three-body decays ending in a e+ e− pair,
loop-induced diagrams dominate over the tree-level mediation for the same reason. Consider
(1,3) (1,1)
again τ → 3e: the small Y∆ Y∆ factor always enters the tree-level amplitude, making it
small. In the vector penguins, there is for instance a contribution which involves a H ±± − e
loop, scaling with the same combination of matrix entries. In addition, however, there’s the
(3,3) (1,3)
H ±± − τ loop, scaling with Y∆ Y∆ . The respective amplitude can therefore become even
larger than the tree-level contribution despite the loop suppression. For the decay τ → 3µ,
not only is the tree-level contribution correspondingly larger but also the vector penguin as
(3,3)
(2,2)
Y∆ /Y∆
' mt /mc ' O(16π 2 ). Therefore the corresponding one-loop amplitude is as
important as the tree-level contribution. This is explicitly seen in Fig. 4.9 where we show
the dependence of various LFV observables7 on the mass scale of the scalar sector using the
(+++) solution for Y∆ , in analogy to Fig. 4.5. Since the LFV µ decays are suppressed w.r.t. the
LFV τ decays due to the smaller Yukawa couplings involved, those diagrams which involve
gauge couplings and which are hence independent of the scale of the scalar sector become
relevant much earlier. This is most prominently seen in the µ → 3e as well as µ−e conversion
rates which are dominated by WL/R − νR box diagrams for ρ1 & 0.3 and 0.1, respectively.
Note that the small dip of the µ − e conversion rates around ρ1 ' 4 × 10−2 is a result of a
destructive interference between the box diagrams and the γ penguins. The rates however
approach a constant value once the photonic contribution decouples and the box diagrams
dominate which is seen at larger ρ1 values.
In Fig. 4.10 we then show the decoupling behaviour for two different choices of x as the
triplet Yukawa VEV vL is varied over the allowed domain.8 The case that x = 10−2 corresponds to the parameter choice used for the discussion to this point, and the same arguments
hold in what concerns the dominance of the γ penguins for the entire range of p
vL , as explicitly
(i,i)
depicted for µ → 3e in Fig. 4.10. Here we have the situation that BD  vL /vR for all
shown vL choices. As discussed before for the MD ∝ 1 case and illustrated in Section 4.2.2,
for the sign choice (+ + +) all off-diagonal terms vanish at leading order. Subsequently, the
numerical calculation yields heavily suppressed off-diagonal entries that scale as 1/vL . In the
case that x = 10−5 , all off-diagonal Y∆ entries still scale p
with 1/vL . The diagonal elements,
(i,i)
however, show differences: the approximation BD
p  vL /vR only holds for i = 3 over
(i,i)
vL /vR for small values of vL . Therethe entire range of vL . For i = 1, 2, BD ' O
fore, just
which are generated by the first non-vanishing order in
p like the off-diagonal terms(i,i)
(i,i)
BD / vL /vR , also the diagonal Y∆ elements scale as 1/vL for small vL values. For increasp
(i,i)
ing vL , first the (2, 2) and then also the (1, 1) elements fall into the limit BD  vL /vR ,
√
eventually resulting in a decoupling at a rate proportional to 1/ vL . As a result, the γ penguin
7

8

Note that the overall size of the different flavour observables is typically unobservable even with the upcoming
projections noted in Table 4.1. However, this particular choice of x and vL serves as a useful benchmark point
to highlight the differences when considering both the different MD choices proportional to Mup−type and
different sign choices of the Yukawa solutions in the forth-coming sections.
The vL domains between the different choices of x differ due to the triplet Yukawa parametrisation. For
x = 10−2 values of vL smaller than approximately 10−5 GeV lead to non-perturbative couplings, while for
both cases values of vL greater than O(1 GeV) are not permitted due to constraints from the rho-parameter.
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Figure 4.10: Illustration of the different decoupling behaviour resulting from varying vL for different
x values, using MD = Mup−type and the (+ + +) sign choice. Here vL is varied between the allowed
regions, where the lower bound arises from non-perturbative couplings and the upper bound vL =
1 GeV from the rho-parameter. The top and bottom rows correspond to x = 10−2 and x = 10−5
respectively.

(1,1)

dominance in µ → 3e only kicks in for vL & 10−5 GeV. Before that, Y∆
giving a boost to the tree-level contribution.

(2,2)

 mu /mc Y∆

,

(+ − +) Solution. As for the MD ∝ 1 case, we now turn to a different solution to Y∆ for
the same input parameters. As described in Section 4.2.2, the effect of switching to a (+ − +)
solution rather thanp
the (+ + +) solution is not qualitatively different to the case MD ∝ 1
(i,i)
given that BD  vL /vR . First we consider varying the scalar sector choosing x = 10−2
and vL = 5 × 10−5 GeV. This results in a triplet Yukawa that reads


1.74 × 10−5 −7.00 × 10−5 9.25 × 10−5
(+−+)
Y∆
= −7.00 × 10−5 −8.61 × 10−3 2.33 × 10−2  .
(4.49)
9.25 × 10−5
2.33 × 10−2
1.20
The results of these choices are shown in Fig. 4.11 as a function of the triplet-scalar masses.
In comparison to Fig. 4.9, many of the flavour observables are within reach of current or
upcoming experiments. In this region of parameter space the change of sign does not modify
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(1,1)

(2,2)

10−6

10−6

10−10

10−10
BR

BR

the relative size of the Y∆ or Y∆ entries. Correspondingly, for µ → 3e and τ → 3e
the dominant modes remain the γ penguins. These observables are however far larger as the
(1,2)
(1,3)
corresponding off-diagonal Yukawas Y∆ and Y∆ are typically four orders of magnitude
(2,3)
larger compared to the (+ + +) sign choice. Additionally, since Y∆ has changed by five
orders w.r.t. to the (+ + +) choice, the ratio of BR(τ → 3µ)/BR(µ → 3e) is increased by
two orders of magnitude.
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Figure 4.11: A cross-section of different LFV observables for the choice MD = xMup−type , with x =
10−2 , vL = 5 × 10−5 GeV and the Yukawa solution sign choice (+ − +).
†
Case III: MD ∝ VCKM
Mup−type VCKM

†
Let us now go ahead and consider MD = xVCKM
Mup−type VCKM , which is motivated by
Yukawa unification due to the intimate connection between the up- and down-type Yukawas.9
We once again start by considering the (+++) sign choice, vL = 5 × 10−5 GeV and x = 10−2 ,
completely analogous to the previous subsection. This results in a triplet Yukawa of the form


4.87 × 10−4 2.14 × 10−3 4.12 × 10−3
(+++)
Y∆
= 2.14 × 10−3 1.06 × 10−2 5.01 × 10−2  .
(4.50)
4.12 × 10−3 5.01 × 10−2
1.22

Multiplication of the CKM matrix on both sides results in a slight decrease of the hierarchy
amongst the diagonal entries and an increase in the size of the off-diagonal entries, similar to
the case where MD = Mup−type with the (+ − +) sign choice. Shown in Fig. 4.12 is the effect
of varying the triplet scalar sector with this choice of the triplet-Yukawa. Note that all of the
parameter space shown in this figure could be probed by the proposed PRISM/PRIME experiment for µ − e conversion [420,421]. In Fig. 4.13, we further decompose the rate into the dif9

L†
R
In LR-symmetric theories, the up-type mass matrix can be written as mu = VCKM
mdiag
VCKM
, where
u
L
R
mdiag
=
M
,
V
=
V
is
the
usual
CKM
matrix
and
V
is
the
according
quantity
in the
up−type
CKM
u
CKM
CKM
R
L
SU(2)R sector. Parity symmetry relates VCKM
= VCKM
(up to a diagonal matrix of free phases on either
†
side which we choose to set to zero here) so that mu = VCKM
Mup−type VCKM . See also the Appendix A in
Ref. [401].
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Figure 4.12: A cross-section of different LFV observables for the choice MD = xVCKM
Mup−type VCKM ,
−2
−5
with x = 10 , vL = 5 × 10 GeV and the Yukawa solution sign choice (+ + +).
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Figure 4.13: The µ − e conversion rates in Ti when varying the triplet scalar sector for the choice
vL = 10−6 GeV and the sign choice (+ + +) for the solution of the triplet-Yukawa. Two different
†
choices of MD are made: MD = xMup−type on the left-hand panel and MD = xVCKM
Mup−type VCKM
−3
on the right-hand panel, where in both cases x = 10 .
†
ferent contributions, directly comparing the MD = Mup−type and MD = VCKM
Mup−type VCKM
scenarios. Here, the size of the γ penguin contribution is determined by the sum of the product
P (2,i) (i,1)
of couplings i Y∆ Y∆ which increases from the former to the latter MD choice. Note
(2,3) (3,1)
that, due to the large off-diagonal entries in Eq. (4.50), the combination Y∆ Y∆ becomes
(2,2) (2,1)
(2,1) (1,1)
sizeable, two orders of magnitude larger than Y∆ Y∆ + Y∆ Y∆ which is the relevant
contribution for the MD ∝ Mup−type choice. Additionally, multiplication by the CKM matrix
also introduces contributions arising from the bidoublet scalar sector. However, under the
given constraints that the heavy bidoublet Higgs mass is around 20 TeV, these contributions
are extremely sub-dominant. This contribution can nevertheless be seen in the right-hand
panel of Fig. 4.13.
†
In the considered case MD ∝ VCKM
Mup−type VCKM , the effect of switching to a different sign
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choice is less drastic than in the diagonal Mup−type case. The reason is that with the inherently
flavour-violating nature of MD , there is already a direct flavour-violating insertion into Y∆ . A
change from a same-sign to a mixed-sign solution still has an impact here, but it is no longer
as pronounced as in the case with diagonal MD . As a result, while all LFV observables are
generically two orders of magnitude larger than in the (+++) case, the relative magnitude of
the observables remains almost unchanged. A parameter point with a certain value of vL and
the (+ + +) solution is therefore almost indistinguishable from the same point with larger
vL but the (+ − +) solution.
To conclude this section we show in Fig. 4.14 the equivalent of Fig. 4.10 for the choice
†
MD = VCKM
Mup−type VCKM , namely the variation of vL given two different choices of x.
For the choice x = 10−2 we see that all entries of Y∆ decrease at the same rate. This is a
direct consequence of the multiplication by the CKM matrix. Subsequently we see that the
γ penguins and tree-level contributions to µ → 3e are of comparable size. Additionally we
observe that the box and ZL/R -penguin diagrams do not completely decouple with increasing
vL . This is due to the WL/R − νR loops which are independent of vL . However, the actual
rates in this region of parameter space will not be directly probed in upcoming experiments.
Lastly we consider the case where x = 10−5 . Here, we observe that we end up in regions
where the triplet Yukawa entries change sign (seen as the dips in the figure)
in addition to the
p
change in decoupling behaviour due to the relative sizes of BD and vL /vR as was already
observed for the case MD = Mup−type .

Impact of the CP phase
So far we have always assumed the CP phase to be zero. However, this need not be the case.
Actually, recent fits even slightly prefer an angle of δCP ' 3π/2 [433]. Therefore we discuss
here the impact of of the CP phase on the LFV observables and consider scenarios which
are parity-symmetric. When looking at the parametrization of Y∆ according to Eq. (4.40)
one readily sees that BD becomes complex, requiring the rotation matrix R to be a complex
unitary matrix. As explained in Section 4.2.2, the effect is similar to switching from a (± ± ±)
solution
solution namely. This holds even in the case where MD is diagonal
p to a mixed-sign
(i,i)
and pvL /vR  BD , off-diagonal Y∆ entries are already induced at the zeroth order in
BD / vL /vR . Therefore, when turning on δCP in the case of diagonal MD and a (± ± ±)
choice, large differences of the LFV observables are expected w.r.t. the δCP = 0 case. In those
cases, however, where there is either a mixed-sign choice or a non-diagonal MD such as in
Section 4.3.2, the effect is far less pronounced.
We show this behaviour in Fig. 4.15 with the parametrisation MD ∝ 1, both the (+++) and
(+ − +) solutions. While there are many orders of magnitude difference between the cases
of zero and maximal CP phase when applying the (+ + +) solution, the differences are only
of O(1) in case of (+ − +). The same arguments hold for the other MD parametrisations; we
observe large differences in LFV rates between different CP phases for the diagonal Mup−type
and (+ + +) choice but only comparably small changes in the other cases. This is clearly
illustrated in the next subsection where we show our main results in the cases where δCP = 0
and δCP = 3π/2.
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Figure 4.14: Illustration of the different decoupling behaviour resulting from varying vL with MD =
†
Mup−type VCKM using different x values and the (+ + +) choice. Here vL is varied between
VCKM
the allowed regions, where the lower bound arises from non-perturbative couplings and the upper
bound vL ∼ O(GeV) from the rho-parameter. The top and bottom rows correspond to x = 10−2 and
x = 10−5 respectively.

Clearly, allowing for complex phases in the neutrino and, thus, in the Yukawa sector will
give rise to an electric dipole moment (edm) for the leptons. Here in particular the bound on
the electron is rather severe as its edm must be below 8.7 × 10−29 ecm [405]. In the parameter
region of Fig. 4.15 we find values of up to approximately 10−33 where the main contribution is
due to the doubly charged Higgs bosons. However, this contribution is suppressed as one can
show that in the limit mF /mB → 0 the contribution to the edm vanishes [439], where mF and
mB are the masses of the fermion and the boson in the loop. The other potentially dangerous
contribution due to the singly charged Higgs boson is suppressed because the lighter one
is essentially the ∆L and, thus, the corresponding fermion is the left-handed neutrino. The
contribution of the heavier state is suppressed by its mass of around 20 TeV. As a result the
electron edm will likely not be testable at the upgraded ACME experiment [440].
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Figure 4.15: The main LFV observables varying the δCP phase for MD = 1 MeV, and vL = 10−5 GeV.
The top row corresponds to the (+ + +) solution while the bottom row corresponds to the (+ − +)
solution.

Measurement prospects
In this section we ask the question: what are the prospects of measuring a signal of lepton
flavour violation given a triplet scalar sector with masses at the TeV scale? Here, we choose
the scalar sector and model parameters according to Table 4.2. For each parametrisation of
MD we perform 2D scans in both vL as well as the overall scale of MD which we define, as
before, by the continuous parameter x. While the structure of Y∆ is determined by the parametrisation of MD as well as by the choice of one of the eight possible solutions to Eq. (4.40),
the overall Y∆ magnitude is governed by the sizes of vL and MD . Therefore, by scanning
these two quantities for the different MD parametrisations one obtains a robust prediction as
to the extent of the parameter space which is probe-able by current and future experiments.
It should be noted that the choice of the scalar sector maximises the rates of the flavour observables. In this sense these projections are a best case scenario, as the LHC will begin to
increase the bounds on the masses of the triplet-scalar sector.
The results for δCP = 0 are presented in Fig. 4.16: in each panel, we shade the region
excluded by current experiments for the most sensitive channels.10 We also depict the sensit10

All flavour observables that where shown in Section 4.3.2 are considered in Fig. 4.16, however to improve
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Figure 4.16: Sensitivity of current and future experiments in the (x, vL ) plane. Solid lines are the
current bounds, while the dashed lines are the projected sensitivities of upcoming experiments, see
Table 4.1 for the numerical values. The colour scheme for the shaded regions is µ → 3e (blue), µ → eγ
(red), µ − e,Ti (yellow)
and finally τ → 3µ (green). The non-perturbative regions (grey) correspond to
√
Max(|Y∆ |) ≥ 4π.
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ivity for future experiments with the lighter shaded regions with a dashed border. The plots
have to be read as follows: in the upper left-hand corner of each figure (shown in white), the
LFV rates are too small to be measured in the near future. Going to smaller vL and larger x
values, the rates increase and many of the current or near-future experiments start to become
sensitive.
A generic feature of all plots, irrespective of the MD parametrisation or the sign choice, is
that the LFV rates are almost independent of x in the small x regime. However, at a certain
x-value, depending on both the MD choice and the particular observable, thepLFV rates begin
(i,i)
to increase. The reason is as follows. For small x, BD is of the order of vL /vR or even
larger.11 This means that the MD dependence in
q
1
(∗) 1/2 ∗
1/2
2
MD
R (BD ± BD
+ 4α)R† MD ,
(4.51)
Y∆ = √
2 2vL
cancels to first order and the off-diagonal YD structure is determined by the PMNS matrix which enters in the rotation matrix R. With increasing x, however, we enter the limit
p
(i,i)
vL /vR  BD and therefore the arguments outlined in Section 4.3.2 hold:
1. if MD is diagonal, then for the (± ± ±) choices, the Y∆ off-diagonal elements scale with
x/vL
√
2. for mixed sign choices the entries scale as12 x/ vL
3. If, in turn, MD contains non-diagonal elements, then the same-sign choices also scale
√
like x/ vL . The only difference with respect to the mixed-sign choice being an overall
smaller LFV rate.
Let us begin with the parametrisation MD = x1 GeV. In the top row of Fig. 4.16 we show
the respective planes for both the (+ + +) and (+ − +) solutions. As discussed in some
detail in Section 4.3.2, µ → 3e is the observable with the best prospects of being measured
in the near future, as there exists no real hierarchy between the Y∆ entries. However, if the
PRISM/PRIME experiment reaches the expected sensitivity of 10−18 for µ − e conversion
in Ti, then the future reach will be comparable with the projected sensitivity of the Mu3e
experiment [381] for the (+ + +) sign choice. Nevertheless, for very small x-values, µ − e
conversion is more sensitive for both sign choices. The case MD ∝ 1 also leads to the most
drastic change in the region which is experimentally probe-able when changing between the
sign choices. Here we see that the change in sign choice drastically increases the rate of the
observables in the regime where x & 10−3 .
For the case that MD = Mup−type , the coverage of both current and upcoming experiments
is limited. The vast majority of the sensitive region occurs in the small x and vL regime. For
the sign choice (+ + +), there is no prospect of future experiments probing perturbative
parameter regions where x ≥ 2 × 10−3 irrespective of the vL choice. Whereas, for the mixed
11
12

readability only the four most sensitive channels are shown in subsequent figures.
−1/2
(∗) −1/2 ∗
Recall that BD = R† MD mlight
MD
R .
ν
The LFV amplitudes scale quadratically with Y∆ . However, this is typically the product of a diagonal
p with an
√
off-diagonal entry of Y∆ . As mentioned above the diagonal entries scale with x/ vL in the limit vL /vR 
(i,i)
3
2
BD , meaning the LFV rates scale with either x4 /vL
or x4 /vL
in the majority of the parameter space.
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Figure 4.17: Sensitivity of current and future experiments in the (x, vL ) plane for δCP = 3π/2. Solid
lines are the current bounds, while the dashed lines are the projected sensitivities of upcoming experiments, see Table 4.1 for the numerical values. The colour scheme for the shaded regions is µ → 3e
(blue), µ → eγ (red), µ − e,Ti (yellow) and finally τ → 3µ (green).
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(3,3)

sign choice, future and current experiments have some sensitivity in the regimes where Y∆
is close to becoming non-perturbative. Interestingly, due to the increased rate of τ → 3µ
decays, see the discussion in Section 4.3.2, the corresponding measurement prospects for
BELLE II [416, 418] are a little higher than for µ → 3e despite the unprecedented sensitivity
of the Mu3e experiment. The sensitivity for small x regions is largely unchanged between
the sign choices. The best future prospects in this case is through the measurement of µ − e
conversion.
†
The last remaining choice studied is MD = VCKM
Mup−type VCKM , shown in the bottom row
of Fig. 4.16. There is an increase of the LFV observables w.r.t. the Mup−type case in the region
p
(i,i)
vL /vR  BD due to the CKM multiplication, which boosts sensitivities for the large-x
region. With upcoming experiments even regions where x ' 10−2 and vL ' 1 GeV will be
detectable through these observables, in particular µ − e conversion in Titanium. The change
in shape of the µ − e conversion projections for large vL are due to the WL/R − νR boxes
which become important in this region of parameter space, see also Fig. 4.13.
Finally we repeat the same procedure for the case δCP = 3π/2 in Fig. 4.17, motivated
by recent global fits [433]. As discussed in Section 4.3.2, the differences w.r.t. the δCP = 0
case are most drastic for the same-sign solution and a flavour-diagonal MD as the LFV rates
obtain a significant boost in the regions with large x due to the non-orthogonality of the
rotation matrix R in the complex case. Therefore, all six cases shown in Fig. 4.17 also feature
measurable LFV rates in the large-x regions. Interestingly, due to different cancellations in the
different LFV observables due to the complex phase, see also Fig. 4.15, the relative magnitude
of some LFV observables is altered. In particular, all the parameter region above x ' 10−4 for
MD = x Mup−type and (+−+) probe-able by the Mu3e experiment is already excluded by τ →
3µ. Here, BELLE II has the best measurement prospects for the near future. However, also for
this maximal CP phase, the best prospects in the long run are found in the µ − e conversion
rate should the PRISM/PRIME experiment reach its expected sensitivity. The MD ∝ 1 case,
however, is best probed by Mu3e.
Finally, for completeness, we show the results of current bounds and future sensitivities
using the values of Table 4.1 while varying the neutrino masses and hierarchies. Firstly, we
show the effect of altering the lightest neutrino mass to mν1 = 0.1 eV resulting in a quasidegenerate light neutrino mass spectrum. The results of which are shown in Fig. 4.18. We
then also consider the case of an inverse hierarchy of the neutrino masses. In this scenario
the best-fit values used for the neutrino oscillation parameters are those from [428]. Setting
δCP = 0 and assuming mν3 = 10−4 eV we obtain the results shown in Fig. 4.19. Modifying
both of these parameters we observe that the effects are sub-dominant in comparison to the
previous results discussed.
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Figure 4.18: Sensitivity of current and future experiments in the (x, vL ) plane. Here we take δCP = 0,
and mν1 = 0.1 eV where once again all other model parameters are given in Table 4.2. See Fig. 4.16
for a description of the colours and contours.
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4.4

Conclusion

We have investigated left-right symmetric models containing scalar triplets, paying particular
attention to a consistent treatment of the lepton and Higgs sectors. Furthermore, we have
advanced a method to consistently calculate the triplet-Yukawa couplings taking into account
both the experimental data and the underlying symmetries without any approximations. For
a given parameter point in the model there exists an eightfold degeneracy in the solution of
the triplet-Yukawas due to different sign choices in the quadratic equations for each fermion
generation. We find that these eight cases can be divided into two sub-classes.
The model is completely left-right symmetric in view of its particle content and the differences between the bilinear terms of the scalar potential. We have considered several different
realisations of the neutrino Dirac mass term, namely, a flavour diagonal case with either
degenerate entries or a hierarchy similar to the up-quark sector as well as a scenario where
there is CKM-like mixing. For each case we have studied in detail the consequences for lepton
flavour violating observables, considering both classes of sign choice for the triplet-Yukawa
solution. Using this knowledge we have surveyed which parts of the parameter space can be
probed by upcoming lepton flavour violation experiments. This entailed a calculation of the
rates for µ → eγ, µ → 3e, their counterparts in the τ -sector as well as µ − e conversion in
heavy nuclei, studying in particular their dependence on the Yukawa couplings as well as on
various parameters of the Higgs potential.
Naively one would expect that flavour-violating three-body decays of the leptons, most
importantly µ → 3e, will give the best sensitivity and discovery potential, due to the tree-level
contributions via the doubly charged Higgs bosons. While this is correct for some regions of
parameter space, we find that there is also a large part where upcoming µ − e conversion
experiments will be more sensitive. This occurs over the majority of the parameter space
due to γ-penguins with charged scalars running in the loops, however for regions where the
triplet Yukawas are small, the WR -νR loop contributions can dominate. These conclusions
hold despite the fact that existing electroweak precision data implies that the additional vector
bosons are too heavy to be discovered at the 14 TeV LHC.
Given the case that all signs in the solution to the triplet-Yukawa are equal, there are significant differences between the different parametrisations of the Dirac mass term. In particular,
the case with a CKM-like flavour mixing in the Dirac mass matrix exhibits LFV rates which
are, in most of the parameter space, several orders of magnitude larger than for the other
parametrisations. When switching to the other class of sign choices or allowing a non-zero
CP phase in the neutrino mixing matrix, the respective differences are reduced.
For completeness we note, that in some parts of the parameter space investigated the doubly
charged Higgs bosons are light enough that they might be discovered in the next years at the
LHC. However, some are sufficiently heavy that they could only be studied at a 100 TeV p-p
collider.
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Supersymmetric Left-Right Models

As emphasised throughout this thesis, supersymmetry is one of the leading candidates for
BSM physics. However, throughout the previous chapters we have thus far neglected to mention another attractive feature of the MSSM. In contrast to the SM, the MSSM predicts that the
three gauge couplings unify in the vicinity of the Planck scale [441–447]. As a result it is often
argued that supersymmetry could be the missing ingredient in constructing phenomenologically viable grand unified theories (GUTs) [448]. However, the MSSM alone suffers from two
deficiencies. Firstly, as discuss in Chapter 3, there is increasing tension between an acceptable
Higgs mass and direct collider constraints with large amounts of fine-tuning necessary [449].
Secondly, the MSSM with the addition of R-parity results in massless neutrinos. Therefore
it appears necessary that additional ingredients must be added to the MSSM to rectify these
two problems, while also preserving the solution to the hierarchy problem and maintaining
gauge coupling unification (GCU).
A possible solution to these problems are supersymmetric variants of the SO(10) GUTs
introduced in Chapter 4. In the presence of additional gauge symmetries the Higgs mass
can be increased at tree-level leading to enhanced naturalness [450, 451]. Additionally the
presence of right-handed neutrinos, as predicted by SO(10) GUT theories, allows for natural
see-saw-like mechanisms [452]. A well motivated scenario which has not yet been studied is
an SO(10) GUT model which predicts left-right symmetry close to the TeV scale.
There are many different realisations of left-right models proposed in the literature. The
most striking difference among different left-right theories can be found in the sector that
eventually breaks the larger gauge group down to the SM gauge group. The most appealing
choice, as considered in Chapter 4, would be the introduction of SU(2)R triplets resulting in an
automatic type I see-saw mechanism after left-right symmetry breaking, see, e.g., Refs. [374,
375, 453]. However, the supersymmetric version of this scenario is heavily constrained from
vacuum stability arguments [371]. In addition the requirement of gauge coupling unification
usually requires the addition of extra intermediate supermultiplets [454]. In the presence of
doublets, instead of triplets, supersymmetric models consistent with GCU and a TeV-scale
spectrum can be easily found [455, 456].1 In these models special care must be taken not to
destroy the GCU which already works well in the MSSM. In Refs. [455, 456] an exhaustive
1

In the non-supersymmetric case models with triplets and GCU are also possible, see for example Ref. [87].
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studies were performed of all possible models exhibiting combinations of the intermediate
phases from Eqs. (4.2) to (4.4) with either the left-right symmetric or U(1)R -left-right phase at
the TeV-scale. In particular they showed that these intermediate scales, referred to as ‘sliding
scales’, could lie anywhere between the GUT and TeV-scale without spoiling GCU. However,
requiring these gauge symmetries at the TeV-scale places strong conditions on the particle
content of the models.
In this chapter, we study a model where the left-right supersymmetric phase is broken at
the TeV-scale. This model is consistent with GCU and contains a minimal set of boundary conditions at the unification scale. The choice of particle content allows the left-right symmetry
to be maintained down to energies accessible by the LHC without the need of an intermediate scale. This chapter is organised as follows: First, we discuss the basic model features
and the necessary conditions for successful GCU as well as radiative symmetry breaking. We
then present the quark and lepton sectors in some detail. In section 5.2, we address the Higgs
mass and mixing as well as the expected squark hierarchies which differ from the CMSSM
expectations.

5.1

The Model

5.1.1

Superpotential and Particle Content

We assume that SO(10) is broken at the GUT scale and below this scale the remaining gauge
group is left-right symmetric down to the SUSY scale, i.e. GLR = SU(3)C ×SU(2)L ×SU(2)R ×
U(1)B−L . The particle content of the model under consideration is given in Table 5.1. Here,
Φ is a bi-doublet which comes in two generations

 a0
Hd Hua+
a
.
(5.1)
Φ =
Hda− Hua0
The SM-like Higgs will be in general a superposition of the four neutral components of these
bi-doublets. The conventions for the fields which will be responsible for the breaking of
SU(2)R × U(1)B−L are:
 0 
 +
χc
χ̄c
χc =
,
χ̄c =
(5.2)
−χ−
−
χ̄0c
c
Using this field content the renormalisable superpotential allowed under both the gauge symmetries GLR and matter parity [372, 457] is
W = YQa Q Φa Qc + YLa L Φa Lc + Yδd Qc χ̄c δd + YS Lc χc S + YΨ Lc χ̄c Ψc
µS 2
S + µab
+
Φ Φa Φb + µχc χ̄c χc + Mδ δd δ̄d + MΨ ΨΨc .
2

(5.3)

Here, all generation, SU(3) and SU(2) indices are suppressed.
Spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs when the neutral components of Φ and χ-fields
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Q
Qc
L
Lc
S
δd
δ̄d
Ψ, Ψc
Φ
χc , χ̄c

SO(10)
Origin

GLR

Field Multiplicity

(3, 2, 1, + 31 )
(3, 1, 2, − 13 )
(1, 2, 1, −1)
(1, 1, 2, +1)
(1, 1, 1, 0)
(3, 1, 1, − 23 )
(3, 1, 1, + 32 )
(1, 1, 1, ±2)
(1, 2, 2, 0)
(1, 1, 2, ∓1)

3
3
3
3
3
1
1
2
2
1

Z2

16
16
16
16
1
10
10
120
10, 120
16, 16

-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
1
1

Table 5.1: The matter sector and Higgs sector field content of the supersymetric left-right model. Generation indices have been suppressed and the index c refers to the equivalent SM field which transforms
under SU(2)R . The gauge group is such that GLR = SU(3)C × SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)B−L . Note
that We also assume the usual matter parity.

receive vacuum expectation values (VEVs)

1
Hda0 = √ σda + iϕad + vΦda ,
2
1
Hua0 = √ (σua + iϕau + vΦua ) ,
2
1
χ0c = √ (σχc + iϕχc + vχc ) ,
2
1
χ̄0c = √ (σ̄χ̄c + iϕ̄χ̄c + vχ̄c ) .
2

(5.4a)
(5.4b)
(5.4c)
(5.4d)

We make use of the following definitions of the VEVs
vR2 = vχ2 c + vχ̄2 c ,
vL2

=

(vΦd1 )2

+

(vΦd2 )2

(5.5a)
+

(vΦu1 )2

+

(vΦu2 )2

,

(5.5b)

where we use three angles to parametrise the VEVs
vΦu1 = vL sin β sin βu ,

vΦd1 = vL cos β sin βd ,

(5.6a)

vΦu2

vΦd2

(5.6b)

= vL sin β cos βu ,

= vL cos β cos βd .

In this parametrisation vL is the electroweak VEV and β is the usual mixing angle projecting
out the SU(2)L would-be-Goldstone bosons as in the MSSM. In general, the gauge symmetries
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are broken in two steps
GLR ≡ SU(3)C × SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)B−L ,
v

R
−→
SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y ≡ GSM ,

(5.7)

vL

−→ SU(3)C × U(1)EM ≡ G
.
SM

However, if vR does not exceed the TeV range, one can assume to a good approximation a
one-step breaking GLR → G
 which also occurs close to the SUSY breaking scale MSUSY =
SM
√
mt̃1 mt̃2 , where t̃1 and t̃2 are the two mostly stop-like up-type squarks.
We show in Fig. 5.1 the running of the gauge couplings in this model. This shows, the
assumption of a left-right breaking close to the TeV scale is consistent with gauge coupling
unification. We find that the unification scale is significantly larger than in the MSSM, lying in the range (1–4) × 1017 GeV. The increased scale of unification arises for two reasons.
Firstly, the one-loop threshold corrections are large. This is due to the mass spectrum being
spread over several TeV leading to large logarithms in the threshold corrections. Secondly, the
beta coefficient of the U(1)B−L gauge coupling is large, taking the value 29/2. Consequently
the unification scale becomes extremely sensitive on the initial value of gBL , which also generically receives large corrections due to the thresholds. Subsequently, maintaining gauge
coupling unification requires that the mass spectrum of the theory remain as light as possible, leading to the prediction of a small SU(2)R breaking scale. Finally, the running values
of the new couplings at MSUSY are gBL ' 0.44 and gR ' 0.59.
As a consequence of the symmetry breaking, there are two additional massive gauge boson.
Their masses can be approximated by


 2
1
gR4
2
2
2
2
gBL + gR vR + 2
v
,
(5.8a)
MZ 0 '
4
(gBL + gR2 ) L

1 2 2
2
MW
gR vL + vR2 .
(5.8b)
0± '
4
Beside the Weinberg angle, two additional rotation angles for the neutral gauge bosons are
required, while only one extra angle is required for the charged gauge bosons. The mixing
angles between the mass eigenstates of the new gauge bosons are given by
p
2
2
gR2 + gL2 (gBL
+ gR2 )
2gR2 vL2 gBL
,
(5.9)
sin 2ΘZZ 0 '
2
(gBL
+ gR2 )2 vR2
tβ (1 + tβd tβu )
4gL gR vL2
0
q
tan 2ΘW W = 2 2
,
(5.10)
2
2 2
(gR (vL + vR ) − gL vL ) (1 + t2 ) (1 + t2 )(1 + t2 )
β

βd

βu

where we have used the abbreviations tβ = tan β, tβu = tan βu and tβd = tan βd .
There are a number of choices for which parameters to solve the six minimisation conditions for the vacuum. Here we solve for the following parameters
(1,1)

{(µΦ )2 , Bµ(1,1)
, Bµ(1,2)
, Bµ(2,2)
, µχc , Bµχc }.
Φ
Φ
Φ
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Figure 5.1: Running of the gauge couplings at one-loop (dashed lines) and two-loop (solid lines) in the
left-right phase of the model. The two-loop results includes the one-loop threshold corrections arising
at both the electroweak and SUSY scales. Additionally the running of the couplings is shown from the
SUSY scale rather than the SU(2)R breaking
q scale vR . In this figure the GUT normalised gBL is plotted.
The normalisation is given by gBL =

3 GUT
2 gBL .

The parameters for the two-loop running are tβ = 5,

tβu = 6.5, tβR = 0.85, m0 = 1.5 TeV, M1/2 = 750 GeV, A0 = 1 TeV, Yδid = 0.15 and vR = 6 TeV.

This set of parameters allows for unified soft-masses at the GUT scale while also allowing
the minimisation conditions to be solved analytically. The second advantage of this set of
parameters is that both µχc and Bµχc appear in only two of the six tadpole equations and can
therefore be solved independently of the remaining parameters. We obtain



 2
1 + t2βR X 2
1
1 2 2
1 2
2
2
2
|µχc | =
g + gR vR , (5.12a)
∆mχc − gR vL cos 2β
+
m χc −
2
4
1 − t2βR
4 BL


1
1
2 2
2
'
mχc tβR − mχ̄c − MZ2 0 ,
(5.12b)
2
1 − tβR
2



 2 2tβR
1
1 2 2
2tβR
1 2
2
2
Bµχc =
−∆mχc + gR vL cos 2β
g + gR vR
+
,
(5.12c)
2
4
1 − t2βR 4 BL
1 + t2βR

P 2
where tβR = tan βR = vχc /vχ̄c , ∆m2χc = m2χc − m2χ̄c and
mχc = − m2χc + m2χ̄c . We
assume that SUSY breaking in the visible sector is triggered by gravity and therefore make
use of mSugra-like boundary conditions at the GUT scale, i.e. subsequently we impose the
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unification of the following soft-parameters:
m20 δij = m2Q δij = m2Qc δij = m2L δij = m2Lc δij = m2S δij
= m2Ψ δij = m2Ψc δij = m2δ̄d = m2δd m2Φ δij = m2χ = m2χc ,
M1/2 = MB−L = MR = ML = M3 .

(5.13a)
(5.13b)

The trilinear soft-breaking couplings are related to the superpotential couplings by a universal
parameter A0
Ti = A0 Yi ,

i = Q, L, δd , Ψ, S .

(5.14)

The resulting free parameters at the GUT scale that are of interest for phenomenological
(2,2)
studies2 are m0 , M1/2 , A0 , tβ , tβu , tβR , (µΦ )2 , Yδd YS , YΨ and Mδ .
Using these boundary conditions, the running of the soft masses appearing in Eq. (5.12) can
be approximated analytically at the one-loop level. This yields the results


h
i  M
1
GUT
†
†
†
2
2
2
∆mχc ' 2 (A0 + 3m0 ) 3Yδd Yδd − Tr YS YS + Tr Yψ Yψ
, (5.15a)
ln
4π
MSUSY

i
X
h †
1
†
†
2
2
2
2
mχc ' −2m0 + 2
A0 + 3m0 3Yδd Yδd + Tr YS YS + Tr Yψ Yψ
4π

 
 2
MGUT
2
2
.
(5.15b)
− 3gBL + 6gR M1/2 ln
MSUSY
In order to obtain spontaneous symmetry breaking one requires µ2χc ≥ 0, namely the RHS
of Eq. (5.12a) must be greater than or equal to zero. This constraint excludes an area of the
parameter space as a function of the couplings Yδd , Yψ , YS , the soft-breaking parameters m0 ,
A0 and the SU(2)R VEV vR . As the large SU(2)R D-terms in Eq. (5.12a) add negatively to |µ2χc |,
the contribution from the soft masses has to account for the positivity requirement. From
Eq. (5.15a) one sees that m2χc > m2χ̄c as long as ∆Y 2 ≡ 3Tr Yδ†d Yδd +Tr Yψ† Yψ2 −Tr YS† YS > 0, so
that Eq. (5.12b) requires tβR close to, but smaller than one. Values of tβR significantly smaller
than unity require a large splitting ∆m2χc , which can be achieved by increasing m0 , A0 or
∆Y 2 . We exemplify this behaviour in Fig. 5.2 where we show the contours of different µ2χc
values as functions of tβR , m0 and Yδd ,3 highlighting the |µχc |2 = 0 contour in red.

5.1.2

RGE Running of the Sfermions and Gauginos

In the CMSSM, which contains similar boundary conditions, one can obtain simple expressions at the one-loop level for the first and second generation sfermion soft-masses relating
We consider here the vector-like leptons Ψ,Ψc and their scalar superpartners as spectator fields only necessary for gauge coupling unification. As such in all numerical studies we chose MΨ = 1 TeV and set the
corresponding BµΨ term to zero. Relaxing this assumption could have interesting consequences for collider
phenomenology as well as flavour observables [458].
3
The approximations applied in Fig. 5.2 do not include the running of Yδd . Generically, this running increases
the size of the couplings, but does not qualitatively modify the behaviour shown in the figure.

2
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of the constraints on the parameter space arising through the requirement of
consistent solutions of the tadpole equations. The figures show contours of the µ2χc values as function
of either, Yδd and tβR (left) or m0 and tβR (right). Here, we have chosen the couplings YS and Yψ to
be zero in order to reduce the dimensionality of the parameter space, for a detailed discussion of the
effect of these parameters see the text. The red contour corresponds to where µ2χc = 0, therefore the
parameter space underneath this contour is excluded as µ2χc < 0 in this region. The parameter values
chosen correspond to left: vR = 7 TeV, m0 = 750 GeV and right: vR = 7 TeV, Yδd = 0.25. Other
parameter values are, tβ = 10, A0 = 500 GeV and M1/2 = 1 TeV.

their size at MSUSY to the high-scale parameters m0 and M1/2 [49]:
m2q (MSUSY ) ' m20 + 5.2M1/2

m2d (MSUSY )
m2u (MSUSY )
m2l (MSUSY )
m2e (MSUSY )

'
'
'
'

m20
m20
m20
m20

+ 4.8M1/2
+ 4.8M1/2
+ 0.50M1/2
+ 0.15M1/2

(5.16a)
(5.16b)
(5.16c)
(5.16d)
(5.16e)

Using the same Ansatz in our model, assuming MSUSY ' vR , we obtain:
m2Q (MSUSY ) ' m20 + 3.6M1/2

m2Qc (MSUSY )
m2L (MSUSY )
m2Lc (MSUSY )

'

'
'

m20
m20
m20

(5.17a)

+ 3.5M1/2

(5.17b)

+ 0.44M1/2
+ 0.36M1/2

(5.17c)
(5.17d)

Even if one must bear in mind that the correct coefficients get modified at the two-loop
level, one can already see two main differences: (i) the mass splitting between left- and rightsleptons and squarks respectively is comparatively smaller than in the CMSSM, (ii) the squark
masses don’t grow so rapidly with increasing M1/2 as they do in the CMSSM.
For the running gaugino masses one can obtain a rough estimate of the expectations of
2
the CMSSM against this model at one-loop using the relation Ma = ga2 /gGU
T M1/2 . In the
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CMSSM, one obtains
M1 ' 0.4M1/2 , M2 ' 0.75M1/2 , M3 ' 2.15M1/2 ,

(5.18)

while this model predicts
MB−L ' 0.5M1/2 , ML ' 0.7M1/2 , MR ' 0.6M1/2 , M3 ' 1.85M1/2 .

(5.19)

Thus, the lightest gaugino is the one of the U(1)B−L gauge group. Moreover, the gluino is
also lighter for the same value of M1/2 as in the CMSSM despite the increased GUT scale.

5.1.3

Quark Masses and Mixing

In the simplest left-right model with only one generation of bi-doublets and no vector-like
quarks, the quark mixing is trivial and the CKM matrix can’t be generated. An Ansatz often
used in literature to cure this problem is to add vector-like quarks which generate the CKM
matrix via the mixing with the SM quarks. In the case of vector-like states which mix with
the d-quarks and only one generation of bi-doublets, the two mass matrices read
 vd

vχ̄c
√ Y
√ Yδ
vu
d
2
2
Mu = √ Y , Md =
.
(5.20)
m̃
M δd
2
To be very general, we kept a term m̃ which is actually absent in our model. Mu is diagonalised
by two 3 × 3 matrices UuR , UdL , and Md by 4 × 4 matrices UdR , UdL . The measured CKM matrix
VCKM must be reproduced by the 3 × 3 block related to the usual SM-quarks of the matrix
4×4
VCKM
= ŨLu (ULd )† ,

(5.21)

where Ũ u is U u enlarged artificially by a row and column of zeros apart from the (4,4) entry
which is set to 1. One can always assume a basis, where U u is diagonal and the entire quark
mixing is encoded in ULd . In this case and for Mδd  mb , one finds the see-saw condition
vχ̄2 c Yδd Yδ†d
− ỹ ỹ † ,
M=
2

(5.22)

with
∗
T
M = VCKM
diag(m2d , m2s , m2b )VCKM
−

ỹ =

vu YQ m̃† + Mδ∗d vχ̄c Yδd
q
.
2(|m̃|2 − Mδ2d )

vd2 YQ YQ†
,
2

(5.23a)
(5.23b)

Using det(A + uv T ) = (1 + v T A−1 u)det(A) for an invertible matrix A and vectors u,v, one
finds that the determinant of the RHS of Eq. (5.22) always vanishes. This observation together
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with the extension of the same lemma where u, v are n × m matrices yields the condition
1−

−1 †
vd2
T
∗
YQ = 0 ,
diag(m2d , m2s , m2b )VCKM
YQ VCKM
2

(5.24)

for the LHS. Keeping in mind that YQ is diagonal in the chosen basis, we finally find
vd2 2
∗
T
YQ = VCKM
diag(m2d , m2s , m2b )VCKM
.
2

(5.25)

Thus, there is only a solution to Eq. (5.22) if quark mixing vanishes, otherwise the system
is over constrained. We checked numerically that this conclusion holds also independently
of the see-saw matrix and that the inclusion of radiative corrections does not alleviate this
problem if one demands that all interactions are perturbative. Therefore, the best way to
incorporate correct quark mixing in left-right models is to include a second generation of bidoublets. However, the vector-like quarks in this model play still a crucial role because they
are needed for radiative symmetry breaking as discussed below.
In the presence of two generations of bi-doublets, the Yukawa coupling in the left-right phase
is related to the usual up- and down-type MSSM Yukawas Yu , Yd via
q
q
q
Y
−
Y
1 + t2βu
Yd 1 + t2βd − Yu 1 + t2βu
d
u
tβd =0
−−−→ YQ1 =
, (5.26a)
YQ 1 = −
tβd − tβu
tβu
q
q
tβu Yd 1 + t2βd − Yu tβd 1 + t2βu
tβ =0
−−d−→ YQ2 = −Yd .
(5.26b)
YQ 2 =
tβd − tβu
(3,3)

To keep YQ2 perturbative up to the GUT scale, either tβu or tβd is restricted to very small
values. Therefore we choose to always take tβd = 0.
Our Ansatz to calculate YQ numerically is as follows: we derive values for Yd and Yu to
reproduce the known CKM matrix and quark masses. Here, two difficulties have to be taken
into account: (i) the mixing with the vector-like quarks which is inevitable because we need
a non-vanishing Yδd , and (ii) the full one-loop radiative corrections to all quarks. From the
obtained values of Yd and Yu , YQ is calculated. Since YQ affects the one-loop corrections to the
quarks entering the calculation of Yd and Yu , this procedure is iterated until a convergence
has been reached.
We now briefly comment on the constraints arising from introducing vector-like quarks.
Firstly, let us consider the constraints arising from quark flavour observables due to mixing
between the vector-like and down-type quarks. The key point to note is that the introduced
vector-like quarks only mix with the right-handed SM quarks due to the superpotential term
Yδd Qc χ̄c δd . The strongest bound stems from the kaon mixing where one also has to include
the mixing of heavy vector bosons which scale as vL2 /vR2 , see Eq. (5.9) and (5.10). Recent
collider data requires that the W 0 mass be at least approximately 2 TeV [459]. Apart from
that, it has also been shown that kaon mixing constraints require the W 0 boson in left-right
models to be at least approximately 3 TeV in the non-supersymmetric case, [401] and at least
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2 TeV in supersymmetric models due to gluino contributions [460]. Both of these bounds
must be recast for the specific model in question; however, they do not change the conclusion
that both the W − W 0 and Z − Z 0 mixing should be highly suppressed. The mixing in the
right-handed d-quark sector is at most mb /Mδ . 10−2 . In the kaon mixing, both the squares
of the quark and vector boson mixing enters, implying that we can easily avoid this bound.
Lastly, one must consider the impact of the vector-like quarks on the electroweak precision
observables. Due to the tree-level coupling of the vector-like quarks to Z-bosons, there will
in general be a non-negligible contribution. The corresponding bounds have been obtained
in Ref. [461]: while the masses of the vector-like quarks should be & 600 GeV, the mixing
4×4
with the SM quarks is constrained to |VCKM,34
| . 0.04.4

5.1.4

Lepton Sector

In the lepton sector, we find equivalent relations between YL1 , YL2 and both the lepton Yukawa
coupling Ye as well as neutrino Yukawa coupling Yν as Eqs. (5.26a) and (5.26b) for the quark
sector. Because of the additional gauge singlet S as well as the two generations of extra
vector-like leptons Ψ, Ψc , there are more free parameters
in the lepton sector as in the quark
√
sector. Thus, the calculation of Ye and Yν ≡ 2mD /vu is in general more complicated. In
the limit vχ̄c YΨ MΨ−1 → 0, the
P SMdacharged leptons decouple from the vector-like states and
correspondingly, vd Ye = − a vΦ YLa can be diagonalized as usual, which fixes one linear
combination of YL1 and YL2 . The other necessary combination of YL1 and YL2 can be obtained
from neutrino data.
The neutrino masses can be calculated in the the see-saw approximation, which give the
following expressions for light (heavy) neutrinos [462]:
2
mD (YST )−1 µS YS−1 mTD ,
vχ2 c
vχ
' √ c YS .
2

mlight
'
ν
mνh

(5.27)

While the light neutrinos are Majorana states, the six heavy states form three quasi-Dirac
pairs.
Since the right-handed neutrinos are part of the Lc doublets, it is in general not possible
to simultaneously diagonalize Ye and YS , as opposed to inverse see-saw models with the
SM gauge group or with U(1)R × U(1)B−L . However, one can always choose a basis with
diagonal
P 1 Yuea, µS and MΨ . Therefore, the PMNS matrix can be fitted by the linear combination
− a √2 vΦ YLa ≡ mD . Alternatively, one can work with diagonal mD and use YS to fit
neutrino data, or allow off-diagonals in both terms.
4

Interestingly, the bounds from the hadronic ratio Rb are stronger than those arising from the oblique parameters for the considered case of down-type vector-like quarks.
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5.2

Phenomenology

In this section we discuss various phenomenological features of the model, focusing on aspects of the mass spectrum that differ compared to the MSSM, as well as on current excesses
reported by the LHC experiments. A discussion of the rich flavour phenomenology of this
model which provides several new sources for lepton and quark flavour violation, as well as
of the dark matter scenarios is beyond the scope if this work and will be given elsewhere.
The numerical results of the model have been calculated using SPheno [104, 105], while
the implementation of the model into SPheno was performed using the Mathematica code
SARAH [89–94]. This allows one to calculate the full one-loop spectrum as well as the dominant
two-loop contributions to the CP-even Higgs masses [97, 98].

5.2.1

Higgs Sector

After the would-be Goldstone bosons are rotated out, the Higgs sector comprises six neutral
CP -even states (σi , see Eqs. (5.4a – 5.4d)), four neutral CP -odd and four charged states which
each mix among themselves to form the mass eigenstates hi , Ai and Hi± . In the following
discussion, we will denote the lightest mostly electroweak Higgs state as h and the lightest
mostly right-doublet Higgs as hR . In the limit tβR → 1, hR becomes massless at the tree level.
In this case, the SU(2)R - and the electroweak Higgs states decouple from each other and the
second-lightest Higgs is purely SU(2)L -doublet-like. The tree-level mass of h is enhanced
with respect to the MSSM prediction due to the effect of the extra D- terms from the enlarged
gauge sector. The absolute upper bound on this mass can be evaluated in the limits tβR →
1, tβ → ∞, tan βu → ∞ and is given by
m2h,tree

tβR →1

1
≤ (gL2 + gR2 ) vL2 ,
4

(5.28)

which is the generic upper limit for supersymmetric left-right theories where electroweak
symmetry is broken by bi-doublets [463, 464] as well as in model variants where only the
subgroup U(1)R × U(1)B−L survives down to the TeV scale [465, 466].
As soon as tβR departs from one, a mixing between h and hR sets in which rises with
increasing ∆ = 1 − tβR . This mixing also pushes up the heavier mass of both eigenstates.
Treating ∆ as a small perturbation, one can evaluate the corresponding 2 × 2 mass matrix of
said states which reads in the basis (h, hR ):
m2h,hR =

2 (D (g 2 +g 2 )−g 4 v 2 )
vL
L
R
R R
4D
2
2
−mA ∆ gR vL vR
R

D

2v v
−m2A ∆ gR
L R
R

D
2
mAR ∆2

!
,

(5.29)

where D ' 4(m2AR + MZ2 0 ) and m2AR = −2 Bµχc / sin 2βR ' −2 Bµχc is the mass of the
pseudoscalar Higgs boson of the SU(2)R sector. After the level crossing of the eigenstates, hR
continues getting more massive whereas the mass of the electroweak eigenstate converges
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Figure 5.3: Masses of the two lightest Higgs states as a function of tan βR . The results are shown at
the tree level (dotted) as well as at the one/two loop level (dashed/solid lines). The grey band depicts
the approximate mass required for a SM-like Higgs. The remaining parameters have been fixed to
(2,2)
m0 = M1/2 = 1.2 TeV, A0 = 1 TeV, µΦ = −2 TeV, vR = 7 TeV, tβ = 15, tβu = 10, Mδ = 1 TeV,
Yδid = 0.09.

towards
t →0
m2h,tree βR

1
≤
4



gL2

g2 g2
+ 2 BL R 2
gBL + gR



vL2 = MZ2 ,

(5.30)

which is exactly the same as in the MSSM. The last equality follows because of the relation
2
+ 1/gR2 .
between the hypercharge coupling gY and the ‘new’ couplings: 1/gY2 = 1/gBL
Taking into account the measured Higgs properties, the mixing between the Higgs states
of the different SU(2) sectors has to be small. Hence, there are two possibilities in our model:
• values of tβR close to one, resulting in a light SU(2)R -doublet Higgs and a second-lightest
Higgs with SM properties and an enhanced tree-level mass
• significant departure from tβR = 1, in which case the lightest Higgs has SM properties
but no D-term enhancement of the tree-level mass with respect to the MSSM.
In Fig. 5.3, we show the masses as well as admixtures of the two lightest CP -even Higgs
states at the tree level as well as the one- and two-loop level as a function of tan βR . Apart from
the usual large corrections of several ten per-cent for the SM-like Higgs, the most apparent
feature in the loop corrections is the dependence on tan βR which is altered at the loop level
due to the coupling of χc to the vector-like coloured sector via Yδd : Since the average of the
scalar masses can be smaller than the corresponding fermion mass, the loop corrections are
negative in contrast to the well known feature of large positive (s)quark corrections in the
MSSM. In Fig. 5.3 we have chosen Mδ = 1 TeV as well as a relatively large coupling Yδd = 0.09
(corresponding to Yδd = 0.26 at MSUSY ) to maximise these corrections.
As a consequence of those radiative corrections, a second-lightest SM-like Higgs can be
accompanied by a very light hR state of O(10 GeV), in contrast to the constrained U(1)R ×
U(1)B−L model where the loop corrections in the absence of vector-like states always enhance
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mhR , i.e. one finds O(50 GeV) even for tan βR → 1 [466,467]. We remark that the branching
ratio for the decay h2 → h1 h1 is below a percent for these points even when the h − hR
mixing is of O(10 %).

5.2.2

Squark Sector

The down-squark mass matrix is enlarged to an 8×8 matrix. The additional entries correspond
to the vector-like quarks’ scalar superpartners. The addition of these vector-like squarks modifies the expected hierarchy of the light–squark masses in comparison to the MSSM. Namely,
we observe that the lightest down-squark is generically lighter than the lightest up-squark
which is always the light stop t̃1 . This behaviour arises as the vector-like quarks modify the
RGE running of the quark soft-masses, and have a potentially large mixing with the standard
down-type squarks.
To illustrate this behaviour we consider for the moment only the third-generation of left
and right down-type squarks as well as the vector-like squarks. In the basis {b̃L , b̃R , δ̃d , δ̄˜d }
the mass matrix reads


2
(3,3)
0
0
0
m

 Q

2




(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3,3)
1
1
1
2
2

− 2 vR TYδ + µχc Yδd
− 2 vR Mδ Yδd 
+ 4 vR |Yδd |
0
mQc
2
.

d
mb̃,δ̃ ' 



(3)
(3)
(3)
1
1 2
2
2
2


0
−
v
T
+
µ
Y
|M
|
+
m
+
v
|Y
|
0
R
χ
δ
c
R
δ
Yδ
δd
δd
2
4


d
d

0

(3)
− 21 vR Mδ Yδd

0

|Mδ |2 + m2δ̄d
(5.31)

Here, the electroweak VEVs have been neglected and we have assumed tβR → 1 as these
quantities give only a shift to the diagonal elements, but play a negligible role in the mixing
with the vector-like states. From the form of the mass matrix we arrive at the following
conclusions:
• There is no mixing between the left-sbottoms and the vector-like squarks based on these
assumptions.
• For fixed values of Mδ , the relative size of the mixing between the right-sbottoms and the
vector-like states is determined by three parameters, namely Yδd , A0 and vR . Typically
one requires these parameters to take large values in order to arrive at a phenomenologically viable model5 . Therefore the right-sbottoms are typically strongly mixed with
the vector-like states. This mixing reduces their mass compared to pure b̃L/R eigenstates.
In Fig. 5.4 on the left-hand panel the mixing of the lightest sbottom with the vector-like states
is shown as a function of Yδd , where a value of 1.0 corresponds to a purely vector-like squark
and zero corresponds to a pure MSSM sbottom state. Here we observe that depending on Mδ
there exists a minimum value of Yδd required for significant mixing with the vector-like states.
In the right-hand panel we show the effect of TYδd on the splitting of the squark masses. As
5

Here we refer to the constraint that Yδd must be sufficiently large to allow for spontaneous SU(2)R symmetry
breaking and vR must be of order of several TeV to produce a sufficiently heavy W 0 .
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Figure 5.4: The mixing of the lightest down-type squarks (left) and the splitting of both the lightest
stop and down-squark masses (right) as functions of Yδd and TYδd at MSUSY respectively. Here all
input parameters are scanned over randomly for fixed values of Mδ . The ranges of the parameters
scanned over at the GUT scale are vR ∈ [6.5, 9]TeV, tβ , tβu ∈ [1, 30], tβR ∈ [0.8, 1], m0 , M1/2 ∈
(2,2)

[200, 2000]GeV, A0 ∈ [0, 3]TeV, µΦ

∈ [−3, 3]TeV and Yδd ∈ [−0.15, 0.15].

Eq. (5.31) suggests, TYδd contributes strongly to this splitting. One should note that the value
of this trilinear coupling is strongly correlated with M1/2 due to RGE running, increasing
with larger M1/2 .
(3,3)

(3,3)

RGE running effects result in a splitting of the quark soft masses where (mQ )2 > (mQc )2 .
This splitting arises through two main sources. Firstly, the running of the gaugino masses in
the left-right sector is asymmetric. This results in the splitting being a function of M1/2 which
can be analytically estimated at the one-loop level:
(3,3)

(3,3)

∆m2Q ≡ (mQ )2 − (mQc )2


2
M1/2 
4
'
1 + 16π  
4
2
' 8.2 × 10−2 M1/2


8
2
8π 2 − 3gGUT
ln



MSUSY
MGUT

2 − 

3
2
−4π 2 + gGUT
ln



MSUSY
MGUT


2 
(5.32)

Here, gGUT ' 0.8, MGUT ' 1.5 × 1017 GeV and MSUSY ' 2.5 TeV. In Fig. 5.5 the results
of the fully numerical scan are shown. The bold red line corresponds to the above function,
whereby we see that this function provides an adequate approximation to the minimal splitting of the soft-masses. Secondly, as is also illustrated by Fig. 5.5, additional splitting occurs
due to Yδd 6= 0. The precise value of this contribution depends strongly upon numerous
parameters in the model.
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Figure 5.5: A random scan which illustrates the splitting of the squark soft-masses. Also shown in
red is the analytic expression based on the asymmetry of the left-right gaugino mass terms. Here all
input parameters are scanned over randomly for fixed values of Mδ . The ranges of the parameters
scanned over at the GUT scale are vR ∈ [6.5, 9]TeV, tβ , tβu ∈ [1, 30], tβR ∈ [0.8, 1], m0 , M1/2 ∈
(2,2)
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∈ [−3, 3]TeV and Yδd ∈ [−0.15, 0.15].

Conclusion

We have presented a constrained left-right supersymmetric model which predicts a low-scale
SU(2)R ×U(1)B−L breaking scale. The model is constructed in a manner where gauge coupling
unification is maintained, based on the requirement that SU(2)R × U(1)B−L is broken purely
through SU(2)R doublets. As the left-right breaking scale is assumed to be close to the SUSY
scale, gauge coupling unification dictates that additional matter must be introduced. This
extra matter takes the form of vector-like quarks and leptons charged under U(1)B−L but
being singlets with respect to the SU(2) factors.
Due to the fast running of the U(1)B−L gauge coupling and large one-loop threshold corrections, the model predicts a unification scale close to the string scale. These large threshold
corrections are a product of large values of the gauge coupling beta functions in conjunction
with a large spread in the mass spectrum. For unification to remain unspoilt by threshold corrections, one naturally predicts the SU(2)R breaking scale to lie close to MSUSY . Finally, the
presence of vector-like quarks are an essential ingredient in driving spontaneous symmetry
breaking in the left-right phase: under the assumption of mSUGRA-like boundary conditions,
the couplings of these quarks must be non-vanishing to trigger radiative gauge symmetry
breaking.
We have demonstrated why the usual paradigm of using vector-like quarks in conjunction
with the see-saw mechanism provides insufficient degrees of freedom to fit both the quark
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masses and mixings simultaneously. Subsequently, we have implemented both the quark
masses and mixing through the introduction of an additional Higgs bi-doublet, raising the
total number of electroweak VEVs to four.
The phenomenology of this model contains a number of interesting features. Here, we
have focused on the mass spectrum. Firstly the CP-even Higgs sector displays two distinctive
tendencies. For tβR → 1, the lightest CP-even Higgs mass tends to O(10)GeV values while
the second lightest Higgs becomes SM-like. For sufficient deviation from tβR = 1, the MSSMlike limit is produced. Note, that the lightest state is essentially a SM gauge singlet. In the
squark sector due to both the RGE running and the enlarged down-squark sector the lightest
down squark is always lighter than the lightest stop.
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Conclusions and Outlook

The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics suffers from a number of theoretical and experimental deficiencies. It has been the goal of theorists over the previous decades to remedy
these deficiencies and propose testable scenarios for physics beyond the SM (BSM). At the
heart of these efforts lie solutions to the hierarchy problem. This led to the development of a
number of distinct types of theories that could solve this problem. From a phenomenological
standpoint, the important consequence of these solutions is the prediction of new TeV-scale
physics. However, at the time of writing, both the ATLAS and CMS experiments at the LHC
have collected in excess of 30 fb−1 at centre-of-mass energies of 13 TeV. This data has provided
no direct signal of any of these theories, resulting in stringent exclusion limits on new TeVscale particles. This leads to an interesting impasse with a number of plausible solutions:
(i) discard these existing well motivated theories, and set off pursing ideas that may explain
the hierarchy problem without new TeV-scale physics, or (ii) consider non-minimal variants
of these theories which modifies the phenomenology such that they remain consistent with
observation while preserving their respective solutions to the hierarchy problem.
In this thesis we have pursued the latter option with particular emphasis on supersymmetry as the solution to the hierarchy problem. This however, leads one directly back to a
rather daunting reality, that is, the sheer number of possibilities for extending the minimal
supersymmetric SM (MSSM). The diverse array of data that any given model must confront
leads to a complete dead end if many of the necessary calculations are not automated. Fortunately the last few years have seen significant increases in the number of procedures that
have been completely automated. The tool SARAH requires only minimal user input, such as
the Lagrangian, field content and symmetries. It gives the user not only useful information
like the vertices, mass matrices, RGE and one and two-loop self-energies but also integrates
into other high-energy physics codes which can be used to perform a wide range of studies.
We refer to this tool chain as the SARAH framework. To demonstrate these capabilities, we
have used the diphoton excess seen in December 2015 as a case study in Chapter 2. Here we
have emphasised both the ease and speed at which new models can be constructed and immediately confronted with a large cross-section of available data. In particular we have provided
a lengthy motivation that examines a number of mistakes observed in the literature and how
these tools can be used to aid in preventing such errors and or simplifying assumptions.
In the subsequent chapters we where then interested in two different types of constraints
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on BSM theories. In Chapter 3 we have considered BSM effects on the stability of the electroweak vacuum. Here, we have concerned ourselves with minimal supersymmetric models.
Supersymmetry results in very complicated scalar potentials due to the large number of new
scalar degrees of freedom. To analyse these potentials a large number of assumptions are
typically made. The easiest of which, is simply ignoring many of these new scalar directions
in the potential, thereby assuming that the potential is stable in these directions. In the first
half we have revisited an explanation of the diphoton excess using bound states containing
two scalar-top quarks in the context of the MSSM. We find that the requirement of a sufficiently long-lived electroweak vacuum exclude this possibility. We also discuss the impact of
non-perturbative effects arising from Higgs exchange. In the second half we revisit the nextto-minimal supersymmetric SM (NMSSM). Here we analyse the effect of including charged
Higgs directions in the scalar potential. We find at tree-level additional charge-breaking minima exist which are deeper than other undesirable but charge-conserving minima. However,
considering the full one-loop effective potential and performing a full numerical study of the
tunnelling time we find that these new minima do not lead to an electroweak vacuum that is
further destabilised in comparison to cases where these minima are neglected.
In Chapter 4 we turned to indirect constraints on new physics arising from charge lepton
flavour violation (cLFV). Here, we studied a minimal low-scale left-right symmetric model
with scalar triplets which naturally gives rise to neutrino masses through a combination of
type I and type II see-saw mechanisms. Treating the complete scalar sector in a consistent
manner, we examined the cLFV rates considering the combination of both see-saw types. In
particular, we developed a parametrisation which utilises either the discrete charge and parity
symmetries to determine the triplet Yukawa matrices of the model as a function of only the
underlying model parameters and neutrino oscillation data.
One appealing feature of left-right symmetries arises from their compatibility with SO(10)
grand unified theories (GUTs). The previous cLFV study considered a low-scale left-right
symmetric model which, given the particle content, is incompatible with gauge coupling unification (GCU). In Chapter 5 we therefore constructed a complete supersymmetric SO(10)
compatible model containing TeV-scale left-right symmetric gauge symmetries. We find that
the two-loop RGEs in conjunction with the one-loop threshold corrections have a large impact on the scale where GCU occurs. We also discussed the phenomenology, particularly in
the Higgs and squark sector. We showed, that contrary to previous works, it is not possible to
obtain realistic quark masses and mixing values through a single Higgs bi-doublet and vectorlike quarks. It is therefore essential that a second Higgs doublet be introduced in a manner
similar to two Higgs doublet models.
With a significant amount of 13 TeV LHC data available, even the models explored within
this thesis are facing increasing pressure. For example, the scale of supersymmetry breaking is being pushed beyond the TeV-scale which leads to a reintroduction of the hierarchy
problem. While for the SO(10) inspired left-right model, a higher left-right breaking scale
typically spoils GCU due to large threshold corrections as well as the steep running of the
U(1)B−L gauge coupling. However, possible indirect evidence for BSM physics is beginning
to appear. There currently exists a number of small anomalies in the measurements of Bmeson decays. Interestingly all these different measurements point towards specific types of
new physics in the mass range 1-35 TeV. If new physics lies at the upper end of this range
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then this will certainly call for new avenues to explain the hierarchy problem. As a result it is
now more tempting than ever to begin exploring option (i), namely the pursuit of brand new
solutions to the hierarchy problem. However, there exists a third option not yet discussed. In
regards to the hierarchy problem and other theoretical deficiencies of the SM, have we simply
been asking the wrong questions all along? Currently we have no definitive answer to this
question. However, it appears likely that increasingly precise measurements of portals to new
physics will shed further light on this matter. Whether these portals are measurements of the
Higgs boson width and couplings, B-meson decays, or even light neutrino masses and mixings we always gain additional insight into the possible extensions of the SM. Consequently,
the absence of direct evidence for new physics, while disappointing, is not the end of the
story with the next five years promising a wealth of new data. This data will either pave a
clear route forwards pushing us in new exciting directions or finally put many of these long
standing questions to rest.
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Supplementary Information for Chapter 5

A.1

Scalar Mass Matrices

Doubly Charged
The mass matrix is written in the basis {δR−− , δL−− }


1 mRR mRL
2
MH ±± =
,
2 . . . mLL

(A.1)

with entries
mRR = (ρ3 −

2ρ1 )vL2

+

ρ2 vR2

−

mLL = (ρ3 − 2ρ1 )vR2 + ρ2 vL2 −
mRL = v 2

t2
2 β
α3 v 2
tβ
t2β
α3 v 2 2
tβ

tβ
β3 (t2β − 1) − β1 2
tβ + 1

−1
,
+1

(A.2a)

−1
,
+1

(A.2b)

!

+ vL vR 4ρ4 + (2ρ1 − ρ3 )t2β .

(A.2c)

Expanding in two expansion parameters x = vL /v and y = v/vR we obtain for the masses to
leading order

1
mH1±± = 2ρ2 vR2 + α3 v 2 cos 2β + O x, y 2 ,
2


1
mH2±± =
(ρ3 − 2ρ1 )vR2 + α3 v 2 cos 2β + O x, y 2 .
2

(A.3a)
(A.3b)
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Singly Charged

Here the basis is defined as {φ− , (φ+ )c , (δR+ )c , (δL+ )c }


mφ− φ− mφ− φ+ mφ− R mφ− L
1  ...
mφ+ φ+ mφ+ R mφ+ L 
,
M2H ± = 
...
mRR mRL 
2  ...
...
...
...
mLL

(A.4)

with entries
mφ− φ−

1
= 2
tβ − 1




vL2 vR2
2
2
2 2
2vL vR tβ (2β3 − β1 tβ ) + 2 (2ρ1 − ρ3 )(tβ + 1) − α3 vL + tβ vR ,
v
(A.5a)

mφ− φ+ =

mφ+ φ+

mφ− R
mφ+ L

mφ− L
mφ+ R

vL vR (2β3 tβ − β1 ) +

tβ
2vL2 vR2
tβ (2ρ1 − ρ3 ) − α3 2
v 2 + vR
2
v
tβ + 1 L

,

(A.5b)


2 2

1
vL vR
2
2 2
2
= 2
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mLL =
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(A.5i)

mRL
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!
.

(A.5j)

A.1 Scalar Mass Matrices
Expanding once again in two expansion parameters x and y as well as working in the limit
tan β → 0 we obtain for the masses to leading order
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Neutral CP-odd
Here the basis is defined as {ϕ1 , ϕ2 , ϕR , ϕL }
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with entries
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Appendix A Supplementary Information for Chapter 5
Expanding once again in two expansion parameters x and y as well as working in the limit
tan β → 0 we obtain for the masses to leading order
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Neutral CP-even
Here the basis is defined as {σ1 , σ2 , σR , σL }
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v
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(A.11f)

A.1 Scalar Mass Matrices
v
mσ2 L = q
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(A.11g)
mRL = (2ρ1 + ρ3 )vL vR .
(A.11h)

In order to obtain analytic results for the masses one must specify to a region of parameter
space where the triplet and bi-doublet scalars do not mix. This corresponds to the limit
vL , α1 , α2 , β1 → 0. Additionally we also once again perform an expansion in the two parameters x and y as well as working in the limit tan β → 0. This yields the results
m2h ' 2λ1 v 2 −

8λ24 v 4
,
α3 vR2

m2H = 2(2λ2 + λ3 )v 2 +

m2HR = 2ρ1 vR2 ,
α3 2
v ,
2 R
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1
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2

(A.12a)
(A.12b)
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